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SUMMARY
The NMR shieldings in molecular environments of various 
magnetic nuclei from the first, second and third rows have 
been calculated using approximate molecular orbital techniques. 
These techniques comprise the use of CNDO or INDO molecular 
wavefunctions, gauge invariant atomic orbitals and Rayleigh- 
Schrodinger perturbation theory.
Considerable use is made of a version of the CNDO/s 
molecular orbital program, specially extended to cope with 
molecules containing second and third row atoms and iodine. 
Algorithm to calculate the dia- and paramagnetic contributions 
to NMR shielding have been appended to this program.
Because of doubts surrounding the parameters employed 
in the CNDO/s program, a non-empirical CNDO program has also 
been constructed, with the same repertoire of atoms. This 
program uses atomic parameters obtained from atomic orbital 
calculations, while resonance integrals are calculated in 
situ by an exact method. As well as the dia- and paramagnetic 
contributions, an algorithm to calculate the spin-orbit 
coupling contribution to NMR shielding has also been appended 
to the non-empirical CNDO program. This algorithm treats 
spin-orbit coupling interactions as an additional magnetic 
perturbation, the effect on shielding being thus obtained 
from third order perturbation expressions.
The performance of the contributions calculated from
the two programs in explaining the observed chemical shift
13 27 71 73 7 5
trends in C, Al, Ga, Ge and As containing series
has been compared. This comparison affirms the critical 
and often dominant role played by spin-orbit coupling inter­
actions whenever heavy atom substituents are present, as 
well as indicating the overall superiority of the non- 
empirical CNDO program.
The remaiining shortcomings of the shielding contributions
as calculated by the non-empirical CNDO program are
assumed in the light of their ability to explain the
chemical shift trends in ^ C ,  ^ A l ,  *^S, ^ G e ,  ^ A s  and 
77
Se containing series.
In addition, shielding contributions have been
obtained using the INDO/s molecular orbital program for 
15 19
series of N and F containing molecules. For some 
model compounds in the ^**N series, the solvaton method 
has been used to assess the effect of a polar solvent 
on NMR shielding.
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CHAPTER 1 NON-RELATIVISTIC MO THEORY
1.1 Time-Independent Schrodinger Equation
The properties of a microscopic system in any of its 
available stationary states, may be determined in principle 
by solution of the time-independent Schrodinger equation. 
Considering the mechanics of an assembly of particles, 
electrons and nuclei, by far the largest forces acting are 
Coulombic, and may be expressed in terms of a potential 
energy which is a function of the positions of the particles.
There are also magnetic forces, depending on the veloci­
ties of the particles, though in the non-relativistic theory, 
these are treated in an ad hoc manner. The energy E of a 
conservative system of interacting particles is the sum of 
a kinetic-energy contribution T and a potential-energy 
function V,
T + V = E   (1.1)
Schrodinger suggested that the proper way to describe 
the wave character of particles was to replace the classical 
kinetic- and potential-energy functions T, V with linear
A A
operators T and V and set up a wave^equation of the form,
H ij = E ip   (1.2)
a
where the total energy operator (Hamiltonian) H, of the 
system is given by:
H = T + V   (1.3)
Each particle, P, in the system is represented by a 
contribution of
-  v2
8tt2 P
to T, where:
For the simple case of a one electron atom, using a 
coordinate system centered on the nucleus, we have:
T -h2
e
(1.5)
V (1.6)
4 7T e r 
o
where: subscript n denotes the nucleus;
subscript e denotes the electron; 
z is the atomic number of the nucleus.
In this case, the Schrodinger equation may be solved 
exactly.
1.2 Many Electron Systems
The solution of the Schrodinger equation for many 
electron systems is made possible by various approximations, 
outlined below.
1.2.1 Born-Oppenheimer Approximation
The Schrodinger equation for a larger system consisting 
of a set of interacting electrons and nuclei first requires 
specification of the full Hamiltonian for the system. The 
Hamiltonian is again the sum of kinetic-energy operators 
for the nuclei and for the electrons together with the 
potential energy terms representing the various Coulombic 
interactions. These are repulsive for electron-electron and 
nucleus-nucleus pairs, but attractive between electrons and 
nuclei. If there are N nuclei and n electrons, the many-
Tot
particle Hamiltonian operator @tf is
TT2 A
6t h 2 5 -1 2
(1,2,....N; 1 , 2 , ....n) Va
e 2 Z. Z-n h 2 n 2 e 2 Z,
+ l -----------    l v - I I  A
417 Eo rAB 8,1 ” 2 P P A P 4„ t0 rAp
e 2
47r e r 
p<q o pq
(1.7)
Here, M A is the mass of nucleus A, m and e are the electronic 
mass and charge, respectively; Z^ is the charge on nucleus A; 
and r^j is the distance between particles i and j . Summations 
involving indices A and B are over atomic nuclei and those 
involving p and q are over electrons.
n
The Schrodinger equation for the entire system is thus: 
Tot
(1,2,....N; 1 , 2 , . ...n) $ (1,2,....N; 1 ,2,....n) =
E $ (1,2,....N; 1 , 2,....n)   (1*8)
where $ is now a complete wavefunction for all particles in 
the molecule and E is the total energy of the system. Since 
the position of each particle is described by three cartesian 
coordinates, this is a partial differential equation of 3N + 3n 
variables.
In general, if we are concerned with stationary states 
of the system, the solution $ of the Schrodinger equation 
(which contains E as a parameter) will be physically accept­
able only for certain discrete values of E. One such value, 
E^, is called an eigenvalue and the wavefunction, which
corresponds to this energy value is called the eigenfunction, 
so that
% 70t *i = i- (1.9)
It may happen 'that two or more functions arise with 
identical energies, such solutions are said to be degenerate.
In practice, rather than attempt to find a wavefunction 
describing both electronic and nuclear motions together, we 
may consider first the motion of electrons in the field of 
stationary nuclei. This becomes then a separate, purely 
electronic problem for each set of nuclear positions. This 
is a reasonable procedure because the masses of nuclei are 
several thousand times larger than the mass of the electron, 
so that the nuclei move more slowly, and we may reasonably 
suppose that the electrons adjust themselves to new nuclear 
positions so rapidly that at any one instant their motion 
is just as it would be if the nuclei were at rest at the 
positions they occupy at that same instant . In more quan­
titative terms, the Born-Oppenheimer a p p r o x i m a t i o n ^  amounts 
to separating off the nuclear kinetic energy and nuclear-nuclear 
repulsion terms f r o m , and considering only that part
of the Hamiltonian which depends on the positions but not 
the momenta of the nuclei. Concentrating on the electronic 
subsystem, the corresponding Hamiltonian o p e r a t o r , ^  , is 
given by:
61 -  h2 l <  + ( i . i o )
pq
87rm2 P P A p 4n p<q 4tt r
The electronic Hamiltonian is then used in a modified 
Schrodinger equation,
61 (1,2, n) 4 el (1,2, n) = e:.Jel (1,2 n) (1.11)
the solutions of which are purely electronic wavefunctions, 
el
$ , describing the motion of the electrons in the field of
the fixed nuclei. The total energy E of the system for a 
given internuclear distance r^B is then given as:
e2 z a zn
> E = e + I '   — —  ...... . (1.12)
4,1 eo rAB
where e is the electronic energy and the second term is the 
electrostatic internuclear repulsion energy.
1.2.2 Orbital/SIater-Determinant Representation
For most many electron systems, equation (1.11) does not 
yield an exact solution. Bearing in mind that the distribution
4-*el (1,2, n) V'®1 (1,2, n)
represents the probability density of simultaneously finding
—y —y —y
electron 1 at r , , electron 2 at r ~ , .....  and electron n at r ,1 ’ 2 9 n ’
any assumptions made to approximate the solution ought to 
lead to a zero value for the eigenfunction when the coordinates 
of any electron, p , in the system correspond to an impossible 
location for that electron.
The simplest approximation which is in line with the
statistical meaning of the eigenfunction is the Hartree
el
product, wherein ip is expressed as the product of single 
electron functions, termed orbitals
'I'®1 (1,2 n) = (1) . (2)...........  *n (n) (1.13)
With this representation, each electron orbital ^p(P) describes 
the behaviour of the electron p in the time averaged field 
of the other electrons.
1.2.3 Hartree-Fock
Equation (1.13) is not perfectly consistent with an 
important property of the different electrons in a given 
system - their mutual indistinguishability. This property 
dictates that the distribution i{,*e^ ,j,e^ - and thus all 
physically observable properties - being determined from it - 
is symmetrical in the coordinates of each electron in the 
system.
Two types of wavefunction satisfy this result of 
indistinguishability - that which is itself symmetrical 
in the coordinates of the electrons, and that which is 
antisymmetrical. For a two electron system the symmetrical 
solution constructed from Hartree products is:
ifel = J_ 
/2
^ ( 1 )  (2) + ^ ( 2 )  *2(1)
whereas the antisymmetrical solution is:
(1.14)
if
el
/2
(1D 4>2 (2) - <1^(2) (1) (1.15)
For both these solutions, *e 1 ^el is unaffected by 
switching the labels of electrons 1 and 2.
The choice between the symmetric and antisymmetric 
solutions is dictated by another physical property of 
electrons - their antisymmetry. The symmetrical solution 
is not consistent with the Pauli exclusion p r i n c i p l . 
However, if we let ip2 * i.e. put both electrons in the
same (spin) orbital, then equation (1.15) becomes zero, as 
is expected if the situation is impossible.
Extending the antisymmetrical solution to the general 
many electron case, equation (1.15) becomes:
^6l = -==: ^ ( 1 )  i>2 (2) '4*3(3) ......  ^ n ^    (1.16)
/n! ^
where the function in large brackets is the Slater determinant
If equation (1.16) is substituted in equation (1.11), which 
is then subjected to the variation method to get the best 
approximate wavefunction, the result corresponds to the 
Hartree-Fock solution.
For the case of a i-many electron atom, where N = 1, in 
equation (1.8), a numerical approach is commonly used to 
obtain Hartree-Fock solutions. In this approach, a tabulated 
value of the radial factor in each single electron (atomic) 
orbital is obtained at intervals in the electron-nuclear 
separation. However, the corresponding angular factor retains 
an analytical form - the appropriate spherical harmonic.
I
1.3 Molecules
1.3.1 LCAO Representations of M0 T s
Comparing molecules, where N > 1 in equation (1.8), 
with atoms, we see that the spherical symmetry of the 
environment is lost. Hence, the numerical Hartree-Fock 
approach requires a tabulation of orbital functions in 
three dimensions instead of one. Simple arithmetic shows 
that an adequate 3-dimensional distribution of points for 
each MO (molecular orbital) can seldom be maintained during 
the course of a given calculation, even with substantial 
computer resources. For this reason an approximate analy­
tical form of the molecular orbitals is sought instead, as 
a further approximation to the Hartree-Fock method.
The analytical form most commonly used is the L.C.A.O.
(Linear Combination of Atomic O r b i t a l s ) :
♦iCp) “ £ S i  S ( p )   (1-18)
where represents a molecular orbital;
<f>^ represents an atomic orbital;
and C . is termed an orbital coefficient,
yi
The summation in (1.18) runs over all atomic orbitals, or 
"basis functions" contributed by the constituent atoms.
This approach ensures that the MO's have sensible algebraic 
properties.
If the M O ’s represented by equation (1.18) are sub-
elstituted into equation (1.16) to get ip , which is in turn 
substituted into equation (1.11), then the variation theorem 
may be applied to the undetermined orbital coefficients alone 
to obtain an approximate solution. In the limit of the basis 
functions contributed by the constituent atoms being of 
infinite variety, this approximate solution is identical with 
the Hartree-Fock solution.
Before considering the form of the variational solution 
in the coefficients, it is necessary to make explicit con­
sideration of electronic spin. In the absence of magnetic 
interactions, an orbital may be exactly expressed as the 
product of functions of its spatial and spin coordinates, 
respectively:
'"iCp) = • ° i (sp ) .............
where is the spatial function; 
a^ is the spin function;
is the spin angular momentum vector of the electron.
Furthermore, two spin states are available to the electrons:
a = a or 8 > 1 <■    (1.20)
where the spin states correspond to a z-component of
spin angular momentum of ( *)l/2.
\
A commonly observed situation in molecules with an even
r - I
number of electrons is the spin-paired or closed-shell 
situation, in which paramagnetic effects are absent. In this 
situation, the occupied M O ’s may be arranged into pairs with 
identical spatial functions:
CP) ~h(p)<*(p) 
*i(p) “h  (p) B (p)
(1 . 21)
(1.22)
Furthermore, if <j> now represents the spatial function, 
only, of an atomic orbital, then we have:
y i ( r p C • <t> (r ) yi m v p^
(1.23)
1.3.2 Roothaan*s Equations
The variational solution in the coefficients C • for
yi
the case of a closed shell molecule is given by Roothaan*s 
e q u a t i o n s ^  :
y
w h e r e ,
7 F C • = e- J S C . L yv vi l L yv vi
F = H + J P. yv yv " Aa
Xa
(yv/Xa) - 1/2 (yX/va)
(1.24)
... (1.25)
H yv
-  V
-  -1 X
2 x xl -1 ♦v dTl
(1.26)
w h e r e ,
z = actual charge on nucleus x in the molecule
A
p =2 y c . c ..yv . L yi vi 
10CC
(1.27)
(yv/Xa) =
= eigenvalue of MO i
v'-' r12 ^ a ^  dxl d T 2 •'* ^1
yv **(1) 4>V U ) (1.29)
.28)
Clearly, equation (1.24) requires an iterative solution
for the coefficients. The iterative process may be initiated 
by making a crude approximation for the bond order elements,
P , e.g. for a neutral molecule:y v &
where is the population of A.O. <J> in the groundstate of 
the neutral isolated atom.
Substituting the approximate bond order elements into 
(1.25) yields the first estimates of the Fock elements Fy v
Expressing (1.24) as
T £  D • = e. D . ...........  (1.31)L ^ y v  vi l yl K Jv
where M> = Y S \  F. S+  ^   (1.32)■*MJ v . ^ y A A a a v  • v
Aa
D . = .J S + ® C . , ...........  (1.33)yi L yv vi 9 v J
v
we have a set of equations solvable by matrix diagonalization 
methods. In matrix formulation, the above equations become:
J£f> = DE    (1.34)
g£= S'* F S + *   (1.35)
D = S+* C   (1.36)
The symmetric roots of the overlap matrix are defined by:
S + i s+2 = S •   (1.37)
S'* S'* = S’1   (1.38)
S'* S+* = I    (1.39)
where I is the identity matrix. In principle, these roots
may be determined by a binomial exp-ansion. Putting
&  = S - I   (1.40)
we have
Sn = (I + $ )    (1.41)
. = I + n Cf + EiS-lil g 2 + n(n + 1) (n + 2) g 3
2! 3!
+     (1.42)
After transforming the first estimate of F to give the 
first estimate o f ^ ,  which is then diagonalized to give D, 
the first estimate of C is obtained from the transformation:
i
C = S" 5 D   (1.43)
The L.C.A.O. coefficients are then substituted into equation 
(1.27) to get the second estimate of the bond order matrix.
This cycle is repeated until a self consistent solution 
is achieved.
1.4 Approximation of the Roothaan Formulation
1.4.1 Difficulties in the Exact Solvation of the Roothaan 
Equations
Solving the Roothaan equations without approximation 
poses the following problems:
(1) Calculation of the two-electron integrals (pv/Aa) over atomic 
basis functions is difficult when:
(a) y and v and/or x and o are centred on different atoms
and (b) the Slater type of radial function is used for the
basis functions:
2n +1
r  = iffjl :__  e ?l,r ’ ...........  (1.44)Kb
(2) There are 1/8 (m4 + 2 m 3 + 3m2 + 2m) distinct two-electron 
integrals, where m is the number of spatial basis functions, 
causing storage problems between iterative calculations of F;
(3) The three centre electron-nuclear attraction integrals
for a Slater-type basis;
_i +i
(4) Calculating the transformation matrices S 2 and S 2 is not 
trivial for the case of large values of m, since the series 
expansion (1.42) becomes slow to converge and hence unworkable
(5) For the case when the molecule contains heavy atoms (Z > 10), 
the m basis functions consist of a large proportion of core 
.orbitals, which contain the inner electrons of the constituent 
atoms and which change little in going from the atomic to the 
molecular environment. Hence, the matrices F, P, etc. may be 
made unworkably large by the presence of functions which take 
a negligible part in covalent bonding.
Problems (1) to (4) are dealt with by means of the ZDO 
approximation, whereas problem (5) is dealt with by the 
valence-only electron approximation.
1.4.2 ZDO Approximation
The distribution $ (r) (f>v (r), as a function of position 
r, is called the differential overlap of functions (f>y and <f>v. 
Application of the zero differential overlap (ZDO) approxima­
tion hence amounts to assuming that this distribution is zero
—y
for all r. This is a good approximation when there is a large 
separation between the atoms upon which y and v are centred « 
However, the most committed applications of ZDO require that 
<j)^ (r) <bv (?) + 0 for all r whenever y / v. This is not applied
are also difficult to calculate
consistently throughout the formulation. In order to retain 
the rudiments of covalent bonding in the theory, the so-called 
resonance integrals, H , where y and v are on different 
centres, are retained on an approximate basis in the ZDO 
methods.
Hence the Roothaan formulation becomes:
FC = CE    (1.45)
FPU “ Hyp + I PXX ^ /AA> - ^  Pyp ••••• 0.46)
F = - 1/2 P (yy/vv)   (1.47)yv yv v J
y and v on same centre
F = H - - 1/2 P (yy/vv)   (1.48)yv yv yv v J
y and v on different centres.
Of the two electron integrals, only an n x n matrix of 
"Coulomb integrals" , (yy/vv), also denoted n Y 11, remains, 
these integrals pose no serious problems in their calculation.
Valence only approximation
Since the rigorous solution of the Roothaan formulation 
for a molecule results in a solution in which there is almost 
a total division between orbitals consisting of valence basis 
functions and orbitals consisting of a core basis of functions 
- the latter being subdivided according to the atoms and sub­
shells which contribute to a given subset of core functions - 
little rigor is.lost if a block diagonal form of the Fock 
matrix is assumed from the outset:
The elements of the valence sub-matrix are given by:
F = H + y v y v
valence 
l P XcA a
(yv/Aa) - 1/2 (yA/va)
core
Ix® Xa
(yv/Xa) - 1/2 (pX/va) (1.49)
valence 
= H' + I P.
Xc Xa
(yv/Aa) - 1/2 (yA/va)^j ... (1.50)
where
core
H f = H + Y P1 I -V) 1 Iy v y v Aa A a
(yv/Aa) - 1/2 (yA/va) . (1.51)
Complete specification of the valence sub-matrix elements 
still requires a knowledge of the core electron bond order 
matrix. Making the further approximation so that this is 
the same for the isolated atoms, i.e.:
P = N 6 yv y yv (1.52)
(which is much more realistic for core than for valence 
orbitals), we obtain a valence sub-system formulation requiring 
no reference to calculations on the core sub-system.
1.4.3 CNDO and INDO Methods
CNDO
The complete neglect of differential overlap (CNDO) 
approximation, as defined by Pople et a l ^ " ^ i s  a valence-only 
method using the ZDO equations (1.45) to (1.48). Its salient 
practical features are:
(1) So that rotational invariance is maintained, despite the ZDO 
approximation, single-centre charge distributions are spheri­
cally averaged.
whenever they occur in integrals. Here
where R is the radial function of d> . 
y y
(2) Decomposing the diagonal core Hamiltonian elements into one- 
and two-centre contributions, we have:
<j)2 (?) s2 O)
y
(1.53)
H U y on A (1.55)
where U is the local core integral and is determined from
empirical atomic data (see Appendix l a ) ;
B
V - is equal to minus the Coulomb interaction between the
nucleus B plus its core electrons and an electron in <b .
y
We have
1
CNDO/1 method, (1.56)
in the CNDO/2 method (1.57)
Here Z ’^ = Z^ - number of core electrons on B;
^AB reP resen"ts Coulomb interaction between valence
electrons on centres A and B.
The resonance integrals are set proportional to the amount 
of overlap:
H = 3A13 S    (1.58)y v AB v yv v J
(A) (B)
where is a quantity dependent on the nature of atoms A and
B, evaluated on the basis of optimum fit between CNDO and 
rigorously obtained wavefunctions (see ^Appendix l b ) .
The Coulomb and overlap integrals, which are calculated ’in 
situ* as required, are obtained exactly, after representing 
each atomic basis function as an STO with parameters deter­
mined from Sl a t e r ’s R u l e s ^  .
INDO
The Intermediate Neglect of Differential Overlap (INDO) 
method, as defined by Pople et a l ^ ,  differs from CNDO/2 in 
as far as monocentric differential overlap, <f> <{> ,
V ( A') V ( A')
(y f v ) , is retained in two electron integrals: J K J 
Hence, the INDO expressions for the one-centre Fock elements 
differ from the ZDO expressions, equations (1.45) to (1.48):
A
F = H + J P, 
yp yy AaA a
(yy/Aa) -l/2(yA/ya)
B
+ I I p y
B/A v vv
 . (1.59)
A —  ~T
Fyv = ^ P Xa (yv/Aa)-1/2 (yA/ya) y / v   (1.60)
Aa —  —*•
where <f> and s are both centred on atom A.
Yy Tv
f ft ^
In the original INDO specification^ -for molecules in­
cluding hydrogen and first row elements, the one-centre two- 
electron integrals are obtained from a mixture of calculated
quantities and empirical atomic data (see Appendix l c ) .
As well as the effect on the calculation, which is clear
from equations (1.59) and (1.60), going from CNDO to INDO
also affects the value of H via a small effect on the local
yy
core integral U see equation (1.55) and Appendix (lc) .
1.4.4 MO Techniques Used in the Present Work
(9,10)
Herein, much use is made of the CNDO/S method 
In this variant of CNDO/2, with reference to an axis system 
local to the current pair of atoms, resonance integrals are 
obtained from the following formula:
H = k $A-n S    . (1.61)y v y v AB y v
where k = 0. 585 if d> and d> are p orbitals;y v y v Fir *
= 1.0 otherwise
For CNDO/S, the values of (see Appendix Id) are chosen
to optimize agreement between observed and calculated elec­
tronic transition energies.
The method is also characterized by the use of empirical 
one-centre Coulomb integrals (see Appendix Id) and the use of 
the Nishimoto-Mataga expressiorP^for two-centre Coulomb inte­
grals:
e2
Y = -------- :------*...  ............ / (1.62)
r/o n n  4ir e (RAT> + :.CL )(A) (B) o v AB yv'
where
2e2
a uv = ....................    (1.63)
47T e (y + y ) o yy 1 vv
The INDO/S m e t h o d ^ ^ a l s o  used in the present work, 
differs from the CNDO/S procedure by an identical adaption
to that by which INDO differs from CNDO/2 (see above). 
Identical atomic data to those used in the INDO method 
(Appendix lc) are taken in conjunction with the empirical 
one - centre Coulomb integrals (see Appendix Id) in order 
to determine the general one-centre, two-electron integral. 
As part of the present work, a non-empirical CNDO method 
has also been developed. This differs from CNDO/2 in the 
following respects:
(1) Resonance integrals are obtained from theory, using a 
diatomic approximation:
Here, all component integrals are obtained exactly in situ
represent an implicit retention of the two-centre "Coulomb- 
resonance" integrals, viz. (y v / A  A ) and (y v/A A ), in
the. corresponding Fock elements, F . Allowing for scaling
magnitude and opposite sign to the Coulombic contributions
to . They must therefore be retained in even the most
yv
rudimentary theoretical treatment.
(2) The local core integrals and one-centre Coulomb integrals
are calculated from analytical (double-zeta) Hartree Fock (H.F.) 
atomic wavefunctions given in the literature^1^ ,as explained 
in (Appendix 2b) .
H eff _ hAB +
A
(A)(B)
y v yv
I (yv/AA) - 1/2 (yy/Av)
A
B -  -r
+ I P a a  C yv/A A) - 1/2 P vX (vv/yA) .. (1.64) 
A —
where
(1.65)
ef f(see Appendix 2a) . The two-electron contributions to H
CA)(B)(A)(A) (A)(B)©(B)
respectively, these integrals are of similar
(3) While single STO's are still used to represent the atomic 
basis functions for purposes of calculating the resonance 
and two-centre Coulomb integrals, the determining parameters 
of these are no longer based on S l a t e r ’s Rules. The n(or n*) 
parameter is always set to the value of the principle quantum 
number of the chosen atomic orbitals (A.O.), £ being then 
determined so that the radial expectation value < r > matches 
that of the outer lobe of the corresponding double zeta 
functiorf^ where available (see Appendix 2c).
The valence d orbitals of atoms with Z > 10, which are 
unoccupied in the neutral ground state atoms, tend to be very 
diffuse, having optimum dimensions highly dependent on the 
molecular environment. Because of the use of the ZDO approx­
imation, it is presently necessary to restrict diatomic 
differential overlap by limiting the diffusiveness of the d 
orbitals. This is done by setting the most probable radius 
of the d STO functions to the shortest bond distance 
encountered for the given atom, i.e. the single bond distance 
to hydrogen. Hence, for element x, we have:
 ( 1 - 6 6 )
where aQ = 0.529167 X is frequently referred to as the 
Bohr ra d i u s ;
Rxpj is the typical experimental bond distance between 
x and hydrogen;
and n is the principal Quantum number of x.
This method typically gives ^ 0.75 U p ­
values are tabulated in (Appendix 2c).
In Molecular Orbital (MO) calcula t i o n s .on molecules 
containing first row atoms and hydrogen, the results (i.e. 
net charges, dipole moments, eigenvalues) of non-empirical 
CNDO calculations are not greatly different from the CNDO/2
results. Furthermore, the theoretical method offers a means 
of extending CNDO to heavier atoms which are free from any 
arbitrary choice of parameters. It is currently possible 
to perform calculations on molecules containing H, B, C, N, 
0, F, A 1 , Si, P, S, Cl, Ga, Ge, As, Se, Br and I.
CHAPTER 2. NUCLEAR SHIELDING
2.1 Observation
When experiments are carried out with very high 
precision, slightly different values of the resonance 
frequency are found depending on the chemical environment 
of the given type of nucleus. If hvQ is the quantum of 
energy involved the frequency vQ of precision of the bare 
nucleus is given by:
vQ = (y/Ih) B   (2.1)
where B is the applied magnetic field.
In the presence of electronic shielding, B must be 
replaced by (B - SB). The shielding effect can be written 
in terms of the field-independent shielding parameter a:
v = (y/Ih) (B - SB)    (2.2)
then
v = (yB /Ih) (1 - a)   (2.3)
A more readily accessible measurement is the difference 
between the screening of two nuclei of the same atomic number 
but in different chemical environments. This is known as the 
chemical shift (6^ ) and is defined as:
*A “ ' V  " °R   (2'4)
where ‘ is the absolute shielding of the nucleus in
a reference environment, . is that of the nucleus in 
the environment (A) of interest. 6 defined in this way 
increases with increasing shielding of A, but it 
decreases with increasing nuclear resonance frequency at 
a constant applied magnetic field.
The present work deals with the calculation of nuclear 
magnetic shielding and the chemical shifts for nuclei other 
than protons in polyatomic molecules with a view to gaining 
an understanding,of the various electronic factors influencing 
the observed shieldings in the molecules concerned. The 
results of such calculations are compared with the available 
experimental data.
In order to avoid undue repetition it is understood 
that all chemical shifts quoted are in ppm , and that shifts 
to law frequency of reference nucleus are positive ones.
SI units are used throughout unless otherwise indicated.
Several nucleus-dependent factors affect the ease with 
which NMR signals may be observed; they also influence the 
values of NMR parameters. As far as the spin quantum number,
I, is concerned, the most important division is into nuclei 
with I = I and those with I > J. Nuclei in the last category 
possess a nuclear electric quadrupole moment, Q (Table 2.1), 
which shortens relaxation times and broadens lines, rendering 
the nuclei less suitable, in general, for some NMR purposes 
than nuclei with I =
The magnetogyric ratio, Y, for a nucleus is of very 
great importance, since it affects both the frequency and 
the intensity of the resonance. Its units (SI) are rad T"1 S " 1 . 
The values of Y and I determine the magnetic moments, y, of 
a nucleus, usually quoted in units of the nuclear magneton, 
y^ j = 5.05095 x 10“27 J T -^. Values of N (the natural 
abundance of the isotopic species concerned), I, y and Q 
are givei/15^  Table 2.1.
TABLE 2.1 Nuclear magnetic properties
Isotope
0 )
Spin
I
Natural
abundance
C%)
Relative sens­
itivity for 
equal number 
of nuclei at 
constant m a g ­
netic field
(b)
magnetic
moment
y
Electric
quadrupole
moment
q ( c )
1/2 99.9844 1.00 2.79270 -
2h 1 1.56 x 10"2 9.64 x 10“3 0.85738 2.77 x 1 0 ~3
3He 1/2 10"5 to 10_/ 0.443 -2.1274 -
6Li . 1 7.43 8.51 x 10"3 0.82191 4.6 x.10"
7Li 3/2 92. 57 0. 294 -3.2560 -4.2 x 10~k
9Be 3/2 100.00 1.39 x 1 0 "2 -1.1774 2 x 10"2
10B 3 18. 83 1.99 x 1 0 "2 1.8006 0. Ill
n B 3/2 81.17 0.165 2.6880 3.55 x l O "2
13c 1/2 1.108 1.59 x 1 0 "2 0.70216 -
14n 1 99.635 1.01 x 10"3 0.40357 2 x 10'2
15n 1/2 0.365 1.04 x 10“3 -0.28304 -
170 5/2 3. 7 x 1 0 "2 2.91 x 10“2 -1.8930 - 4 x 1 0 "3
19^
r 1/2 100.00 0. 834 2.6273 -
27 A1 5/2 100.00 0. 207 3.6385 0.149
29Si 1/2 4. 70 7.85 x 1 0 "2 -0.55477 _
31p 1/2 100.00 6.64 x 1 0 "2 1.1305 -6.4 x 1 0 "2
33g 3/2 0. 74 2.26 x 10”3 0.64274 -6.4 x 1 0 "2
3 S
Cl 3/2 75.4 4.71 x 10"3 0.82089 -7.97 x l O "2
37C1 3/2 24.6 2.72 x 1 0 "3 0.68329 -6.21 x 10~2
69Ga 3/2 60.2 6.93 x 1 0 "2 2.0108 0.2318
71Ga 3/2 39.8 0.142 2.5549 0.1461
73Ge 9/2 7.61 1.40 x 10"3 -0.8768 -0. 2
7 5 As 3/2 100.0 2.51 x 10"2 1.4349 0.3
77Se 1/2 7.50 6.97 x 1 0 "3 0.5333 -
Br 3/2 50. 57 7. 86 x 1 0 "2 2.0990 0.33
81Br 3/2 49.43 9.84 x l O "2 2.2626 0.28
45Se 7/2 100.0 0.301 4.7491 -
113ln 9/2 4.16 0.345 5.4960 1.144
115Sn 1/2 0. 35 3.50 x 10"2 -0.9132 -
117Sn 1/2 7.67 4.53 x 1 0 "2 -0.9949 -
119Sn 1/2 8.68 5.18 x l O "2 -1.0409 -
121Sb 5/2 57.25 0.160 3.3417 -0.08
TABLE 2.1 Cont'd.
Isotope
(a)
Spin
I
Natural
abundance
m
Relative sens­
itivity for 
equal number 
of nuclei at 
constant m a g ­
netic field
(b)
Magnetic
moment
y
Electric
quadrupole
moment
q (c )
123Sb 7/2 42.75 4.57 x 1 0 ~2 2.5334 -1.0
123Te 1/2 0. 89 1.80 x 10_ 2 -0.7319 -
125™1 e 1/2 . 7.03 3.16 x 10“2 -0.8824 -
12 7-j- 5/2 100.0 9.35 x 1 0 -2 2.7939 -0. 75
203T1 1/2 29. 52 0.187 1.5960 -
205rp2 1/2 70.48 0.192 1.6114 -
2°7pb 1/2 21.11 9.13 x10~ 3 0.5837 -
2°9Bi 9/2 100.0 0.137 4.0389 -0.4
(a) in multiples of h/27r
(b) in multiples of the nuclear magneton eh/4ir m c
_ 2 if P
(c) in multiples of e x 10 c m2
2.2 Perturbation Theory
2.2.1 Magnetic Perturbations
A general outline of Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation 
theory, up to third order, is provided in Appendix (3).
Since magnetic interactions are usually small in comparison 
to electrostatic ones, the effect of the magnetic contributions 
to the Hamiltonian can usually be treated adequately using 
perturbation methods.
For a nucleus, A, with magnetic dipole, 
and in a uniform applied magnetic field, 5, the magnetic 
perturbation to the electronic Hamiltonian of a molecule is:
= (yB) + (£B) + (£y) + (SB) + (sy) + (£s) ---- (2.5a)
- 1
k
(yB)k + (£B)k + (£p)k + (sB)k + (sy)k + (£s)k (2.5b)
where k runs over all electrons and:
2 (B x r j .  (y, x r . v)
(yB), = ®_ 2--- *k_   (2.6a)
2m 4tt r?v
AK
®2 y° 1 V A u fjt "*■ a B
I K r  rV • r AV - rV r ; . ..(2.6b)2m 4* r3Ak a% "B l«B *k * *Ak ‘k *Ak j
(where a and 3 each run over x, y, z; 6 is the Kronecker delta),
(£Bh  = i ;  K  - S x ? k ............  <2 -7a>
= d i  1 . B ............  (2.7b)
2m K
A i.
and P, is the linear momentum operator equals to i! ^ .
(f^) is the orbital angular momentum operator, which equals
he x ^  •
(where is the spin angular momentum operator) 
et v0 ; f 3 (rAk • VA^ rAk " *Ak VA . 8
(sy)-, = -- —  Sv .v m 47t k
rAk
5 + 3 6 ^rAk^ VA
. . . . . .  (2.10)
where 6 is the Dirac delta function.
(^s) = A Cr^) • Sj, .......... . (2.11)
All terms inC^T except (£s) are true single electron terms. 
However, the spin-orbit coupling coefficient, ^(r^.), 
distinguishes the contribution of two-electron as well as 
one electron terms in (£s) (See Appendix 4).
2.2.2 R a m s e y Ts Theory
In his original perturbation treatment of the NMR 
shielding tensor,Ramse/16"1^  began by considering 'the' second 
order effect of the nuclear magnetic dipole together with 
the externally applied field on the electronic system of an 
isolated molecule:
(2)
• V  " ^  B B   <2 -12)
a , p-1
where a and 3 are subscripts labelling the three cartisian 
components (x, y or z ) ; the a are the elements of the
ct p
shielding tensor for a given nucleus A which possesses a 
nuclear magnetic moment y^; B is the applied external 
magnetic field. Hence, is expressed as a second partial
derivative of the energy with respect to the corresponding 
components of B and y^:
ao6 = 32 E 2 . (B , p ) / 3 B ) p" ...............  (2.13)
In the Ramsey formation, those contributions to 
which involve electron spin are omitted on the assumption 
that their effect is small for closed shell molecules, i.e.
^ R a m s e y  = C,lB) + (lB) + C* w)" .......... (2.14)
In their general form the Ramsey equations for the shielding
tensor components, cr^, for magnetic nucleus A of a molecule
in its ground electronic state, can be written:
aa$ = 4 *  + < B  (2) +oPag ^  + aPa B W  ......  (2 -15^
where
e2
< 6 ^  = 47 2i <° I I rAk ^ k  5aB'rAk rlk H 0) <2-15a)
2
a B ^ 2 ^ 4^ 2m (° I I rAk ^ a B  r0k ' rAk " rAk ) 1° ^
and ... (2.15b)
° a B (i:i = " 4 7  i ^ n ^ o L ^ 0 * 1 ^  ^Ak ln)  ( n l | £Ak I ° )
+ <° I I lk  I n) <n I I rM  lAk I ° > ]  . ( W *
... (2.15c)
° a B C 2 ^ £ 6y« ro Y L ( ° l | rM ^ l n> ( n I ^ I 0}
+ < °  I I Pk« I nX n I I r2  4 k t ° ) ]  (£n - V '1 ••• ^ - 1Sd)
k K
The subscripts 'P' and 'd' stand for 'paramagnetic1 and 
'diamagnetic' respectively, and the symbols yQ , e and m 
denote the permeability of free space, the electronic charge,
and the electronic mass, respectively. r AV is the distance
fh ~
of the k electron from nucleus A, and are the
orbital angular-momentum about A and linear-momentum operators
1" Vi
for the k electron. | 0) represents the unperturbed electro- 
nic ground states and | n^ represents the n excited state,with 
corresponding energies of E q and En respectively. rQ defines 
the separation of the nucleus from the gauge origin. 6^  is 
the Kronecker delta ( = 1  if a = $; = 0 if a f 3) and is
the alternating tensor (= 1 if $y<5 is an even permutation of 
x y z ;  = -1 if it is odd; = 0 if any two of $y6 are identical).
As can be seen, the paramagnetic term includes a sum 
over all excited states, including the continuum, of the
(18)
system. These are not readily available for most molecules 
Thus, R a m s e y ’s equation in this form is not a practical one 
within the context of molecular quantum mechanics. Equation 
(2.15) is exact, and thus the calculated shielding is in­
dependent of the choice of the origin of the gauge of the 
vector potential. Both the paramagnetic and diamagnetic 
terms can be individually dependent upon this choice of 
origin, but their sum is not. It was once thought that a
certain choice of origin would set the paramagnetic contri-
(19)bution equal to zerov ^.This would allow a to be calculated 
from the more readily available ground state properties 
incorporated in cr^ . This has been shown to be not generally 
possible^?, as under certain symmetry conditions both the 
dia- and paramagnetic terms can become accidentally gauge 
independent.
Ramsey suggested an average excitation energy (AEE) 
approach to alleviate the problem of the excited states.
In this he substituted an average value for the energy 
summation and invoked a ’closure approximation' (Dirac's 
unity operator to give an expression for the paramagnetic 
term which is dependent only on the ground state functions 
of the molecule. This method is unsatisfactory as a becomes 
the small difference between two large terms, even for 
moderately sized molecules. Furthermore, the paramagnetic
term contains matrix elements which have been shown to
( 2 2 3
depend critically on the choice of wavefunction^ .
2.3 Perturbation Method Using G I A O ’s
2.3.1 Poples Formulation
As has been seen, the main problem with R a m s e y ’s 
initial theory is the treatment of the excited states of 
the molecule. The replacement of the energy summation by 
a single average value is not physically satisfactory.
Gauge independent results, for any size of basis set, can 
be obtained by modifying the phase factor of the atomic 
orbitals used. By using exp [ -i(e/fe) (r) . ? ] ,  the 
M O ’s, $j , are given by:'
iK = I C . X     (2.16)
3 ,, yj y
where X = d> exp -i (e/fi) A (r) . r
y
(2.17)
and ^ y (r) i-s t i^e vector potential associated with the 
electron in orbital p, r is the electron position vector 
with respect to the gauge origin. L o n d o n ^ ^  was able to 
construct gauge dependent atomic orbitals which would give
gauge independent results. A good explanation of these
(24") T25')
orbitals is given by B o h m \  J and Hameka'' J . These gauge
dependent orbitals are confusingly known as Gauge Indepen­
dent Atomic Orbitals (GIAO). P o p l e ^ ^  developed an indep­
endent .electron MO theory of molecular diamagnetism in 
which he neglected two-centre overlap integrals and other 
two-centre matrix elements. In addition he used G I A O ’s, 
a generalized form of his equation for the components of 
the shielding tensor of atom A, in a molecular environment, 
is given as:
aa 3(non-loc) I I
4* 4m M(/A) Y
- M (o)
-  A
I p xx < A r 6 - r ray a y l*>
.-5
x V  (R2M S b - 3RMt W J
aaB (l0C)
y 2e2ii2 occ vomxz. _ o  
4tt m
I I
j k
fik(o)
E.
3
- E_
(o) -1 A
I I I
y<v B A <cr
(2.19)
yj vk vj yk
’ C x f  C a X  - Ca? CXk ) (•* I *A K  I <  * I K  1 ° )  (2‘ 20)
aa3(non-loc) = -
J 2fc2
o e h
I
r-OCC unocc
4^ m  m (t*A) y L  j
I I
f ^(o) 1 (o)
E. - 1E 
3 o
-1 M B
I I I
y<v B A<a
c (o) ^o) _ ^ o) C(c^ 
yj vk vj yk
^ x  |£y | 0 ) r -5
M
R £y$ - 3R R,» 
M My .M3 ] (2.21)
where the ’s are unperturbed LCAO coefficients of the
atomic orbitals y, v, A, a ig the occupied and unoccupied
MO's j and k, respectively. £ is a sum over all orbitals
y<v
on A such that y / v and the sum \ is over all atoms in
B
the molecule including A. The terms "loc" and "non-loc"
refer to the local and non-local contributions respectively.
These , terms should only be considered with respect to the
effect of the nuclear magnetic moment of A. As can be seen,
(loc) contains terms from the other atoms in the molecule; a p - 7
these are associated with the angular momentum operator 
describing the effect of the applied magnetic field. The 
non-local terms employ the McConnell^point dipole approximation 
of the effect of the nuclear magnetic moment of A on the 
atomic orbitals of B. Algorithms have been incorporated into 
the CNDO/S and INDO/S programs to facilitate the evaluation 
of expressions (2.18) to (2.21) following the MO calculation 
on a given molecule, for use in the present work. The evaluation 
of the integrals over atomic orbitals appearing in these 
expressions is dealt with in Appendix 4.
2.3.2 GIAO/Perturbation Method as Adopted for Use in
the Non-Empirical CNDO Program
The effect of spin-orbit coupling on the NMR shielding 
tensor may be substantial when heavy atoms are present in 
a m o l e c u l e ^ ? .  In order to take account of this effect, 
when working from an unperturbed Hamiltonian with a purely 
electrostatic potential, it is necessary to consider pe r ­
turbation energy terms to third -order^^.
Determining the contributions to consists of three
processes:
(i) Substituting cJGm into the perturbation energy expression 
(see Appendix 3);
(ii) Expanding the resulting expressions into a sum of 
terms, each term being a product of matrix elements, 
with each matrix element involving a particular con­
tribution tocTT according to equation (2.5);
(iii) Differentiating each of the resulting terms with
A
respect to ya andB^.
The potential contributions are those terms which are 
not reduced to zero by differentiation. However, many of 
these potential contributions are negligibly small in all 
practical cases, or become zero when averaged over all 
molecular or nuclear orientations in the applied field.
The remaining terms may be categorized according to the 
order of the perturbation expansion and according to the 
set of operators (terms i n C ^ )  which appear in them:
Table 1
Order Operator combinations important for chemical shift
I (yB)
II (tB) (£y), (£B) (sy), (£y) (sB) , ( sB) (sy)
III (£B) (ty)(£s), (£B)(.Sy)0es), ( V )  (sB)'(£s) , (SB) ( g y ) s )
A detailed formulation requires knowledge of the 
pertinent eigenfunctions o £:«0T  and how they are approximated. 
The following assumptions are made in the present treatment:
(i) the ground state | 0^  is a closed shell;
(ii) the ground state is represented by a Single Slater
Determinant SSD of MO's;
(iii) SSD excited states are constructed by promotion
of one or more electrons from M O ’s occupied in | O ^  to 
the virtual M O ’s also determined from diagonalization
of the ground state Fock matrix;
(iv) the excited states finally employed are those simple
linear combinations of SSD excited states which con­
stitute eigenfunctions of the total spin operator:
s = I Sk    (2.22)
k
\
Refinement by configuration interaction is not attempted.
It is,clear from expressions (A3.26) and (A3.35) that any 
excited state | L  ^  for which
(° I hm I l) = (£ I hm I °) = 0   {-2'2^
(where h is the relevant operator - a portion
II III m
makes a zero contribution to E or E (see Appendix 3),
respectively. Since hm is a one-electron operator, the 
above assumptions result in ^0 | hm | being zero w h e n ­
ever | I y  corresponds to the promotion of more than one 
electron. Hence, only singly excited states contribute 
to shielding as currently formulated.
With assumptions (i) - (iv) above, many of the con­
tributions indicated in Table (1) are zero. The remaining 
contributions are indicated in Table (2).
Table 2
Order Operator combinations important for chemical shift,
under assumptions (i)-(iv)
I
II 
III
(yB)
(IB) (Iv)
(IB) (sy) (Is), (sB) (sy) (fs)
The actual expressions, in terms of M O ’s, corresponding 
to these combinations, are developed as:
First Order
a3
3y 9B a 3
( o | ( p B ) | o ) (2.24)
e2
2m —  ( o i l4 it ' L
6aB ?k ■ ?Ak rk 1Ak
k=l Ak
I o ) . . (2.24a)
l !
m 4 tr
occ
f<‘ 6«(S ? k • ?Ak - rk rAkI3,Ak l ‘ > . (2.24b)
= a
a 3
Second Order
II _ 
fa3 r - ii_ p
<olceB)ii><eic4oio> + <oi(^M) \ i > < i \ c m  io=
AEof
(2.25a)
=  -2
8,Ia 3Bg
y <0| ( f B ) \1> <1 1(fy)[0> 
l AEo I
(2.25b)
(since a is real and the operators are Hermitian)
At
I
= -2
' efe v> occ unocc <i | j » : < j | i >
' m - 4 it i j A ^ E . .
il
(•2.26a)
= aa 3 (2.26b)
where A' 'E^j = e. - + 2(ij/ij) - (ii/j j)     (2.27)
Third Order
Eta
7a3 9y 9B a 3
n  i
f m
V
sing. trip.
<0[ (fB) \1><1\ (sy) |m><ml (fs) |Q;
AE n AE 
oc om
... (2.28a)
efi y
4tt^ 1 1
<o|i4y><£|j
rlk
£. m 
sing.trip,
=  -  1/2
AE n AE of om ... (2.28b)
efe 12 ^o 
m j 4tt
unocc
I
L  j’j
•! !Vyra
a Y 
rAk rAk
rk
5) Id (y,613,5')
OCC
- 1 
i'i
+ 3
0  I -f 5 (?Ak) +
yfa
a y
rAk rAk
“T5----
Ak
i6
*Ak
i ’)  to (Y,3;i,i’) (2.28c)
where: (a ,3;j >j ') = \
i
occ <j | Xf | i > < i | j ’> 8 _
A3E . . A1E. . f 
il il 1
(2.29)
to ( a , 3 > i > i ’ ) = I
i
A A
unocc < i | Af |j><j|fQ |i!>
__________ B
A 3E. . A XE. , . 
11 1'j
(2.30)
= ej ■ ei ■ (ii/jj) (2.31)
aIHb =
a3 9y 9B_ a 3
2 I I
I m 
sing trip.
<0| (fB)|f><f| (fs) |m><m[ (sy) |0>
AE p AE of om
V A A
r3rTi.S7, - rJtjSSS
.. (2.32a)
efe) yO y y
4it | i
<0
sing. trip.
AE p AE 
of om .. (2.32b)
=  -  1/2 efe
21f occ unocd
—  y y4tt v 4m vV. J i 1 \
2 2
8 tT „ 3(rAk) " rAk I ,i \ B (o,$;j,i)
+ 3
a Y 
rAk rAk
Yfot
(2.32c)
where
B(a,3;j,i) =
__ A A /V A
una:o<j | AfJ j ’ ><j ' |fg|i> occ <i| AfJ i'xi' |f^| j>
L  1
.(2.33)
I I I .a c = 
a3
82
3>\x 3BB
2 j <0| (sy) |f><f | (fB) |m><m| (f s) |0>
f,m 
trip., same 
spin
t
AE p AE of om
(2.34a)
&L 2!° l <0^  rAk 3^rAk | rAk ^ k~ rAkBk ^ i(rAk)3k
n ^  f,m
trip, same 
spin
0>
AE^pAE of om
(2.34b)
=  -  1/2 eft
2
^0 occ unocc
I Im 47T
i i I
( i | f i r 6 (?A)
a 2
3(rAk) - rAk
* 3 S<Yfax a y rAk rAk j) C(y,e;i,j) (2.34c)
where
C'(o,3;i,j) = T:A3E
11
inocc <i|^a |j,x j ,|i6|j> _occ<j |xta Ii’><i' f-ee |i>
A ._ A
A 3E..,
ii
a3e. . 
if!
t Nothing is subtracted, since <|0 | (PB) | 0 >= 0 
from the nature of the operator
(2.35)
44
Iild
Ja3
9B3
2 I
Z ym 
trip.
<Q| (sy) \Z><Z\ (sB) Imxml (Is) |Q:
AE d AE 
o Z om
......  (2.36a)
=  2 fefel ^
<0
4tt £,m 
trip.
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AE „ AE 
of om (2.36b)
+ 2u occ unocc 
§ 1 0 , r v
m 4 I I
-2
1 J ( *
3r“ r?,+2 - 6Ak Ak ct;3*2 Ak
3 a 3+2 6 CfA5 lj) ( A  x "S+i I *)" <A
3 6a 3+1 5 I ^  0   ^X^B+2 I x)
3 a 3+1 _ 5 r2 
6rAk Ak a 3+1 rAk
------- =5-------------
Ak
(2.36c)
w h e r e :
subscripts and superscripts: 3 + 1, 3+2 denote the
cyclic progression by one or two places from 3, e.g. if
3 - 3+1 - j 3+2 _r =  y then r p = z and r = x.
N.B. the appearance of i in equation (2 .36c) does not mean 
that is imaginary. A  further factor of i is generated
by the angular momentum operation.
differs fundamentally from cF*a and
a 3 7 a 3 a 3 0111(1 a 3
in being a 3-spin contribution rather than a 2-spin contri­
bution, i.e. it is obtained using three contributions to 
involving spin S, rather than two operators involving
A
spin S and one not. This traceless 3-spin contribution has 
been ignored completely by Morishima et a l ^ P
Contributions to crjjgd together constitute the spin- 
orbit (SO) contribution to shielding:
Corresponding to the partition of (sy)^. into a Fermi-contact 
and a dipolar contribution:
In the above expressions, M O ’s are purposefully not 
stated as linear combinations of atomic orbitals. The ex­
pressions resulting from such a refinement, as well as having 
an unnecessarily complex appearance, may lead to inefficient 
programming. In the case of nested summations (2nd and 3rd 
order expressions), it is faster to work out and store the 
integrals over MO's separately in advance, preventing their 
effective recalculation at a given inner summation with each 
successive step in the outer summation. ’
The integrals over MO's are evaluated currently using
neglect of diatomic differential overlap and gauge invariant
atomic orbitals (see Appendix 4). a § (a*«) and a ^  (a**)ex p ap a p otp
are consistent with Pople's treatment as far as local 
contributions are concerned, different approximations are 
used to evaluate the non-local terms - see Appendix 4 - 
tending to result in contributions of somewhat larger magnitude.
diP°lar= efe Po 5(rAk~ W  rAk ~ rAk Sk ~ UA
k m 4tt 5   (2.39)
(2.38)
each of the shielding contributions, cx‘^ a to and
& 9 cx3 a$ 9
SO
hence aa  ^ , may be partitioned accordingly:
:ontact
+ f Ilia + .f Hid.
 a^a3 -contact a^cx3 ^contact
... (2.40)
f SO^  Ilia
a3Jdipolar ^aa3 -dipolar
■ + (a
Ilia
a 3 dipolardipolar
... (2.41)
Whatever the method used to calculate the contributions
to the shielding tensor, the individual elements o n are not
a$
themselves the subject of comparison with experimental data. 
Instead, mean values are used:
°d = T  I °d   (2.42)3 L a a v Ja
op = i  I ap   (2.43)
3 u a a v J
a
SO 1 r SO f 0
a = ) o   (2.44)3 L aa 'a
av d . p son ro Ac^o = a + ar (+ a )   (2.45)
s owhere a is only available for the non-empirical calculations.
Throughout the current work the conventions used for che­
mical shifts is low frequency positive. For each nucleus presently 
treated, the calculated shieldings are subjected to statistical 
analysis to determine the level of agreement with observed che-
3 .V
mical shifts. The simple correlations between 6  ^ , n and a is
r (obs)
always considered, though problems may arise because of the
different levels of approximation used to calculate the various
contributions to aa v . The paramagnetic combination, a^, may 
need to be more heavily scaled than in order to mirror reality 
because of the stringent truncation of the summation over exci­
tations involved in the present treatment. Since aS0 involves 
two nested summations over excited states, similarly truncated, 
this contribution is expected to require even more scaling. For 
these reasons multiple regressions are performed, in which the 
different contributions are taken separately. This may, for 
example, lead to expressions of the form:
6 = ao^ + ba^ + c............................ ... ........ (2.46)
6 = aa^ + ba^ + caS0 + d ..... . (2.47)
or
where a,b,c, and d are least squares fitting parameters.
Most of the calculations described have been performed on 
the CDC 7600 installation of the University of Manchester. 
Subsidiary use has been made of the Surrey University PRIME 
750 network, particularly for geometrical and statistical 
calculations.
CHAPTER THREE
SOME CALCULATIONS OF SHIELDING 
FOR 27A1 and 71Ga NUCLEI
27A1 & 71Ga NUCLEI
3.1 Introduction
(29)
The NMR literature involving the direct observation 
of A1 and Ga may be divided into two basic areas of investi­
gation in terms of their interest to chemists:-
(i) Organic chemistry,
(ii) Solvation and complexation of the elements in the 
ionic form.
2 7 71
A1 and Ga chemical shifts are studied presently. 
These nuclei differ from the proton in possessing a nuclear 
quadrupole moment which results in their relaxation being 
dominated by nuclear quadrupole interactions with local 
electric field gradients.
From the magnetic properties of these nuclei shown in 
2 7
Table (2.1), A1 would be expected to have relatively narrow
resonance lines. This coupled with its large natural abund- 
2 7
ance, makes A1 a most favourable nuclues to examine. Of
71the two Gallium isotopes, Ga, has the higher sensitivity 
and lower quadrupole moment and this coupled with the fact 
that both isotopes have the same spin quantum number, leads 
us to conclude that it would be better to study this nucleus 
rather than the more abundant ^ia. The symmetry of a mole­
cule as a whole affects the field gradient at an atom in 
that molecule. Electric field gradients at nuclei, however, 
vary in magnitude as the inverse cube of the separation 
between the nucleus and the elctrons in question. The 
gradients near atomic nuclei consequently originate from 
charge density variations quite near to those n u c l e i ^ ) .
The nuclear shielding data reported here are calculated from 
CNDO/S and non-empirical CNDO wavefunctions.
3.2 ^ A 1  Nuclear Shielding
2 7
A1 NMR has proved suitable as a structural and dynamic 
(31) 2 7
probe . The receptivity of A1 is only five times lower
than that of the proton, which enables experiments to be per­
formed at submillimolar concentration levels, at least for 
reasonably symmetric molecular species.
In the present study, observed chemical shifts for a
2 7 f29')
series of A1 compounds are taken from the review by Akitt  ^  J
At high frequency (negative chemical shifts) we have only 
non-octahedral species, usually with one or more electro­
negative halogen ligands. The position of the resonance of 
aluminium in aqueous alkali, which is generally attributed
to the anion [Al(OH),d, is certainly not that for an octa-
( 32') 2 7
hedral species' . The calculated A1 chemical shifts are
presented with respect to the hexa-aquoaluminium cation
CA1(H20 )6]3 + .
The structure of [Alfl^O),]3+ itself consists of an 
octahedron of water molecules around the A1 atom with A1 —  0 
bond lengths of 1.87 .
The tetrahedral structure of A1C1. and A1H~, in the
f 33^
solid state has been verified by X-ray crystallography .
A  tetrahedral bond distribution about A1 has also been 
assumed presently for these and the remaining compounds 
considered.
The geometries of the polyatomic ligands have been
('33')
estimated from their structures in similar compounds
A1 —  X bond lengths have been taken from the Tables of
(33)
Interatomic distances presented below.
X)£X R(A1 —  
0 1.87
Br 2.21
Cl 2.31
I 2.53
H 1.646
B 2.15
3.3 Results and Discussion
The results of some CNDO/S and CNDO calculations of
2 7A1 shielding and chemical shifts are reported in Tables 
(3.1) and (3.2) together with the available experimental 
data.
CNDQ/S
From the data in Table (3.1), it is possible to deter­
mine least squares regressions relating chemical shifts
3-V
(60b s ) t0 calculated a , or to various components
thereof. From the coefficient and statistical parameters 
of these regressions, it is possible to judge the level of 
agreement between the results of the theoretical model and 
observation.
The simple regression of 6(obs) on a (to low frequency
27
positive) obtained for 22 A1 compounds by means of the 
CNDO/S methods indicates a very poor correlation, r = .14.
This negligible correlation is scarcely improved when 
the dia- and paramagnetic terms are taken separately:-
r js F
6 = 4.85 (±3.16) ad - .399 C--875) aP - 3907. (12515.) .338 48.1 1.22
.........  (3.1)
where <5 is the calculated quantity representing the best fit 
to S(obs) and each coefficient appearing in front of the 
given shielding contribution is a unitless parameter deter­
mined to give a least square fit between 6 and S(obs) while
the last term represents the intercept in ppm. Furthermore,
r is the correlation coefficients, s is the standard deviation 
and F is the variance ratio. It is perhaps unreasonable to 
expect otherwise, since most of the variation is already in 
ap and a dofiSnot require much empirical scaling.
?
Non-empirical CNDO
The results obtained using non-empirical CNDO wave-
functions are shown in Table (3.2). The simple regression
2 7
of 6(obs) on a av for the 22 A1 containing compounds indi­
cates a correlation which is improved on CNDO/S, though still 
poor:-
r _s F
6 =1.39 (1.34) aaV -1108.4 (1251.8) .68 36.9 16.85 ... (3.2)
Some interesting regressions are obtained when the various 
components of a av are taken separately.
r _s F
<5 = 5.6 (11.08) crS0 - 111.9 (ilO.) .758 32.5 26.9 ... (3. 3)
r _s F
S = .97 (i.29) oP + 5.9 (1.88) crS0 .86 26.5 25.9
-35. (124.4)   (3.4)
Expression (3.4) illustrates the points made in Chapter 2
about the need for separate scales of components and the 
s otendency of a to need the largest scaling factor.
Values of 6 calculated from regression (3.4) are tabu­
lated in Table (3.2) and plotted against S(obs) in Fig. (3.1).
The largest discrepancy between observed and calculated
values (76 ppm) is apparent for the reference compound,
3 +
H A I O ^ O ) ^ ]  . This may be related to it being the only cation 
in the series, and therefore is differently affected by 
solvation. The rather high level of discrepancy overall for 
this series is discussed further in the final chapter.
3.4 ^ G a  Nuclear Shielding
NMR investigations of Gallium, using mainly the iso­
tope ^ G a ,  have found applications in diverse f i e l d / ^ .
This is because of the favourable properties of this nuclues; 
large magnetic moment, high natural abundance (Table 2.1), 
strongly varying line widths resulting from quadrupolar
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Figure 3.1 Plot of observed A1 chemical shifts
against values calculated by non-empirical 
CNDO method obtained from regression (3.4); 
shifts to low frequency are positive.
relaxation, and a range of chemical shifts of about 1400 ppm
71The types of compounds studied by Ga NMR are more limited
2 7 71
than those studied by A1 NMR. The Ga shieldings appear
to follow the same trends as those found with the corres­
ponding aluminium compounds, although there are some indi­
vidual differences. For instance, the observed aluminium 
shielding of [A1(0H)^] and [AlBr^] are the same, whereas 
the corresponding gallate ions are separated by 130 ppm.
71Since Ga has an electric quadrupole moment, rapid 
relaxation can occur in unsymmetrical environments due to 
quadrupolar interactions with fluctuating electrical field 
gradients at the nuclues. In aqueous solution the resonances 
of GaCl^ , GaBr^ and Gal^ suggest that there is some hydro­
gen bonding between the solvent and the ions [Ga(0H).]~ and 
3+ . 4
[ G a C ^ O ) ^ ]  . The ions will therefore, to some extent, be
fixed within the solvent structure so that the local corre­
lation time of molecular motion will be increased leading to 
an increased rate of quadrupole relaxation.
In the present study, experimental data are taken from
two sources (29,35). 0t)Serve(j chemical shifts for the
71
series of Ga compounds shown in Tables (3.3) and (3.4) are
(29)
taken from the review of Akitr* Jand r e f .(35). A plus-sign 
indicates a shift to low frequency of the reference compound, 
GaCl^ . Values of 6(obs) in Tables (3.3) and (3.4) for [Ga(0H )4]
CGa(H90) and [GaH. ] are taken from a different source^2^ .
(29) 3 +
Being orginally' ^referred to [GaCF^O)^] , the 6 (obs) values
for these compounds are here placed on the [GaCl^] scale
by applying a shift based on values of <5 (obs) for CGal^]
from each source (29,35) ^
Bond distance Ga —  X, where X = Cl, F^O, I, Br and OH 
are based on the experimental data, are given below:-
X 50 '"
Vi (-
1
CD X
Cl 2.19
OH 1.85
h 2° 1.952
Br 2.35
I 2.5
H 1.41
71
In the present study, Ga chemical shifts with respect 
to [GaCl^] have been calculated by means of Pople's GIAO-MO 
method in conjunction with CNDO/S and non-empirical CNDO wave- 
functions.
The results obtained for the nuclear shielding constants
71
and chemical shifts of Ga nuclei in a wide range of chemical 
environments are presented in Tables (3.3) and (3.4).
3.5 Results and Discussion 
CNDO/S
The results obtained from this work using GNDO/S wave- 
functions are presented in Table (3.3). A least squares
9.Vregression of the values of 6 (obs) on a for 18 compounds 
indicates a negligible correlation:-
r s^ F
6 = 2.1 (-5.) oav - 4931. (±12508) .102 253.6 .17 ... (3.5)
where 6 is the calculated quantity representing the best fit 
to 6 (obs). Some improvement is evident when the three com­
pounds from reference(29)are no longer considered.
r s^ F
5 = 30.58 (±12.3) oaV - 75669.9 (±30487.) .568 172. 6.2 ... (3.6)
The situation for the whole series is not improved by taking 
and separately.
L  s. £
6 = 3.9 (126.9) od + 1.8 (±6.7) aP - 9655. (±69091) .104 264. .08
  (3.7)
It is perhaps unreasonable to expect otherwise, since 
most of the variation in aav is already due to a p and a^ 
should not require empirical scaling. Again, some improve­
ment is evident when the three compounds from reference (29)
d idare no longer considered. When a and op are taken to­
gether, the latter takes a negative coefficient which is 
not physically reasonable.
r _s F
S = 95.4 (±16.12) od - 34.1 (±16.13)aP - 246906-(±42097.) .868 108.3 18.3
(3.8)
Before passing comment on the level of agreement, it is in­
structive to observe whether the technical superiority of 
the non-empirical treatment gives any improvement over the 
relation obtained between CNDO/S and experimental results.
Non-empirical CNDO
Here, the regression of 6 (obs) on aav for the 18 com­
pounds in Table (3.4) as calculated by the non-empirical 
CNDO method has a correlation coefficient which is a sub­
stantial improvement on equation (3.5):
r _s F
6 = 4.1 (±1.1) oav - 10165-(±2873) .671 190.6 13.1 ...(3.9)
Furthermore, a respectable level of agreement is evident
clV
when the various contributions to o are taken separately.
r _s F
6 = 12.2 (±1.8) aso - 68.5 (!S33.) .859 131.7 44.9 ... (3.10)
r j; F
6 = 2.57 (17.1) a P + 13.4 (ll.4) a S0 .927 99.7 45.7
+ 392.2 (1134.2) ..._____ (3.11)
Because of considerable covariance between cr^  and as o , in­
troducing into (3.11) gives no improvement thereupon.
Values of 6 calculated from (3.11) are tabulated in 
Table (3.4) and plotted against 6 (obs) in Fig. (3.2)*
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Figure 3.2 Plot of observed xGa chemical shifts against 
values calculated by non-empirical CNDO method 
obtained from regression (3.11); shifts to low 
frequency are positive.
The largest discrepancy between the observed and cal­
culated values (238.4 ppm) is evident for [Ga(H20 ) ^  + .
The huge discrepancy may in part be due to this being the 
only cation in the series - all other compounds having a 
charge of (-1). The CNDO and INDO methods do_not handle
net charges on molecules well, because of the neglect of
/
three centre integrals of the form:-
For the case when net atomic charges are small, there is an 
approximate cancellation of one-electron, three centre terms 
by corresponding two-electron, three centre terms in the 
Roothaan equations, so ignoring both types of three centre 
integral has little effect. This situation may be altered 
by introducing large charge separations or a net molecular 
charge, thereby disrupting the eigenvalues/vectors. This, 
in turn, may affect al.1 three contributions to a.
For a series of similarly charged species, the effect 
of this inadequacy may be largely absorbed into the regression 
coefficients, though such "parametric compensation" is 
disrupted if differently charged species are introduced.
Another possible source of discrepancy for CGa(H70 } fi]^+
3 +
is that already mentioned for [ A l C ^ O ) ^ ]  , i.e. the effect
of solvation may separate it from the other compounds in 
the series. Such a hypothesis might be tested by including 
a secondary sheath of l^O molecules around the cation in the 
calculations. However, the present array dimensions of the 
program prevent this.
and
y v XX
(A) (B) (C) (C)
Comparing the results obtained by the two methods, the
superiority of the non-empirical treatment is evident. 
This may be chiefly ascribed to the inclusion of a spin- 
orbit coupling contribution.
CHAPTER FOUR
SOME CALCULATIONS OF SHIELDING 
FOR 13C AND 73Ge NUCLEI
1 3 C & 73Ge NUCLEI
4.1 Introduction
The only stable isotope of carbon with a nuclear mag- 
13netic moment is C (nuclear spin quantum number I =1/2) . 
Despite its low natural abundance, 1.1%, long values of 
relaxation time and poor sensitivity to NMR detection 
(1.59% of that of proton at the same value of field strength), 
the recent experimental techniques employing proton wide-band 
noise decoupling in conjunction with FT, NMR spectroscopy
have made it possible to obtain high quality spectra routinely
13 (36 sy')
from samples which contain C in natural abundance^ ’ .
Germanium lies between silicon and tin in Group IV of
the Periodic Table. The small magnetic moment along with
the low natural abundance of the only magnetic isotope of 
73 Ge, which has I = 9/2, is probably the main reason for the 
scarcity of high-resolution NMR data on this technologically 
important element.
The electronegativity of germanium relative to the
other Group IV elements has been the subject of several
papers^3 *^ and has given rise to a great deal of confusion.
The majority of germanium compounds is expected to give 
73very broad Ge resonance lines as a result of quadrupolar
broadening, and this, together with low receptivity, has
so far restricted studies to species in which the electric
field gradients at the nucleus might be expected to be
(39)
zero or small. With one exceptionv , all chemical shifts
73for Ge have been obtained by direct observation using 
either continuous wave (CW) or (FT) techniques .
For nuclei other than hydrogen, the chemical shift is
usually dominated by the second-order paramagnetic contri­
bution. Although accurate calculations have been made for
(42,43)
the shielding in relatively small molecules ;there hasibeen
no quantitative study on chemical shifts in molecules con-
(28)
taining heavy atoms *As to the effect of electron spin on
the nuclear shielding, R a m s e y ^ ’1^  said in his original paper
that, without accidental degeneracies, the magnetic shielding
fields from the elctron spins should be orders of magnitude
(44)smaller than the other contributions. Slichter has also 
suggested that for heteronuclear diatomic molecules there 
may be different induced orbital moments, which through the 
spin-orbit coupling, could induce the shift due to spin- 
polarization. Recently, Nakagawa et a l ^ ~ ^ h a v e  proposed the 
spin polarization shift due to such a spin-orbit interaction. 
They explained qualitatively substituent effects caused by 
halogens in the proton spectra of conjugated systems in terms 
of the LS shift.
In the present work chemical shift calculations are 
13 73performed for both C and Ge in a variety of different 
electronic environments.
4.2 15C Nuclear Shielding
On a low frequency positive scale, relative to methane,
13
most of the observed C chemical shifts lie in the region 
0 to -240 ppm. Shifts in some compounds lie outside this 
range, giving a much more extended range: 6 = 292.2 ppm for 
CI4 to 6 = -362 ppm for { (OC)^CrG (OMe) M e }.
For saturated carbon atoms the range of shifts is
0 to -100 ppm. The values of a chemical shifts results in
the electronegativity of given substituents. Hence, more
electronegative substituents generally cause nuclear de-
shielding. However, substituent effects are not additive
and may even change s i g n ^ *  It has been practical to cover
13only a very restricted sample of reported C chemical shift
data in the present work. As it happens, the Pople GIAO-MO 
formulation using CNDO and INDO procedures has already 
p r o v i d e d ^ ,Z^ ’^  an adequate account of the variation in 
chemical shifts in the absence of heavy atom effects. Hence 
the present aim is to concentrate on molecules which contain 
heavy atoms. It is well known that a nucleus bonded to a 
heavy atom such as bromine or iodine resonates at abnormally 
high fielcf . This represents the so-called "Normal Halogen 
Dependence".
The increase in shielding for a nucleus bonded to a 
heavy atoms has been investigated by many workers •
A series of 14 halomethanes, plus methane itself, has been 
considered, chemical shift data being presented in Tables
(4.1) and (4.2).. 6 obs values for compounds 1 to 13 are
taken from reference (53), whereas 14 and 15 are taken from 
reference (54) .
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The experimental C chemical shift data, relative to 
methane (CH^) and low frequency positive, is summarized in 
Tables (4.1) and (4.2). The Cartesian coordinates for the 
above molecules are calculated assuming tetrahedral angles. 
The C —  X distances, where X = Cl,Br, H and I are based on 
experimental data shown below:-
x_ R(C — )A° Ref.
H 1.095 (52)
Cl 1. 766 (52)
Br 1. 94 (52)
I 2.15 (52)
Calculations have been performed using the CNDO/S and non- 
empirical CNDO methods.
4.3 Results and Discussion
The results of CNDO/S and non-empirical CNDO calcula­
tions are presented in Tables (4.1) and (4.2) respectively.
CNDO/S
The CNDO/S calculations are carried out with the para- 
metrization given in Appendices 1 and 4. It is possible to 
determine the least squares regression relating chemical 
shifts ( 6 obs) (to low frequency positive) to the calculated
cl Vvalues of o from this work, or to various components there-
3. V
of. The simple regression of 6 (obs) on a for compounds 
1 to 13, inclusive, gives a very poor correlation:-
r _s F
5 = -.26 C-.57) oay + 47. (±73.) .138 105. .21 ... (4.1)
where 6 again is the calculated quantity representing the 
best fit to 6 (obs); also each coefficient appearing in front 
of the given shielding contribution is a unitless parameter 
determined to give a least squares fit between 6 and 6 (obs), 
while the last term represents the intercept in ppm. Further­
more r is the correlation coefficients, s is the^standard 
deviation and F is the variance ratio.
The poor correlation and negative slope of (4.1)
indicates the inadequacy of the formulation for dealing
with heavy atom effects. Such a negative slope may arise
"D dif variations in ap + a tend to oppose those in a dominant 
aS 0 . This is exemplified by the aav values for CHCl^ and CI^, 
which indicate the carbon nucleus of CHCl^ to be the more 
shielded despite the fact that CI^ is deshielded by (370 ppm) 
with respect to CHCl^. This situation is scarcely improved 
by taking the dia- and para-magnetic contributions separately 
for the same 13 compounds.
r _s F
6 = .76 (±1.28) ad - .43 (t.67) aP - 210. (±335.) .234 108. .29
(4.2)
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It is perhaps unreasonable to expect otherwise, since most 
of the variation in aav is due to a*3 and since should 
not require much empirical scaling.
Non-Empirical CNDO
The disproportionate smallness of the calculated spin-
SO 3. V
orbit contribution, o , seems to result in the value o 
including spin-orbit coupling effects being barely improved 
over the CNDO/S values.
Taking all 15 compounds iii Table (4.2), the resulting 
correlation is negligible:
r F
6 = -1.8 (12.2) oaV + 359. (±447.) .213 98.4 .61 ... (4.3)
ciV
Taking the three contributions to a separately the best 
correlation is obtained with the spin-orbit contribution:-
r js F
6 = 16.9 (±1.9) os0 - 61.7 (±12.5) .928 37.6 80.4 ••• (4.4)
s o
Clearly, the variation of a through the series broadly 
follows 6 (obs) (see Table 4.2). The very large scaling factor 
(16.9) is probably necessitated by the limited number of
excited states considered in the perturbation expressions
i j • so 
involved m  a
Values of 6 calculated from (4.4) are compared with the 
observed values in Table (4.2) and plotted in Fig. (4.1). 
Clearly, there are several discrepancies of over 50 ppm, v i z . Q y  , 
CCl^, CH^, between observed and calculated values. Although 
the effect of a limited number of excited states might be 
broadly corrected by a scale factor, there must still be 
certain individual variations in this effect. Other theore­
tical shortcomings may also be helping to produce discrepan­
cies as discussed in the final chapter.
J
To better appreciate the role of o and cr , it would be
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Figure 4.1 Plot of observed C chemical shifts against 
values calculated by non-empirical CNDOmethod 
obtained from regression (4.4), shifts to low 
frequency are positive.
necessary to widen the range of compounds considered.
However, studies which illustrate the role of these two
(43 49 50)
contributions have already been— performed elsewhere ’ ’
4. 4 ^ G e  Nuclear Shielding
Group IV is unique in the Periodic Table in that four
of the five elements have spin 1/2 nuclei and are thus
suitable for NMR studies. The situation for germanium is
very different. The ^ G e  nucleus has spin I = 9/2, a 7.8%
natural abundance and a receptivity that is only slightly
13
lower than that of C. The other naturally occurring
isotopes of Ge have 1 = 0 .  Thus, germanium has been
scarcely studied by NMR, probably partly also because the
chemistry of this element is not as important as those of
other Group IV elements. Thus, whilst a chemical shift
73
range of at least 1200 ppm makes Ge attractive for chemi­
cal purposes, the difficulties associated with its study 
will probably deter NMR spectroscopists from extensive use 
of it.
73It is found in Ge chemical shift measurements that
73
the halogen dependence pattern for the Ge shifts is the 
same as that observed for halogen compounds of other main 
Group IV elements, the central atom nucleus shielding in­
creasing in the order Cl < Br < I C^5—57) ^ G e  chemical shifts 
have been m e a s u r e d ^ )  in various tetrahalides and some 
organometalic compounds. Nineteen of these compounds, 
presented in Tables (4.3) and (4.4) are considered in the 
present study. The experimental shifts are shown in Tables
(4.3) and (4.4) in ppm to low frequency positive relative
to tetramethyl. germanium (Me.Ge). A tetrahedral bond dis-
73
tribution about Ge has been assumed for all the compounds 
included in the present study. Ge —  X bond lengths are. 
taken from experimental d a t a ^ ^ a n d  are tabulated below:
_X_ R(Ge —  X)A°
CH 3 1.98
OMe 1.85
SMe 2.19
Cl 2.08
Br 2.297
I 2.94
C 2H 5 1.98
Calculations have been performed on the 19 compounds using 
the CNDO/S and non-empirical CNDO programs.
4.5 Results and Discussion
Calculated chemical shifts and the contributions there­
to are presented in Tables (4.3) and (4.4) as obtained by 
both CNDO/S and the non-empirical CNDO procedures.
CNDO/S
There is a negligible correlation between o and 6obs
for the 19 compounds considered. The situation is not im-
d dproved by taking a and separately. The inability of 
the method to deal with heavy atom effects is exemplified 
by a comparison of Et^Ge and Gel.. It may be seen from
3. V
Table (4.3) that a is greater for Et^Ge, despite its o b ­
served shift to high frequency from Gel^ by nearly 1100 ppm.
Non-empirical CNDO
cLV*
a values obtained using non-empirical CNDO data for 
the 19 compounds yield a correlation with 6obs which is only 
marginally improved on that obtained from CNDO/S. However, 
if we permit the various contributions to aav to be separately 
scaled, some statistically significant correlations are 
apparent.
The best regression on a single contribution is obtained 
so
using a :
r _s F
S = 2.32 (i.45) oSO + 59.6 (±76.7) .779 227. 26.2   (4.5)
Regression (4.5) is somewhat improved statistically by in­
cluding a
r _s F
S = 24.8 (±9.9) o d + 2.46 (+.4) aso - 69076. (±27514.) .847 198.3 20.3
  (4.6)
However, including all three contributions in a single 
regression results in a negative coefficient being associated 
with 0^ , which probably indicates limited paramagnetic in­
fluence in the observed chemical shift variational. The 
surprising influence of in regression (4.6) is partly 
associated with the fact that the values for Gel^ and
GeClIg are in the same order as the observed chemical shifts, 
s o
whereas the o values are in the opposite order (see Table
s o4.4). It is somewhat surprising that o should be larger 
for GeClI^ than for Gel^, given that Cl has a much lower 
spin-orbit coupling coefficient than I. This is associated 
with the lower symmetry of GeClI^ compared with Gel^. In 
this case when the magnetic nucleus sits at the centre of 
symmetry of the molecule, there is a degree of cancellation
SO » v-
of the contributions to a associated with pairs of innproper 
robatic>Y-\ related heavy atoms. It is possible that the 
approximations in the theoretical treatment accentuate the 
effect of this cancellation, and that a completely accurate
SO
o term would alone be sufficient to explain nearly all the 
variation in S(obs) in this series.
s o
The slopes associated with a in (4.5) and (4.6) are
13
much closer to unity than the slope obtained in the C 
series - see regression (4.4). The reduced slope corres­
ponds to greatly increased and more realistic values of oso 
for the germanium series. This in turn is due to the much 
larger spin-orbit coupling constant for germanium P-orbitals
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(see Table A4.6) than for carbon. It may be that the use of
atom for atom separability approximations in the formulation
s o
results in important components in a being ignored.
Considering the shielding of a light nucleus which is
directly bonded to heavy atoms, it is possible that diatomic
s oterms are dominant in a . However, the computation of such 
terms is outside the scope of the present work, since the 
neglect of diatomic differential overlap, has been applied 
consistently in NMR related integrals, both to avoid excessive 
costs in integral computation,and to avoid having to de- 
orthogonalize the ZDO wavefunctions.
Values of 6 obtained from regression (4.6) are presented 
in Table (4.4) and plotted against S0b s in Fig. (4.2).
Clearly, there are considerable discrepancies between 
observed and calculated values, the standard deviation of 
the fit being nearly 200 ppm (though this is partly associated 
with the large spread ° f 5obs valu e s ) . Causes of discrepancy 
are disccused further in the final chapter.
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Figure 4.2 Plot of observed Ge chemical shifts against 
values calculated by non-empirical CNDO method 
obtained from regression (4.6); shifts to low 
frequency are positive.
CHAPTER FIVE
SOME CALCULATIONS OF SHIELDING
FOR 15N AND 7 5A s NUCLEI
15N & 75As NUCLEI
5.1 Introduction
Nitrogen possesses two isotopes of interest to NMR 
spectroscopists, viz.^N  and 15N . Both isotopes present
considerable problems. The isotope ^ N  (1=1) has an 
abundance of 99.635% and only a 0.1% of the protons’ sensi­
tivity to NMR detection. In addition, the nuclear qua- 
drupole moment leads to relatively broad lines.
15
N NMR spectroscopy would appear to be the better 
method for structural investigations as 1=1/2. Unfortuna­
tely, it is only 0.365% abundant with a consequently low 
receptivity, and y is negative leading to negative nuclear 
Over hauser effects (NOE). Earlier work in this laboratory 
has suggested that CNDO/S wavefunctions combined with P o p l e ’s 
theory^-^of nuclear shielding can reproduce the general trends 
of nitrogen chemical shifts in heterocyclic m o l e c u l e s •
This type of molecule is interesting as a model for larger 
biologically important molecules. For such reasons much 
attention has been focussed on the electronic structure of 
these molecules. NMR has been used as a tool in this in­
vestigation, with papers published on * ^ N ^ ® a n d  
There have also been various theoretical attempts to re­
produce the experimental chemical shifts. As well as using 
AEE  ^ ^ a n d  S O S ^ ^ m e t h o d s , there has been an attempt to use a 
Differential Excitation Energy (DEE) method This in­
volves an AEE approximation for the higher energy transition 
but an SOS approximation for the lower energy ones.
Arsenic has been little studied by NMR; this is sur-
75
prising in view of the 100% natural abundance of As, which 
has a reasonably high magnetic moment *The lack of inter­
est in this nuclues can only be partly traced to its quadru- 
polar properties (I = 3/2), and a moderate increase in the
75
use of As NMR may be predicted for the near future. In
75
fact the first FT NMR study of As has only recently been 
r e p o r t e d ^ ^ .  In view of the limited variety of compounds 
studied, the total range observed, 660 ppm, cannot n e c e ­
ssarily be considered as typical .
The object of this chapter is to report the results of
INDO/S shielding calculations, along with hitherto un-
15published observed chemical shifts, for a series of N
ff/Ti
containing compounds .In addition, CNDO/S and non-empirical
CNDO shielding calculations are reported for a series of 
75As containing compounds.
5.2 ~^N Nuclear Shielding
1 5Nuclear shielding calculations on the N atom in some
(59)
of the molecules investigated by Ebraheem >are here extended 
to include the O-S-Se-OCH^ and OH containing analogues of 
those molecules. The series thus considered is presented in 
Table (5.1).
The molecules presently chosen represent a range of 
nitrogen shifts of about 300 ppm. Compounds considered in­
clude pyridines, quinolines, pyrroles, tetrazoles, indoles 
and benzoimidoles. The observed chemical s h i f t i ^ ( i f  avai­
lable) are reported as fow frequency positive, relative to 
nitromethane (N02CHg ) .
. In these compounds, there are two principal bonding 
systems for the nitrogen atom. One involves three covalent 
bonds in a plane and the other, two such bonds and a lone 
electron pair. The former may be referred to as the pyrrole- 
type, while the latter may be referred to as the pyridine 
type of bonding system.
HPyrrole-type Pyridine-type
Fast proton migration between the two may lead to an 
averaging of the corresponding resonance signals. Although 
the AEE approximation has been successfully a p p l i e d ^ " ’^ ’^  
to account for relative nitrogen chemical shifts within each 
structural variety, it fails, however, when applied to m o l e ­
cules containing different types of nitrogen atoms as well 
as molecules containing both the ’p y r r o l e 1- and ’pyridine- 
t y p e ’ nitrogen atoms.
All bond distances between ring atoms are currently
taken as 1.4 £  The corresponding ring angles are taken
as either 108° or 120° according to whether the ring is
5-or 6-membered. The locations of surrounding atoms are
determined using standard bond parameters or, if these
(3 3)
are unavailable, using experimental bond parameters. . A s  
an additional study, the solvent effects on the chemical
shifts of seven compounds are calculated with P o p l e ’s GIAO-MO 
theory, by applying the solvaton model within the INDO/S MO 
method. Standard geometries for bond lengths and angles are 
used and the results are shown in Table (7.2).
5.2.1 Theory of Solvent Effects on Nuclear Shielding
The observed nuclear shielding data are usually obtained
from NMR measurements on liquids. In this case the observed
nuclear shielding '^ ob.s is a sum of the screening constant
for the isolated molecule a . and a contribution due to
i s o .
the presence of the solvent, a soiv • Thus,
The.solvent contribution to the shielding in terms of a sum 
of contributions is given as:
a n = a 1 + a  + a + + a ............. (5.2)
solv b w a E c
Here:
a arises from the bulk magnetic susceptibility of
b
the solvents;
from solvent-solute Van der Waal's interactions; w ’
aa from the diamagnetic anisotropy of the solute
molecules;
cj£ from the electric field induced in polarizable
solvent when the solute molecule has a permanent 
dipole moment;
and ctc from the formation of a solute-solvent complex
through weak chemical interactions.
The biggest difficulty in calculating solvent effects
is that we do not have a complete picture of the nature of 
the orientation of solvent molecules around a solute m o l e ­
cule. In the present study we restrict ourselves to the
fHCW
model introduced by Klopman and later on implemented by 
G e r m e r ^  within the framework of a semi-empirical SCF approach 
In the Klopman m odel^^ the interaction between solute and 
solvent molecules has been considered by means of an ima­
ginary particle called a "solvaton". This imaginary particle 
represents the oriented solvent distribution around each atom 
in the molecule.
^ „ , „ , - • n , (70,71)In the "solvaton" theory it is assumed that :
1) Upon additional of a solute at finite dilution to an aprotic 
solvent of dielectric constant, e, a number of charges 
("solvatons") are induced in the solvent.
2) Associated with each atomic centre of the solute molecule 
is a ’’solvaton” whose charge is equal in magnitude but 
opposite in sign to that of the atom to which it is attached.
3) There are no interactions between the ’’solvatons" them­
selves and they can have any fractional or integral charge 
required.
4) The strength of the interaction between the "solvatons” and 
solute molecules depends on the polar nature of the solvent 
and is a function of the dielectric constant of the solvent.
On the basis of this model, the solvent interaction 
terms are incorporated into the Hamiltonian of the system 
and this modified Hamiltonian can be used in the Hartree- 
Fock SCF-MO formalism to determine a wavefunction which 
reflects the solute-solvent interaction. Therefore, the
A
Hamiltonian, H, of a molecule with M electrons and N nuclei
A
consists of two parts, namely the inherent term, , and
the solvent interaction term, H soiv , and is given by:-
H = H . v, + H i inh solv
where
H inh
and
M
I
i
v? - —  2m i 4ire
2 N N
- I  I
o k > JL4tt£
H
solv
_  C e  - 1 )
2 e
N Z
I n
o n ni
Zk LZ 
TU
4ire
M  N
I  I
si
4 tT£
M  M
I l4 it £ v L.' r . . 
o l > j 13
(S.3)
o k > s
(5.4)
, N N Q Z. i
6 I  I  S k 1
sk
where e
n
si
(5.5)
is the permittivity of free space, 
is the nuclear charge, 
is the induced "solvaton" charge, and 
and r_-,_ are the "solvaton"-electron and "solvaton"
sk
nucleus distances, respectively'
In order to evaluate rs^, two more assumptions have been 
made. First, for AO's associated with the same atomic centre 
as a "solvaton", rs^ is the Van der Waal's radius of the 
particular atom type. Second, if the AO's and "solvatons" 
are associated with different atomic centres, the "solvatons" 
are assumed to be on the atomic centre associated with "sol­
vaton" and r g^ is evaluated accordingly.
One drawback of the "solvaton" theory is ignorance of 
the possible steric inhibition of the solvent which may occur 
for atoms in the bulk of molecule. In addition, this theory 
is unable to account for hydrogen bonding effects of protic 
solvents.
5.3 Results and Discussion
The Pople's GIAO-MO formulation using CNDO and INDO;has a l ­
ready been s h o w n ^ ^ ’^ t o  explain adequately the variation 
in nitrogen chemical shifts. It has been a particular aim 
to cover only some unpublished examples of reported nitrogen 
chemical shifts data in the present work together with the 
available experimental data for some pyridines, quinolines, 
pyrroles and tetrazoles.
The results of the calculated chemical shifts for the
series considered are shown in Table (5.1). A comparison
between the results of this work for the types of molecules
with X = S, X = 0 and X = Se is not strictly valid. This is
because experimental data are only available for a few direct 
33
S Analogues of the oxygen containing molecules.Although there 
is an indication that the results for mono-cyclic molecules 
may lie on a different correlation line to those of the 
fused ring molecules. The correlation coefficient, for the 
whole series obtained from this work of calculated against 
experimental values of <5^N is (0.78), the corresponding 
slope is (0.3001) and the standard deviation is (**92.Q4 ppm), and
Table (5.1 ) The results of INDO/S calculations of nitrogen shielding, o , and 
chemical shifts, 6*, compared with experimental data*
No. Compound
<£"u.>)2p 0d(loc) ° (nl) aP(loc) °P(nl) °(tot) 5 (calc) fi(ohs)
N 2.256 327.40 .03 -334.76 2.23 -5.10 110.75 -64.9
N 2.261 327.33 .03-334.32 2.10 -4.86 110.99 72.5
N 2.273 327.16 .01 -338.77 2.31 -9.29 106.56 70.7
c
2
|C
c
N 2.280 327.07 -.01 -345.11 2.29 -15.76 100.09 63.7
N1 2.346 326.17
N2 2.333 326.34
.00 -357.78 1.32 -30.29 85.56 45.9
.02 -354.48 1.51 -26.61 89.24 47.9
N 2.257 327.395 .09 329.76 1.735 -.55 116.4 92.4
N 2.297 326.84 .00 -348.54 1.22 -20.49 95.36 47.0
c
c
N1 2.284 327.01
N2 2.310 326.66
.02 -344.84 1.30 -16.50 99.35 48.9
.03 -351.73 1.10 -24.00 91.85 45.5
N 2.3 326.8 .00 -338.09 1.6 -10.04 105.8 48.5
10
i  c h c h
N1 3.808 326.78
N2 3.803 326.90
.00 -238.54 .66 88.89 204.7 47.3
.00 -236.61 .68. 90.97 206.8 50.6
Table (5.1 ) Continued.
No. Compound <r" 3 d _dr u^ p  0 (loc) ° (nl) °r (1 oc) (nl) ° (tot) 0 (calc) °(obs)■ 5 6r,
(a
11
12
Nl 2.301 326.79 -0.1 -332.39 2.44 -3.17 112.68 50.2
N2 2.285 327.01 .01 -326.96 1.30 1.36 117.2 57.8
N 
1
NL C
N 2.323 326.485 .00 -343.62 2.02 -15.11 100.7 57.
N C
13 N 2.281 327.05 .06 -312.09 1.37 16.4 132.25 85.1
14
15
16
17
N 2.339 326.26 -.01 -331.37 2.61 2.51 113.34 65.7
N 2.263 327.30 .02 -310.75 1.08 17.65 113.5 70.
N2 Nl 2.298 326.83 .02
N2 2.308 326.69 .02
■331.41 2.69 -1.87 113.98 65.3
■327.00 1.30 1.01 116.86 69.0
N 2.316 326.58 0.0 -347.54 0.96 -20.0 95.85 46.1
18 N 2.275 327.14 0.07 341.4 1.29-5 -12.9 102.95 84.5
19 N 2.301 326.79 .00 -333.52 1.83 4.892 110.96 50.1
20
N2 Nl 2.304 326.74 .08
N2 2.293 326.89 .04
-322.41 .95 5.37 121.22 97.8
-327.39 1.46 1.00 116.85 86.5
Table (5.1 ) Continued
No. Compound
d 0 ★ ^
(a.u.)2p ° (loc) ° (nl) °P(l0C) °(tot) 5 (calc) 6(obs>
-3 d <r o
21
‘N N
1 2
Nl 2.306 326.72 -.01 -336.17 3.00 -6.46 109.4 62.2
N2 2.334 326.53 -.01 -339.46 2.05 -11.08 104.8 49.1
N3 2.334 326.33 .00 -351.42 2.50 -22.58 92.97 45.0
22 N 2.293 326.89 .02 -331.22 2.40 -1.91 113.94 63.5
23 N 2.265 327.28 .02 -332.88 1.37 5.79 121.64 67.2
24
25 N 2.244 327.57 .02 -312.49 1.75 16.84 132.69 74.4
26 N 2.28 327.07 .01 -345.55 2.22 -16.26 99.59 63.5
27
28
29
30
o
'N'
N c
N 2.273 327.17 .02 -341.16 2. 24 -11.73 104.12 71. 8
N 2.267 327.25 .03 -339.97 2.36 -10.33 105.52 64.4
Nl 2.259 327.37 .06 -317.10 1.11 11.44 127.3 96.9
N2 2.269 327.22 .08 -313.65 0. 71 14.37 130.22 83.3
Nl 2.386 325.61 -.07 -358.84 1.90 -31.41 84.44 -68.3
N2 2.351 326.09 -.02 -335.17 1.76 - 7.33 108.52 -23.4
N3 2.294 326.89 .03 -322.18 1.02 5.75 121.6 98.1
Table (5.1 ) Continued.
No. Compound
(a.u.)
d d * t
2p ° (loc) 0 (nl) aP(loc) aP(nl) °(tot) 6 (calc) 6(obs)
31
52
33
N 2.265 327.27 .02 -308.34 1.42 20.37 136.2 07.2
N 2.268 327.24 .01 -307.0 1.165 21.415 137.27 67.1
Nl 2.263 327.30 .02
N2 2.263 327.31 .02
■307.08 1.39 21.63 137.48 68.2
■304.48 1.04 23.88 139.73 76.9
34
55
36
37
Nl 2.285 327.00 .01
N2 2.302 326.78 -.02
■326.61 1.35 1.75 117.60 57.8
■332.01 1.25 -4.0 111.85 50.2
N 2.264 327.29 .02 -308.32 1.44 20.42 136.27 76.;
N 2.305 326.67 .01 -319.98 2.03 8.73 124.58 69.5
Nl 2.310 326.66 .01 -316.35 1.73 12.04 127.89 75.4
N2 2.303 326.76 .01 -317.97 1.89 10.69 126.54 68.4
58 (^) I (^) I N 2.250 327.49 .03 -316.80 1.43 12.14 127.99 75.1
‘N ' " C
39
40
I N 2.266 327.26 .01 -322.41 1.31 6.17 122.02 67.4
N 2.258 327.38 .02 -317.64 1.33 11.09 126.94 72.:
Table (5.1 ) Continued.
No. Compound
(a.u.)
2p ad(loc) °d(nl) oP(loc) °P(nl) °(tot) 6 (calc) 6(obs)
41 O l o l  N 2 . 3 3 5  3 2 6 .3 2  - 0 . 5  - 3 2 9 . 7 7  . 83  - 1 . 6 7  1 1 4 . 1 8  1 0 . 3
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
N 2 . 3 5 0  3 26.11  . 0 0  - 3 6 5 . 1 8 5  2 .6 4 - 3 6 . 4 3  7 9 . 42  - 2 0 . 2
N 2 . 3 7 5  3 2 5 . 7 6  . 0 0  - 3 4 9 . 5 5  2 . 4 9  - 2 1 . 3 1 5  9 4 . 5 4  - 5 9 . 9
315 3 2 6 . 5 9  . 02 - 3 0 0 . 8 1  3 . 21  2 9 . 02  1 4 4 . 8 7  7 1 . 4
N l  2 . 3 14  3 26 .6 1
^  N2 2 . 2 7 8  3 2 7 . 1 0
Nl  2 . 3 1 9  3 26 .5 4
N2 2 . 2 7 9  3 2 7 .0 8
.02 - 2 9 9 . 8 1  3 . 2 1  3 0 . 0 3  1 4 5 . 8 8  7 1 . 3
.02 - 3 1 5 . 9 2  1 . 0 6  1 2 . 2 6  1 2 8 .1 1  6 3 . 5
. 02  - 2 9 9 . 7 2  3 . 1 5  2 9 . 9 9  - 1 4 5 . 8 4  7 0 . 0
. 02 - 3 1 5 . 0 2  0 . 7 8  1 2 . 8 6  - 1 2 8 . 7 1  6 3 . 2
N N 2 . 2 8 0  3 2 7 .0 8  . 02 - 3 0 8 . 9 0  0 . 7 4  1 8 . 9 4  1 3 4 . 7 9  6 3 . 2
N 2 . 6 52  3 26 .7 2  . 01 - 3 2 3 . 8 5  1 . 8 6  4 . 7 4  1 2 0 . 5 9  7 2 . 6
N l  2 . 3 4 3  3 2 6 . 2 0  . 04
N2 2 . 3 5 8  3 2 5 . 9 9  - . 0 6
■349.39 . 2 . 1 9  - 2 0 . 9 7  9 4 . 8 8  - 4 4 . 0  
■342.05 1 . 9 4  - 1 4 . 1 7  1 0 1 . 6 8  - 4 0 . 9
50
*2
Nl  2 . 3 4 8  3 26 .1 4  . 03
N2 2 . 3 3 5  3 2 6 .3 2  - . 0 3
■363.80 3 . 0 9  - 3 4 . 5 4  8 1 . 3 0  - 1 9 . 0
• 3 55 . 90  2 . 21  - 2 7 . 4 1  8 8 . 4 4  - 1 5 . 1
Table (5.1 ) Continued.
No.
51
Compound <r_3>T„ a
(a.u.)
oP2p ° (loc) ° (nl) ° (loc) ° (nl) °(tot) °fcalc) °(obsJ
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
3
q i  j  n
Nl 2.298 326.82 .08 -343.87 0.90 -16.04 99. 81 92.9
N2 2.303 326.75 .04 -347.07 2.16 -18.11 97. 80 84.9
Nl 2.328 . 326.41 .01 -361.66 1.29 -33.95 111.9 47.9
N2 2.342 326.22 .00 -365.22 1.15 -37.86 77. 99 4 5.9
Nl 2. 488 324.15 -.13 -280.16 3.15 47.01 162.86 185.8
N2 2.304 326.75 -.11 -329.64 2.17 -.84 115.01 107. 5
Nl 2.410 325.27 -.10 -299.44 2.83 28.56 144.4 178.6
N2 2.331 326.37 -.04 -329.44 2.08 -1.02 114.83 139.6
Nl 2.279 327.08 -.01 -315.10 1.56 13.54 129.4 97.4
N2 2.461 324.54 -.20 -256.84 3.31 70.81 186.7 203.8
Nl 2.337 326.29 -.08 -333.6 2.55 -4.84 111.01 66.4
N2 2.540 323.40 -.22 -287.26 3.77 39.69 155.5 142.9
N3 2.2 70 327.21 -.02 -324.35 1.16 4.01 119.86 135.9
Nl 2.538 323.44 -.16 -294.57 3.82 32.52 148.4 121.5
N2 2.348 326.14 -.07 -335.81 2.57 -7.18 108. 7 45.4
N3 2.374 325.77 -.11 -347.55 2. 56 -19.33 96.5 26.2
Nl 2.493 324.08 -.08 -281.35 2.64 45.29 161.14 184.9
N2 2.347 326.15 -.03 -346.75 1.29 -19.35 96.5 50.9
N3 2.325 326.45 -.08 -327.79 2.14 . 72 116.57 82.4
N 2.419 325.14 -.14 -245.63 2.50 81.87 197.72 253.6
2.399 325.42 -.11 -237.35 2.45 90.42 206.27 272.7
Table (5. 1 ) Continued.
No. Compound
(I'u.yP-0 (loc) ° (ni) ctP C1o c ) °P (nl) °(tot) 6 (cald 6 (obs)
61 A
i / i
■N
Nl 2.450 324.69 -.14
N2 2.329 326.40 -.15
•253.72 3.01 73.84 189.69 203.8 
■322.75 2.64 6.15 122.0 57.6
62
Nl 2.282 327.04
t N — r
z/ N2 2.509 323.84
-.11 -311.34 2.36 17.96 153.8 92.5
-.13 -269.56 2.69 56.84 172.7 162.1
63 o  o  o  N 2.326 327.02 .01 -340.83 1.98 -12.33 103.53 55.9
64 l O j N 2.310 326.69 .11 -345.97 1.49 -17.67 98.18 98.5
65
66
N 2.303 326.76 .00 -352.14 2.53 -22.85 93.0 73.9
N 2.302 326.77 .00 -344.53 2.41 -15.35 100.5 64.1
67 N 2.331 326.36 .00 -348.66 2.10 -20.19 95.66 50.1
68 N 2.375 325.75 .05 -370.94 3.32 -41.87 73.98 -20.2
69
A
n  I 2 N -C N1 2,332 326’36
^  / N2 2.551 323.24
1
-.09 -347.96 1.78 -19.91 95.94 62.6
-.07 -294.11 2.00 31.05 146.9 116.8
70 oT> N 2.298 326.82 -.02 . -333.03 2.5 -3.73 112.12 131.5
Table (5. 1 ) Continued.
No. Compound Ya.u02P G (loc) ° (nl) °r(loc) °(tot) 6(calc) 6(°bs)oP
71 dr> N 2.261 327.34 .45 -303.39 -.75 19.64 135.49 64.
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
N 2.276 327.12 .00 -325.66 2. 56 4.03 119.88 158.1
Nl 2.556 323.17 -.21 -283.39 4.04 43.61 159.46 148.1
N2 2.277 327.11 -.02 -317.90 1.33 10.51 126.36 101.9
N3 2.249 327.49 .06 -327.69 1.27 1.13 116.98 139. 8
Nl 2.301 326.79 -.03 -317.27 1.14 10.63 126.48 164. 8
N2 2. 512 323.81 -.14 -264.15 4.22 63.74 179.59 252.0
N3 2.268 327.23 .04 -322.15 1.67 6. 79 122.64 154.4
N4 2.257 327.39 .01 -343.07 1.62 -14.06 101.79 110.0
Nl 2.540 323.40 -.11 -292.31 3.38 34.37 150.2 131.9
N2 2.366 325.89 -.04 -347.56 1.99 -19.72 96.13 34.4
N3 2.428 325.01 -.03 -367.47 1.57 -40.92 74.9 -17.1
N4 2. 339 326.26 -.02 -336.21 1.99 -7.98 107.87 70.0
N 2.372 325.81 -.09 -371.54 1.46 -44.37 71.5 -35.6
Nl 2.455 324.63 -.14 -348.43 1.20 -22.74 -93.1 -44.6
N2 2.430 324.98 -.17 -318.86 1.19 7.14 -122.99 -59.2
N 2.376 325.75 -.08 -314.815 .505 11.36 127.21 49.1
N 2.343 326.20 -.29 -402.06 3. 10 -73.04 42.81 190.1
80
Nl 2.531 323.54 -.25 -282.87 4.10 44.52 160.4 143.2
N2 2.283 327.03 -.09 -313.27 1.87 15.53 131.4 92.8
Table (5.1 ) Continued.
No.
81
Compound
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
4N-n
/ W
N *> N 
Ic
3n - n *
Ak$
ic
<r~
(a.u.f
rtd
(loc)
d
0 (nl) oP(loc) °P(nl) °(tot)
★
f^calc) ^
t
(obs )
Nl 2.458 324.87 -.10 -247.32 2.47 79.64 -195.49 236.4
N2 2.285 327.01 -.06 -305.82 2.65 23. 78 -139.6 136. 5
Nl 2.455 324.63 -.10 -267.69 2.36 59. 20 175.05 161.5
N2 2.420 325.13 -.09 -346.24 1.72 -19.49 96. 35 1.1
N3 2.367 325.87 -.10 -347.93 2.80 -19.36 96.49 41.0
Nl 2. 359 325.98 -.07 -341.9 2.81 -13.18 102.67 68.9
N2 2.586 322.73 -.20 -305.88 4.48 21.13 136.98 99.9
N3 2.378 325.71 -.08 -345.24 2.44 -17.16 98.69 25.6
N4 2.429 325.00 .01 -370.32 1.66 -43.66 72.19 -14.5
N5 2.330 326.39 .02 -342.65 1.93 -14.31 101.54 64. 2
Nl 2.545 323.32 -.04 -290.22 3.50 36.56 152.4 142.2
N2 2.359 325.98 -.08 -338.22 2.14 -10.18 105.67 32.0
N3 2.442 324.81 -.11 -370.03 1.94 -43.39 72.46 -23.5
N4 2.324 326.47 .05 -335.94 2.33 -7.08 108.77 69.0
N5 2.314 326.60 .02 -327.98 1. 50 0.14 115.99 103.4
2.349 326.12 -.06 -326.02 2.42 2.45 118.3
2.369 325.85 -.25 ■343.20 1.48 -16.12 99.73 76.0
N 2.326 326.44 -.09 -316.88 3.25 12.72 128.57 7.5
N 2.317 326.56 -.12 -258.67 0. 79 68.50 184.4 121.0
Nl 2.351 326.09 -.05 -372.10 2.57 -43.48 72.4 101. 8
N2 2.519 323.70 -.17 -308.10 4.20 19.62 135.5 72.9
N3 2.433 324.94 -.16 -399.71 2.52 -72.42 43.43 46.8
N4 2.364 325.91 .09 -382.78 2.26 -54.52 61. 3 0.8
Nl 2.485 324.20 -.01 -292.10 1.96 34.05 149.9 151.1
N2 2.412 325.24 -.09 -374.45 1.98 -47.33 68.5 49.9
N3 2.422 325.09 -.10 -388.95 2.91 -61.06 54.8 -12. 7
N4 2. 336 326.31 .02 -368.17 2.56 -39.29 76.56 10. 8
Table (5.1) Continued.
No.
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
Compound
4 4
N -N
7/ 
\ 1 / N2 N 2 
I
C
// w,
1N n 2^N 1 N
I
C
\ n " N2 0 1
Vl— r\
//
S ’
O f
rrN“
S r
N'
I
C
Vl— N5
X .  O n 2C N
A y KCL/ 32
n
M.0/N
7 " 3>,2p (a.u.) v .
d
(loc) °d(nl) aP(loc) °P(nl) °(tot)
★
6 (calc)
x +
(obs)
Nl 2.513 323.80 -.03 -293.19 2.28 32.86 148.7 151.1
N2 2.390 325.54 -.09 -375.68 1.85 -48.38 76.5 10. 8
N3 2.420 325.13 -.11 -398.35 2.97 -70.37 45.5 -12.7
N4 2.342 326.21 .02 -377.62 2.80 -48.60 67.3 49.9
Nl 2.341 326.24 -.04 -373.30 2.61 -44.50 71.35 -
N2 2. 555 323.17 -.18 -311.50 4.26 15. 75 131.6 -
N3 2.415 325.19 -.15 -397.29 2.40 -69.85 46.0 -
N4 2. 355 326.03 .07 -384.81 2.10 -56.50 59.3 -
Nl 2.306 326.71 .10 -369.58 2.46 -40.30 -75.55 140.0
N2 2. 330 326.38 .02 -366.44 2.59 -37.65 -78.2 20.0
Nl 2.319 326.54 .16 -337.5 1.26 -9.55 106.3 70.0
N2 2.287 326.97 .00 -607.5 -1.25 -281.78 165.93 106.0
Nl 2.486 324.19 -.22 -278.53 3.4 48.84 164.69 180.0
N2 2.307 326.71 -.12 -349.21 2.09 -20.54 95.31 80.0
Nl 2.462 324.52 -.14 -271.21 1.88 55.05 170.9 218.5
N2 2.290 326.93 -.05 -358.07 0. 86 -30.32 85.5 118.1
N 2.427 325.02 -.18 -262.68 2. 35 64.50 180.35 230.1
Nl 2.475 324.34 -.07 -287.32 3.09 40.03 155.88 153.6
N2 2.406 325.32 -.13 -370.29 2.85 -42.24 73.61 9.5
N3 2.418 325.15 .01 -390.45 2.06 -63.24 52.6 9.2
N4 - 2.319 326.53 .05 -362.46 3.00 -32.88 82.97 52.6
Nl 2.527 323.59 -.20 -284.89 3.04 41.54 157.39 114.4
N2 2.374 325.77 -.09 -329.81 2.73 -1.40 114.50 28.4
N3 2.422 325.09 -.01 -357.16 2.55 -29.54 86.30 -29.3
N4 2.327 326.42 -.02 -323.60 2.62 5.42 121.27 73.4
N 2.386 325.61 -.05-390.22 2.08 -62.58 -53.3 -33.8
Table (5. 1 ) Continued.
No. Compound <r-J>2p ,d(loc) od(nl) oP(loc) oP(nl) o(t0t) «(cald. «{obs)
101
103
106
-N2
(\\ Nl 2.447 324.72 -.07-474.41 -1.10 -150.85 35.0 -30.3N2 2.427 325.02 .01 -352.37 -1 .38 -28. 72 -87. 13 -56.2
N— N
102 ' ^  ^  N 2'365 325-90 -03 314.75 1.56 12.75 -128.6 7.9
N3
n
104 .
i
Nl 2.482 324.24 -.13 -292.21 2. 70 34.60 -150.45 143. 5
N2 2.400 325.41 -.18 -381.37 2.5 -53.63 -62.2 16.2
N3 2. 370 325.82 .01 -386.83 1.95 -59.05 -56.8 28.7
Nl 2.356 326.03 -.10 -378.42 1.29 -51.21 -64.65 55.0
N2 2.494 324.06 -.21 -292.61 3.87 35.11 -150.96 134.0
Nl 2.271 327.20 .20 -499.10 0.20 -171.51 55.66 127.4
N2 2.487 324.16 -.22 -309.72 13.71 27.93 -143.78 171.5
N3 2.373 325.78 -.18 -550.22 16.86 -207.76 91.91 81.9
Nl 2.444 324.78 -.06 -274.34 3.01 53.40 -169.25 217.8
N2 2.331 326.37 -.05 -360.50 2.83 -31.59 -84.26 59.8
N 2.331 326.37 -.04 -365.85 2.09 -37.42 -78.43 -2.7
2 2 
N — N
>
C
107 N
0
108 a $ N 2.311 326.64 .01 -369.31 0.69 -41.97 -73.88 127.0
109 (C N N 2.351 326.09 .06 -481.51 -.54 -155.91 40.06 82.0
110 ([ N 2.278 327.10 .30 -316.26 2.82 13.96 -129.81 57.4
Table (5.1 ) Continued.
No. Compound
d d t
° (loc).° (nl> °P(l0C) °P(nl) °(tot) 6 (calc) 6 (obs)
111 o N 2.302 326.78 .01 -310.82 1.39 17.47 133.31
s-s 310 326.53 .01 -302.33 1.51 24.22 140.07
113
114
N 2.301 326.78 .00 -343.5 2.51 -14.20 101.65
C N 2.369 325.84 -.08 -214.73 1.59 112.61 228.5
115 O L V - 0 n 2-'Se
2229 327.848 37.39 -413.49 -18.82 -67.07 48.80
116
N TV
Nl 2.357 326.01
N2 2.308 326.69
.08 -406.77 -.29 -80.97 34.88
.08 -350.34 1.68 -21.89 93.96
117 II .N
1
Nl 2.349 326.12
N2 2.307 326.70
.04 -355.67 .80 -28.79 87.06
.05 -361.93 2.32 -32.87 82.98
118
119
120
/ 2
> 2
Nl 2.443 324.80
N2 2.338 326.27
Nl 2.471 324.40
N2 2.388 325.58
\  Nl 2.342 326.22
N2 2.536 323.46
11 -249.00 2.99 78.68 194.53
.15 -323.33 2.65 5.44 121.29
.07 -264.32 2.56 62.57 178*42
.09 -352.13 2.34 -24.32 91 .53
.09 -352. 74 1.74 -24.87 90.98
,01 -286.00 1.90 39.35 155.20
Table (S.1 ) Continued.
No. Compound .-3.
(a.u.)
2p 0 (loc) 0 (nl) 0 (loc) °* (nl) °(tot) 6 (calc) 6(obsi
121
122
123 CO'
Nl 2.537 
N2 2.381
Nl
N2
Nl
N2
N3
2.538 
2.379
2.692
2.334
2.449
323.45
325.68
323.43 
325.70
321.15 
326.34 
324.70
21 -264.83 2.55 60.97 175.94
12 -349.47 2.17 -21.76 94.09
22
11
-262.69 
-348.44
38 -326.61
21 -328.24
19 -254.56
2.57
2.18
3.11
2.18
1.94
63.09 178.94 
-20. 68 95.17
-2.73 113.12 
0.06 115.91 
71.89 187.47
.noT V ?
Nl
N2
N3
Nl
N2
N3
Nl
N2
N3
N4
Nl
N2
N3
Nl
N2
N3
Nl
N2
N3
N4
Nl
N2
2.778
2.542 
2.388
2.778
2.543 
2.385
2.778 
2.696 
2.336 
2.454
2.771 
2.541 
2.392
2.771 
2. 542 
2.390
2.772 
2.692 
2.341 
2.462
2.433
2.304
319.85
323.37 
325.58
319.86 
323.35 
325.61
319.86 
321.10 
326.29 
324.63
319.97 
323.39
325.52
319.97
323.37 
325.55
319.95
321.16
326.23
324.53
324.93
326.74
34 -310.60
,20 -260.32
11 -336.78
,34 -309.16
22 -259.46
11 -334.88
.35 -310.71
,38 -312.44
20 -314.90
,19 -251.77
,19 -310.68
20 -259.76
,11 -341.06
4.20 
2.43 
2.11
4.20
2.41 
2.09
4.20 
2.70 
2.01 
1.83
3.42 
2.47 
2.04
19 -309.46 3.39
22 -258.89 2.48
11 -339.53 2.05
21 -315.71 3.46
38 -307.86 2.52
20 -315.41 1.96
19 -256.35 1.67
13 -245.01 2.99
18 -313.81 2.77
13.11 128.96 
65.28 181.13 
-9.22 106.63
14.55 130.4 
66.09 181.94 
-7.28 108.57
12.99 123.84 
10.97 126.82 
13.19 129.04
74.50 190.35
12.51 123.36 
65.89 181.74
- 13 . 62  1 0 2 . 2 5
13.71 129.56 
66.75 182.6 
-12.05 103.8
7.48 123.33 
15.44 131.29 
12.58 128.43 
69.66 185.51
82.78 198.63 
15.53 131.33
Table (S.l ) Continued
No.
131
Compound <r J> a2p u (loc) u (nl) u (loc) u (nl) u(tot) u(calc) ”(obsi
132
133
134
135
2N-H
N22:
136
137
138
139
140
(a.u.)
Nl 3.330 311.18
N2 3.334 311.12
Nl 2.264 327.29
N2 2.481 324.25
.06 -415.40 .15 -104.01 11.84
.05 -188.69 -2.39 119.98 235.83
13 -306.80 2.45 22.81 138.66
10 -259.14 2.65 67.66 183.51
-.27 -324.29 6.17 2.56 118.400  l  7 " ch3 N 2.705 320.96
OH 
,0
0 1  7-CH2CH3 2.32J 326.52 .09 -340.07 2.75 -10.72 105.13
N 2.586 322.72 -.32 -312.01 4.19 14.58 130.43
.18 -247.67 2.09 78.35 194.20
.07 -321.14 2.23 8.13 123.98
.19 -245.66 2.08 80.34 196.19
.07 -320.86 2.24 8.46 124.31
39 -295.85 1.88 27.80 143.65
19 -247.71 1.89 79.07 194.92
17 -244.70 2.17 81.54 197.39
06 -316.12 2.30 13.46 129.31
Nl 2.491 324.11
N2 2.277 327.11
Nl 2.491 324.11
N2 2.275 327.15
Nl 2.624 322.16
N2 2.423 325.08
Nl 2.482 324.24 -.
N2 2.260 327.35 -.
Nl 2.481 324.26
261 327.33
,18 -245.20 2.07 80.94 196.79
,06 -316.06 2.29 13.50 129.35
Table (5. 1 ) Continued.
No. Compound
I
H
4N— N3 Nl
V ' j  »
A
_— 3 d . d n
^ ^  cj /1 \ a t i \ cj* /-« •.
(a.u.^p (loc) (nl) (locJ
2.480 324.27 -.18 -238.26
2.263 327.31 -.07 -300.98
2.421 325.11 -.20 -220.74
2.203 328.11 -.09 -284.36
2.428 325.01 -.07 -242.41
2.262 327.32 -.05 -302.76
2.433 324.93 -.20 -264.74
2.442 324.81 -.18 -243.11
2.547 323.30 -.19 -289.83
2.373 325.79 -.04 -351.80
2.422 325.09 -.14 -362.55
2.343 326.20 -.05 -338.52
2.533 323.51 -.16 -284.57
2.386 325.61 -.09 -334.32
2.420 325.13 0.0 -351.27
2.344 326.19 -0.4 -331.59
2.503 323.94 -.12 -290.13
2.384 325.63 -.17 -378.69
2.369 325.85 -.01 -394.53
2.291 326.92 .05 -364.04
2.488 324.16 -.15 -278.89
2.311 326.64 . -.06 -353.65
2.463 324.52 -.04 -273.18
2.336 326.29 -.06 -372.89
2.504 323.93 .02 -289.25
2.399 325.42 -.09 -380.39
2.426 325.04 -.11 -401.92
2.345 326.17 .02 -379.86
D * |
(nl) °(tot) 6 £alc) 6(obs_)
2.06 87.89 203.74 
2.24 28.51 144.36
2.71 106.88 22 2.73
2.34 45.00 166.85
2.03 84.56 200.41 
2.27 26.78 142.63
2.20 62.19 178.04
1.97 83.49 199.34
2.23 35.51 151.36 -
1.59 -24.45 91.40 -
2.28 -35.32 80.53 -
2.62 -9.75 106.10 —
3.05 41.83 156.68 -
2.72 -6.08 109.77 -
2.81 -23.33 92.52 -
2.80 -2.65 113.20 -
2.74 36.43 152.28
2.46 -50.77 65.08 -
1.78 -66.91 48.94 -
2.18 -34.89 80.96 -
3. 58 48. 70 164.55 -
2.30 -24:. 77 91.98 -
3.22 54.52 170.37 -
3.09 -43.57 72.23 -
2.31 37.01 152.86 -
1.82 -53.23 62.62 -
2.89 -74.09 41.76 -
2.86 -50.80 65.05 -
Table (5. 1) Continued.
No. Compound -3 d d*2p a (loc) 0 (nl)<r (a.u.) ,P(loc) °P(nl) 0 (tot)  ^(calc) 6(obs)
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
r\
I
H
n—  N2
G>-
I
H
r— W
SH
SH
CH3
O-I
c h3
r.— N2
( 7 > _
X NX
SCH-
LH
CH3
= N X
CH3“ % ^ N - H
H v 3
N,— N 
I
c h3
3n = n 3
'N^2
1
o
Nl 2.350 326.11 .05 -381.07 2.58 -52.43 63.42 -
N2 2.542 323.37 -.16 -305.98 4.26 21.49 137.34 -
N3 2.429 325.00 -.15 -402.99 2.33 -75.82 40.03 -
N4 2.362 325.94 .08 -387.67 2.04 -59.61 56.24 -
Nl 2.454 324.64 -. 10 -249.86 1. 76 76.43 192.23 _
N2 2.285 32 7.00 -.09 -338.09 0.36 -10.81 105.04
N 2.434 324.92 -.04 -250.89 .855 74.84 1 90.69 -
Nl 2.460 324.55 -.11 -253.86 1.84 72.42 186.27
N2 2. 283 327.03 -.09 -337.79 0.41 -10.45 105.40
Nl 2.442 324.80 -.05 -255.15 1.06 70.66 186.51
N2 2.434 324.92 -.06 -243.22 0.68 82.32 1:)S. 17 —
Nl 2.456 324.61 -.12 -256.97 1.42 68.94 184.79
1 N2 2.276 327.13 -.07 -341.59 0.50 -14.03 101.82 -
Nl 2.40 325.41 -.67 -386.32 2.00 -58.84 57.01
N2 2.565 323.03 -.04 -304.08 3.28 22.19 138.04 -
N3 2.405 325.34 -.05 -363.07 1.69 -35.99 79.86 -
Nl 2.475 324.33 .06 -267.17 0.88 58.10 173.95 _
N2 2.491 324.12 -.07 -269.82 2.06 56.29 172.14 -
N3 2.422 325.10 -.12 -368.67 1.53 -42.17 73.68 -
Nl 2.415 325.20 .16 -358.09 0.58 -32.15 83.70 _
N2 2.589 322.68 .06 -308.67 2.33 16.40 132.25 -
N3 2.410 325.27 .04 -385.38 1.79 -58.29 57.66 -
N 2.427 325.03 -.12 -244.26 2.44 83.08 198.9
Table (5.1 ) Continued.
No, Compound <r" 3> 
(a.u.)
2p 0 (loc) (nl) aP(loc) (nl) 0 (tot) 5 (calc) 5 (obs. )
161
162
165
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
4
H
Y
4 3 
N — N
J .  \
I 1 
H
4N = N 3
Nl 2,307 326. 70
N2 2.434 324.93
N3 2.282 327.05
Nl 2.302 326.77
N2 2.290 326.94
N3 2.442 324.80
N4 2.283 327.04
Nl 2.299 326.81
N2 2.299 326.81
N3 2.285 327.00
N4 2.435 324.91
Nl 2.304 
N2 2.420
Nl 2.295 
N2 2.426
326.75 
325.12
326.87
325.03
Nl 2.433 324.93
N2 2.285 327.00
N3 2.305 326.73
Nl 2.432 
N2 2.279
Nl 2.508 
N2 2.359
324.95
327.09
323.87
325.99
1, .N-C 
'f'K 2
Nl 2.491 324.11
N2 2.388 325.57
N3 2.421 325.11
N4 2.325 326.45
Nl 2.464 324.49
N2 2.523 323.65
N3 2.465 324.49
N4 2.360 325.97
.01 -334.60 1.59 -6.31 109.5
.03 -249.28 1.94 77.56 193.4
.06 -323.94 2.30 5.35 121.2
.06 -328.81 1.17 -.81 115.04 -
-.01 -333.27 2.79 -3.54 112.31 -
-.03 -250.46 2.25 76.57 192.4 -
-.06 -324.93 2.31 4.36 120. 2 -
.04 -327.38 1.31 . 78 116.63 -
.02 -333.55 3.20 -3.51 112.34 -
-.02 -322.82 1.96 6.12 121.97 -
-.04 -250.17 1. 78 76.48 192.3 -
.0 -338.11 1.55 -9.82 106.03 .
-.10 -243.01 2.47 84.49 200.34 *
-.04 -336.23 2.53 -6.87 108.98 _
-.10 -243.70 2.76 83.99 199.84 —
-.09 -250.05 2.04 76.83 192.68
.01 -324.83 . 70 2.89 118.74 -
-.03 -331.86 1. 71 -3.45 112.4
'
-.05 -249.51 1.95 77.34 193.19
-.05 -323.67 2.29 5.65 121.5 -
.01 -295.82 2.25 30.31 146.16
-.11 -386.02 1 .96 -58.18 57.67 -
.03 -271.72 2.89 55.31 171.16 _
-.06 -353.42 2.09 -25.82 90.03 -
-.15 -364.74 3.40 -36.38 79.47 -
.01 -339.36 2.57 -10.33 105.52 -
-.03 -248.8 2.11 77, 77 193.62 -
-.13 -268.04 2.04 57.52 173.37 -
-.18 -378.9 1.49 -53.11 62.74 -
.03 -353.45 1.51 -25.93 89.92 -
Table (5. 1 ) Continued.
No. Compound
171
;= N * A " h
172
C
4 3
N— N
I
C
<r'3>,„ 
(a.u) P
' d
(loc)
d
° (nl) °P(loc)
D
° ‘ (nl)
4->O*->
D
★
5 (calc)
t
6 (obs
Nl 2.507 323.87 -.07 -258.34 1. 20 66.67 182.52 -
N2 2.476 324.32 -.09 -252.06 2.16 74.33 190.18 -
N3 2.365 325.9 -.02 -348.13 1.48 -20.77 95.08 -
N4 2.467 324.46 -.14 -379.68 1. 97 -53.38 62.47 -
Nl 2.505 323.91 -.12 -279.71 1.79 45.88 161.73 -
N2 2.387 325.59 -.06 -347.92 2.04 -20.35 95.50 -
N3 2.416 325.18 -.05 -368.42 1. 75 -41.54 74 .31 -
N4 2.337 326.28 -.01 -344.3 2.04 -15.99 99.80 -
* Chemical shifts, 6 , are expressed with respect to CH,NO?; shifts to low frequency are 
positive.
t Values are taken from Reference (67).
results are plotted in Fig. (5.1).
Furthermore, nitrogen chemical shifts are found to be
C72')
sensitive to medium effects. As noted by Webb J >medium 
effects can be very important in nitrogen NMR spectroscopy. 
An analysis of the various terms contributing to the 
shieldings reveals that the shielding changes arise from 
the variation of the local paramagnetic contribution in all 
cases considered.
In the present work, we have chosen some nitrogen con­
taining compounds^ 1^  as the nitrogen shielding affected by 
using the M solvatonM model in conjunction with INDO/S 
approach. The total electron density on nitrogen, qtota^, 
its screening constant and chemical shifts, calculated as 
a function of dielectric constant, are given in Table (5.2) 
for these compounds.
For the molecules 1, 5 and 6 the data given in Table
(5.2) reveal a shift of 1.3, 16.59 and 5.89 ppm, to high 
frequency, respectively, for the nitrogen of these molecules 
as the dielectric constant increases from e = 1 to 80.
This shift arises from changes in the paramagnetic contri­
bution to the nuclear shielding.
The diamagnetic terms are found to be reduced by 1 ppm 
as a result of increases in the dielectric constant from 
e = 1 to 80. However, decreases in the diafoagne tic term arise 
from considerable reductions in the electron density on the 
nitrogen atom when dielectric constant increases.
Calculations on molecules 3 and 4, presented here by 
showing shifts of 6.41 and 0.6 ppm, respectively to lower 
frequency, for the nitrogen of these molecules as the di­
electric constant increases from e = 1 to 80. However, 
molecule (4)shows very small sensitivity to dielectric c o n ­
stant variation. Unfortunately, no experimental data 
are available to compare with the results given by the
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Figure 5.1 Plot of observed N chemical shifts against 
values calculated by INDO/s method; shifts 
to low frequency are positive.
present work.
The results of molecules (2) and (7) show a shift of 
11.24, and 6.62 ppm to higher frequency for Nl respectively, 
whilst shifts of 10.82 and 13.28 ppm to lower frequency for 
N2 respectively,are obtained as the dielectric constant 
increases from e = 1 to 80.
The results show a general agreement when the dielectric 
constant of the medium is greater than 1 (isolated m o l e c u l e ) , 
and we can see from the results that the nitrogen shieldings 
calculated in the present work increase as the dielectric 
constant of the medium increases.
It is to be noted that it would be unrealistic to base 
quantitative conclusions on the results obtained. However, 
they could be useful in providing qualitative interpretative 
guidelines.
5.4 ^ A s  Nuclear Shielding 
75
The As nucleus has a spin quantum number of 3/2, and 
consequently an electric quadrupole moment. Interaction 
of the quadrupole moment with fluctuating electric field 
gradients will, under most circumstances, provide the dom i ­
nant spin lattice relaxation mechanism for the nucleus in
('73') 7 c
fluid systems^ . The first systematic study of As chemical 
shifts was reported ^in 1 9 7 7 ^ } -
It can be considered an easy nucleus except for the fact 
that the quadrupole moment of (0.3 e x 10~2h cm2) prevents 
non-symmetric species from being observed, notably compounds 
in the trivalent state. All the compounds s t u d i e d ^ ^ a r e  thus 
of the tetra- or hexa-coordinated penta valent type. The 
total established shift range in this category of compounds
+ ■7
is 700 ppm with AsH. the most studied and As09“ the least
75
studied species. The observed As chemical shifts for a
Table (5.2) Dependence of calculated electron density, screening constant, and
chemical shifts6*ppm of nitrogen upon dielectric constant(e)in some 
model compounds .
No. Compound e qtota* <r"3>? ^  ^zp
1
1 5.0968 2.408 325.30 -248.14 77.76 0.0
2 5.0927 2.411 325.26 -248.74 77.105 0.655
4 5.0906 2.412 325.24 -249.05 76.78 0.98
0
1
I
o 5.0899 2-412 325.23 -249.14 76.67 1.09
10 5.0894 2.412 325.23 -249.23 76.58 1.11
O
20 5.0889 2.413 325.22 -249.29 76.52 1.24
O
30 5.0888 2.413 325.22 -249.31 76.49 1.27
40 5.0887 2.413 325.22 -249.32 76.48 1.28
80 5.0886 2.413 325.22 -249.335 76.46 1.3
Table (5.;2) Continued.
No. Compound E qtota* <r~3>2p ^
i
Nl 5.1484 2.374 325.77 -241.37 84.71 0.0
N2 4.6298 2.726 320.64 -227.33 93.14 0.0
Nl 5.1925 2.346 326.17 -234.97 91.50 -6.79
N2 4.5733 2.767 320.03 -230.13 89.69 3.45
Nl
N2
5.2142 2.332
4.5451 2.787
326.36 -231.83
319.73 -231.47
94.84 -10.13
88.04 5.1
O
I
o
I
j
,o
o
(_>
O 6
10
20
Nl 5.2214 2.327 326.42 -230.79 95.95 -11.24
N2 4.5358 2.794 319.62 -231.90 87.50 5.64
Nl 5.2271 2.324 326.47 -229.97
N2 4.5284 2.799 319.54 -232.24
Nl 5.2315 2.321 326.51 -229.34 97.49 -12.78
N2 4.5227 2.803 319.48 -232.49 86.76 6.38
96.83 -12.12
87.08 6.06
O
30
Nl 5.2329 2.320 326.52 -229.14 97.71 -13.0
N2 4.5209 2.804 319.46 -232.58 86.65 6.49
40
Nl 5.2336 2.319 326.53 -229.03 97.82 -13.11
N2 4.5199 2.805 319.45 -232.62 86.60 6.54
80
Nl 5.2347 2.319 326.54 -228.88 97.99 -13.28
N2 4.5186 2.806 319.43 -232.68 86.52 6.62
Table (5.2) Continued.
No. Compound e qtota* <r_3>2p ^
3
1 4.6713 2.697 321.08 -225.55 95.23 6.0
•2 4.6604 2.704 320.97 -222.16 98.56 -3.35
4 4.656 2.707 320.92 -220.34 100.39 -5.16
O
I
I
o  6 4.6531 2.710 320.89 -219.99 100.69 -5.46
O
10 4.6530 2.710 320.89 -219.38 101.32 -6.09
V
20 4.650 2.710 320.86 -219.26 101.42 -6.19
O
30 4.651 2.710 320.88 -218.97 101.73 -6.5
40 : 4.6499 2.712 320.85 -219.95 101.57 -6.54
80 4.6496 2.712 320.85 -219.02 101.64 -6.41
Table (5.2) Continued.
No. Compound e qtotal <r"3>2p od oAV 6^  ^
4
1 4.9795 2.485 324.19 -268.8 56.32 0.0
■2 4.9745 2.489 324.14 -268.45 56.63 -0.31
4 4.9721 2.490 324.12 -268.27 56.78 -0.46
6 4.9713 2.491 324.11 -268.22 56.83 -0.51
10 4.9707 2.491 324.11 -268.17 56.87 -0.55
I
20 4.9702 2.491 324.10 -268.14 56.90 -0.58
O
30 4.9701 2.492 324.10 -268.12 56.91 -0.59
40 4.9700 2.492 324.10 -268.12 56.92 -0.60
80 4.9699 2.492 324.10 -268.11 56.92 -0.60
Table (5.2) Continued.
No, Compound e qtota* <r_3>2p ^
5
1 4.4674 2.843 318.86 -232.78 85.92 0.0
2 4.3801 2.907 317.88 -240.21 77.43 8.49
4.3364 2.940 317.37 -243.85 73.25 12.67
4.3217 2.951 317.20 -245.05 71.87 14.05
/
10 4.3100 2.960 317.06 -246.00 70.77 15.15
a ' o
20 4.3013 2.966 316.96 -246.72 69.95 15.97
30 4.2984 2.969 316.93 -246.95 69.67 16.25
40 4.2969 2.970 316.91 -247.07 69.54 16.35
80 4.2947 2.971 316.88 -247.25 69.33 16.59
Table (S.2) Continued.
No. Compound e ^total <r"3>2p ^
6
1 4.8622 2.564 323.04 -264.18 59.67 0.0
2 4.8381 2.581 322. 80 -266. 84 56.69 2.98
4 4.8261 2.589 322.68 -268.18 55.20 4.47
6 4.8220 2.592 322.64 -268.63 54.70 4.97
Z
10 4.8188 2.594 322.61 -268.99 54.30 5.37
20 4.8164 2.596 322.58 -269.26 54.0 5.67
30 4.8156 2.596 322.57 -269.35 53.91 5.76
40 4.8152 2.597 322.57 -269.39 53.85 5.82
80 4.8146 2.597 322.56 -269.46 53.78 5.89
Table (5.2) Continued.
No. Compound £ ^total <r-3>2p  ^ ^
7 -
Nl 4.6369 2.721 320.72 -226.76 94.48 0.0
N2 5.1875 2.349 326.12 -229.45 97.75 0.0
Nl 4.5782 2.763 320.09 -231.80 88.71 5."
N2 5.2288 2.322 326.49 -224.35 103.21 -5.4o
Nl 4.5491 2.784 319.77 -234.25 85.88 8.6
N2 5.2494 2.309 326.67 -221.79 105.95 -8.2
10
20
Nl 4.5395 2.791 319.66
N2 5.2563 2.305 326.73
Nl 4.5317 2.797 319.58
N2 5.2618 2.301 326.78
Nl 4.5259 2.801 319.51
N2 5.2659 2.299 326.81
•235.06 84.95
■220.93 106.87
•235.7 84.21
■220.24 107.60
■236.18 83.65
■219.78 108.15
9. 53 
-9.12
10.27
-9.85
10.82
•10.4
30
Nl 4.524 2.802 319.49
N2 5.2673 2.298 326.83
■236.34 83.47
■219.55 108.34
11.01 
•10. 59
40
Nl
N2
4.523
5.2679
2.803 319.48
2.298 326.83
■236.42 83.38
■219.46 108.43
11.1  
•10.68
80
Nl 4.5216 2.804 319.47 -236.54 83.24 11.24
N2 5.2690 2.297 326.84 -219.34 108.57 -10.82
* Chemical shifts are given with respect to the isolated molecule, i.e. whene = 1, 
shifts to higher frequency are given positive value.
small series of tetrahedral arsonium ions in aqueous solution 
as well as those for AsF^r and A s H ^ + ions are shown in Tables
(5.3). and (5 .4 ) .
The arsenic hexafluoride ion, AsF^ , is taken as a refe­
rence in the present work. The six F atoms of AsF^ are 
arranged in octahedral coordination around the arsenic atom.
A tetrahedral bond contribution about arsenic has been 
assumed for all the other compounds included in the present 
study.
As —  X bond lengths, taken from the table of inter­
atomic d i s t a n c e s a r e  shown b e l o w :-
JL R(As— X)i*
F 1.85
0 1.75
H 1.517
Et 1.9
Me 1.9
Pr 1.9
75
Calculations have been performed on the As containing
molecules using CNDO/S and the non-empirical CNDO method.
i +
In the CNDO/S study, AsPr^Et is excluded, leaving 8 com­
pounds, because it is too large for the current program 
dimensions, which allow for only 35 atoms.
5.5 Results and Discussion
The results of the CNDO/S and non-empirical CNDO calcu- 
75lations on the As containing compounds are presented in 
Tables (5.3) and (5.4) together with the experimental che­
mical shifts.
CNDO/S
The following regression is obtained relating S(obs)
Q y
to a for the 6 compounds considered:-
r _s F
6 =0.22 (1.18) a SV - 652. (1408.) .450 200. 1.52 ... (5.6)
Q V
The variation in a through the series, which fails to 
explain the variation 6(obs), is dominated by the correspond­
ing variation in cr^. It is therefore not worth trying to 
correlate S(obs) with and separately.
Non-empirical CNDO/S
The following regression is obtained relating 6(obs) to
3. Va for the 9 compounds considered:-
r £  F
6=1.09 (!.44) cav - 2787. (11065} .681 154. 6.06 ... (5. 7)
This relationship is scarcely affected when, for comparison 
with CNDO/S, AsPr^ E t + is excluded:-
r _s F
6 = 1.11 (1.46) aaV - 2806.(11106.) .699 160. 5.76 ... (5. 8)
A somewhat improved correlation is obtained using 
alone for the nine compounds:
r _s F
6 = 1.20 (1.38) oP + 442. (1203.) .758 137. 9.46 ... (5.9)
This relationship is scarcely affected by excluding AsPri Et 
from the regression.
No improved relationships are possible by including 
and/or aso along with This is because these contri­
butions vary little through the series. The spin-orbit 
contribution is very small for all compounds because As has 
no heavy atom substituents and its environment is in all 
cases fairly symmetrical.
Values of 6 calculated from expression (5.9) are com­
pared with 6 (obs) in Table (5.4,) and plotted against 6(obs) 
in Fig. (5.2). The largest discrepancy (313 ppm) is for 
AsH ^ + , the next largest (132 ppm) being for the reference 
compound, AsF^~. Although these two compounds are p r e ­
dicted to be the most shielded in the series (as observed), 
a*5 for AsF^ is higher (less negative) than for AsH^ + , 
which is in stark contrast to observation.
Being oppositely charged, the nuclear shieldings in 
AsF^ and A s H ^ + are differently affected by solvation. 
Furthermore, including an anion (AsF^ ) in a series of 
cations may have a disruptive effect on the relationship 
between observed and calculated values (see Chapter III, 
Section 5).
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CHAPTER SIX
SOME CALCULATIONS OF SHIELDING 
FOR 33S AND 77Se NUCLEI
33 77
& Se NUCLEI
6.1 Introduction
Sulphur and Selenium, both being members of Group V I , 
are similar in muth of their chemistry.
33 S is the only reasonably abundant of 0.74% sulphur
isotope which possesses a non-zero nuclear magnetic moment.
It has been a much neglected nucleus in nearly all branches of 
( 75-77)
spectroccopy .Its low natural abundance is obviously a
major contributor to this fact. The NMR data are extremely
f7&“821 33
limited Since the spin of S is I = 3/2, the nucleus
possesses a quadrupole moment which also makes it unattract-
33ive for high resolution NMR studies. Nevertheless, S NMR 
is potentially a method for obtaining information about the 
electronic structures of sulphur-containing molecules and 
for the determination of sulphur types in molecules or 
mixtures.
A few years ag<f*3-^ L u t z  et a l ^ ^ r e p o r t e d  the first 
33natural-abundance S FT NMR spectra along with an accurate
determination of the magnetic moment relative to that of 
8 5
Rb. While pulsed experiments have failed to detect any
33
S signals in other systems, dispersion-mode spectra have
(7 5)been obtained on a number of simple compounds .
77 Se has received considerably more attention from NMR,
by direct observation and by indirect double resonance 
77methods. The Se nucleus offers adequate sensitivity
(6.93 x 10“3 with respect to the proton) and a natural
abundance of 7.5%, as well as being a spin 1/2 nucleus.
77Additionally, it has been demonstrated that Se possesses
a large chemical shift range (^ 2000 ppm) and is extremely
sensitive to its electronic environment^ 7 ^  .The first major 
7 7work on Se chemical shifts was carried out by using
1 7 7 f 961H —  Se double resonance experiments^ . The development
of FT and proton decoupling techniques has made the direct
7 7observation of Se NMR more easily available and, conse­
quently, there is an increasing interest in these spectros­
copic t e c h n i q u e s ^  .
In the present work, nuclear shielding calculations
33 7 7
have been performed on series of S and Se containing 
molecules, using the non-empirical CNDO program.
6.2 55S Nuclear Shielding
Electric quadrupole effects in this (I = 3/2) nuclues
make its resonance difficult to detect, so chemical shifts
(79)
are given in the literature for very few compounds
(79) 33
Lee^ J has reported the temperature dependence of the S
33r e s o n a n c e  i n  p a r a m a g n e t i c  M g S -  T h e  S  c h e m i c a l  s h i f t s
in the molecules presently considered, viz. CS9 , E t7S 9 , six
(75)
thiophens and M e 2S0, have been measured by Retcofsky et al .
Data for the eight compounds currently considered are
presented in Table (6.1). The shifts are with respect to
CS2 and low frequency shifts are taken to be positive.
It may be seen that thiophene,with its delocalised electronic
33structure, affords considerably less shielding to S than 
does its tetrahydro analogue.
Experimental geometries (Tables of Interatomic Distances 
have been used for CS2, E t2S2, thiophene and M e2S0 . Standard 
bond lengths and angles (Pople & Gordon^^)h^ve been used to 
place the methyl substituents on the thiophene ring. The 
bromo substituents have been positioned using a C —  Br bond 
distance of (2.03iP) (Tables of Interatomic Distances).
6.3 Results and Discussion
The calculated shielding contributions for the eight 
compounds, as obtained using the non-empirical CNDO program, 
are presented in Table (6.1). The shielding variation 
through the series seems to be dominated by changes in crP .
Both aav and a P show considerable (though not good) corre­
lations with Sobs:-
r _s F
6 = 1.97 (1.63) aV - 1239. (1368.) .763 99.8 9.77 ... (6. 1)
6 = 2 . 0 1  (1.65) aP + 891. (1322.) .758 100.8 9.44 ... (6. 2)
s o
Regression (6.2) may be somewhat improved if a is included:-
r _s F
6 = 1.84 (i.64) oP + 115. c  90.) oSO .824 96.4 5.98
+ 713. (1338.)   (6. 3)
s o
The enormous scaling factor (115.) appearing with a is p r o ­
bably too large to be entirely associated with insufficient
excited states in the perturbation expansions. Other approx-
s o
imations employed may tend to make the calculated a values 
too small, as discussed in the final chapter.
Values of 6 calculated from expression (6.3) are compared 
with 6obs in Table (6.1) and plotted against 6obs in Fig. (6.1). 
By far the largest discrepancy, between observed and calcu­
lated values (187 ppm), is for E t2S2* Though the shield­
ing in E t2S2 is the highest in the series, expression (6.3) 
predicts a lower shielding than that in CS2. No satisfactory 
explanation is yet available for this discrepancy. However, 
it is notable that E t2S 2 is the only compound in the series 
with a pair of mutually bonded equivalent sulphur atoms.
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Figure 6.1 Plot of observed S chemical shifts against 
values calculated by non-empirical CNDO 
method from regression (6.3); shifts to low 
frequency are positive.
6 . 4 ^S e  Nuclear Shielding
Of the thirty-eight compounds considered in the present 
study (see Table 6.2), experimental shifts for compounds 
1 to 27 are taken from the diverse study of McFarlane et a l ^ ^  
whereas the shifts for the diphenyl selenides, i.e. compounds 
28 to 38, are taken from Gronowitz et al ( ^ 0 ) .  Shifts are 
given with respect to fr^Se and are reported such that low 
frequency shifts are taken to be positive.
The compounds currently considered, which are presented 
in Table (6.2) comprise all the valence states of Se in a 
wide range of inorganic and organic environments.
Cartesian cooredinate are determined using experiment- 
(33)al bond parameters for moeities including Se or other heavy 
atoms, but using standard bond p a r a m e t e r s ' ^ " which are only 
applicable to atoms up to F- to construct alkyl and phenyl 
groups.
Molecules (1) to (11) , (21) and (26) have been based
(33)
directly on experimental geometries . Bond parameters em­
ployed in the various remaining selenium configurations,
(33)
extracted from experimental data for related compounds , 
are given below:-
Se
/N
1.98 3A°
Se \
98° ^ \ r ^ 9  7 7A° 
alkyl 1 alkyl 2
Tetrahedral
1.93
with both Ph (phenyl) rings p e r ­
pendicular to the plane of the 
two Se-C bonds (90 rotation 
about the Se-C bonds.
1 . 5765a
bipyrimidal
4, 4'-disubstituted diphenyl selenides
6.5 Results and Dfscussion
Shielding contributions for the thirty-eight compounds 
as calculated using the non-empirical CNDO procedure are
3. V
presented in Table (6.2). The variation in a through 
the series is dominated by changes in a*3. However, this 
poorly explains the variation in Sobs:-
r s_ F
6 = -0.52 (1.256) a av - 446. (1538) .034 476. 0.41 ... (6.4)
However, taking the spin-orbit contribution alone, consi­
derable correlation is evident:-
r _s F
6 = 36.2 (13.9) 0s0 - 858. (152.) .842 257. 87.9 ... (6. 5)
Furthermore, the inclusion of the paramagnetic contribution 
gives some improvement on regression (6.5):
r _s F
6 = 37.5 C-3.8) fso + .31 (t.17) <*p ‘856 250‘ 48-0
-590. (±16.)   (6.6)
The least squares scaling factors appearing with oSO
in regressions (6.5) and (6.6), while smaller than the
33corresponding factors for the S series, are probably
still too large to be explained by the shortage of excited
states in the perturbation expansions. Some possible
s oreasons for a systematic smallness of calculated a 
values are discussed in the final chapter.
Values of 6 obtained from regression (6.6) are compared 
with the corresponding observed values in Table (6.2) and 
plotted against Sobs in Fig. (6.2).
Note that despite the considerable correlation r = .856, 
the standard deviation (S = 250*ppm) is still large, this 
being associated with the great spread of experimental shifts 
in this series (from -1559 ppm in Se 0 to +396 ppm in 
( M e O ^ P S e .  There are discrepancies exceeding 500 ppm for
four compounds, viz. Se 0 F2, ^  Se (with Sobs > 6 ), Se 0 
and S e2 (with Sobs < S ) .
No simple rationalization has been found for these dis­
crepancies; they are probably associated with a range of
theoretical inadequacies, particularly in the calculation 
s o
of a . While some of the shortcomings in the calculation
of aS° are shared by a^, e.g. lack of excited states in
perturbation expansions, crudely constituted excited states
(configuration interaction being omitted) and the neglect
of diatomic differential overlap in integral evaluation;
s o
others are peculiar to a , e.g. the neglect of interatomic 
spin-orbit interactions and the neglect of components in 
the two-electron magnetic interaction operator other than 
that expressible as a factor x t . S (see Appendix 4). A 
more complete analysis of these shortcomings is given in 
the final chapter.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
SOME CALCULATIONS OF SHIELDING 
FOR 19F NUCLEI
7.1 Introduction
19 F is the only naturally occurring -isotope of this
element and it is an ideal nucleus for NMR investigation.
19 F has a spin number of (I = |), occurs in 100% natural
abundance and this does not possess a quadrupole moment.
The existence of a wide variety of fluorine-containing
compounds due to its univalency and reactivity towards
many elements, together with a large range of chemical
19shifts experienced by fluorine nuclei, have made F NMR 
spectroscopy an attractive tool for the study of the nature 
of electronic effects and their mades of transmission in
-i -j (111,112)
m oleculesv J .
19
Due to the ease of recording F NMR spectra, a con­
siderable body of NMR data is available in the lite-
(113,118) _ 1
rature • It has already been seen that the dominant
contribution to the shielding of fluorine nuclei arisej
in the second order paramagnetic term of Ramsey's expres-
CL19)
sion for nuclear shielding . The diamagnetic contribution
19to F shielding can account for only 1 percent of the
observed chemical shift inmost fluorine-containing compounds,
whlist the paramagnetic term has been shown by Siaka and
Slichter to be appreciable in all but the completely ionic
fluoride ions^^. The magnitude of this effect is dependent
on the degree of ionic character in the bond and this has
19been shown to be consistent with observations of the F 
chemical shifts found in an extensive series of binary 
f l u o r i d e s ^  where the shielding of the fluorine atoms 
generally decreases with an increase in the electronega­
tivity of the attached a t o m ^ ^ .  However, it is possible 
to have a compound containing an ionic type of fluorine 
atom which experiences a large deshielding effect due to
the presence of a low-lying electronic energy level of
(122) (123)
suitable symmetry in the molecule .Evans suggested 
that dispersion type forces of adjacent groups on neigh­
bouring fluorine atom can influence the shielding by in-
creasing the paramagnetic contribution.
In fluorine-containing conjugated molecules, diffe- 
19rences in F nuclear shielding are determined largely by
i Ti i_ j , (124,125)
the it electron charge densities m  the C —  F bond orders
This is not the case for fluorine nuclei in the ortho pos i ­
tion to substituents in aromatic rings, where Van der Waal's 
effects appear to make appreciable shielding contributions^^*
In the present work, some theoretical results of nuclear 
19
shielding for F in substituted benzyl fluorides in a
variety of different electronic environments are obtained;
also, calculations of some contributions to the paramagnetic
19component of the *F shielding tensor have been done. The 
results obtained are analysed and discussed in terms of 
conformational effects.
7. 2 ~^F Nuclear Shielding
19 F chemical shifts cover a very wide range, -250 to 
550 ppm. This very wide range caused considerable experi­
mental problems in the measurement of accurate chemical 
shifts. Consequently, considerable discrepancies are found 
between the literature values of chemical shifts. Further 
problems are created by the use of both sign conventions
for chemical shifts, often without definition. In the 
19present work, F experimental chemical shifts are taken 
from the work of R » T * C  - Brownlee and C r a i k ^ ^ *  The fluor­
ine chemical shifts of substituted benzyl fluorides are
shown to be temperature dependent and this is discussed in
(128)
terms of conformational effects • It has been known for
19some time that the F NMR chemical shifts in benzyl fluori-
(129) (129 130)
des 'are sensitive to the effects of substituents *
Various semi-empirical MO methods have been employed in
attempts to explain these effects in terms of local charge
density changes produced by substituents^^^’^ ^  .
In the present work, calculations are done for a range 
of substituted benzyl fluorides and four rotational confor­
mations of the CH2F group as shown below:
(7a)
--F
\  /
/
c
(7b) (7c) (7d)
One difficulty which has so far prevented delineation of 
the factors which determine the benzyl fluoride shifts is 
the non-planar nature of the CH2F probe group which prevents 
a meaningful separation of the sigma and Pi components of 
electron density about the fluorine.
H
X
X-P-benzyl fluoride
Co-planar form orthogonal form
The importance of separating these individual components 
of electron density has been shown for the fluorobenzenes 
and benzoyl fluorides^^ ’^ w h e r e  Pi density changes provide 
the best fit to the observed chemical shifts.
Another difficulty concerns the possibility of confor­
mational mobility of the CH2F group.
There is evidence from a variable temperature ^ F  NMR study
which suggests that conformational changes have a profound 
influence on substituent chemical shifts (SCS) in this 
series^139’140).
Conformation (7a) is referred to as the cis or co-
planar form and (7d) as the orthogonal form. The standard
C —  F bond length of 1.36 A 0 is used in the present work;
this is comparable to the value of 1.35 A 0 used by Ebraheem
and W e b b ^ ^ ’^ ^ a n d  1.33 /P used by R . T . C  * Brownlee and C r a U p ^ .
The agreement between the present work for SCS compared
with the available experimental chemical shift at two
different temperatures are shown in Table (7.1). Also,
calculations of some contributions to the paramagnetic
19components of the F shielding tensor are given in Table 
(7.5 ).
7.3 Results and Discussion
19
The results of the calculated F shieldings and 
chemical shifts for a series of substituted benzyl fluor­
ides with respect to benzyl fluoride are compared with the
(127) 19
available experimental data . In the present work F
chemical shifts have been calculated by means of P o p l e ’s 
GIAO-MO method in conjunction with the INDO/S wavef u n c t i o n s .
In fact, the calculated changes in chemical shifts follow 
a normal direction and become larger as fluorine moves more 
towards the orthogonal conformation except for CN, and 
OC H3 where they decrease. Substituent effects on the 
electron densities have a magnitude such that they would 
induce changes only in the third decimal place of the 
data given in Table (7.2). Rotational effects on the to­
tal electron densities are therefore of similar magnitude 
to substituent effects.
It is proposed in the present work that the differ­
ential behaviour is due to rotational conformation changes 
of the CH2F group. The variation in temperature dependence 
for the different compounds may therefore be related to
different degree of conformational mobility of the C H2F 
group. Agreement between calculated and observed substituent 
chemical shifts is shown in Tables (7.3) and (7.4), and the 
results are plotted in Fig. (7.1). The prediction of a 
favoured out-of-plane configuration at both temperatures 
provides a good correlation. The larger correlation coeffi­
cient is produced at a lower temperature which shows that 
the transmission of substituent effects becomes larger as 
the proportion of the out-of-plane conformation present, 
increases.
Since the present INDO/S calculations are in satisfactory
19agreement with observed F nuclear shieldings and chemical 
shifts, it is therefore worthwhile to use the INDO/S results 
to investigate the nature of the electronic factors govern­
ing the ^ F  paramagnetic shielding tensors, in particular 
the contributions to crP from various singlet electronic 
transitions.
Some contributions to the paramagnetic component of 
19the F shielding tensor are given in Table (7.5). For 
benzyl fluoride (X = H) in four conformations, the major 
contribution to aP arises from the higher energies a— a * 
transitions. The out-of-plane component has significant 
contributions from o— a* transition, the higher energy 
transitions having the larger magnetic integrals in general.
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Table 7.2 Electron density on the fluorine 
atom in benzyl fluoride conforms.
Conformation 0* Total
A 0 7.2042
B 30 7.2014
C 60 7.2011
D 90 7.2046
* Dihedral angle between the C —  F bond and 
the plane of the benzene ring.
Table 7.3 Correlation between calculated and observed 
substituent chemical shifts (X - P - benzyl 
fluorides) at 22°C.
n r . • Slope T ~ 4. StandardConformation f Intercept , . . . r
(ppm) r deviation
(A) 0.5454 -.574 2.8691 . 8265
(B) 0.6944 .332 3.977 .8027
(C) 0.6647 -.7471 2.634 .8893
(D) 0.6065 -.7969 3.001 .8415
Table 7.4 Correlation between calculated and observed 
substituent chemical shifts (X - P benzyl 
fluorides) at -80°C.
(A) .3988 -.7815 3.0161 .806
(B) .5151 .0342 4.038 .796
(C) .4951 -1.038 2.678 .885
(D) .455 -1.071 2.987 .843
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Plot of observed F chemical shifts against 
values calculated by INDO/s method in four 
conformations ; positive values are to high 
frequency.
Table 7.5 INDO/s contributions to the paramagnetic components of the shielding
tensor for benzyl fluoride in four conformations.
B
p
Molecule ^
e
ou
I C3
B «u
O c
o o  
p.
Transition
Calculated 
transit ion 
energy (ev)
Contribution
to
(ppm)
Magnetic 
integrals 
(a.u .)
< r 3 > = 
5.617 (a.u.)
9tt - 33a* 
15tt - 26a* 
1 5tt h- 33a*
9 TT 
15"
8 a 
10° 
12o 
12° 
16o 
16a 
19a
33a*
33o*
33o*
33o*
26o*
33o*
26a*
33a*
33a*
19.176 
13.861 
14.436
19.176 
14 .436
24 .470 
20.591 
15.948 
17.770 
13.825 
15.750 
14.645
-71.106 
-15.210 
-75.360
-67.210 
-42.170
-26.696 
-41.756 
-13.219 
■127.13 
-13.240 
-17.610 
25. 878
.0837
.0129
.0668
.0791
.0374
.0401
.0528
.0129
.1387
.0112
.0170
.0233
9a 
10a 
12o 
14a 
15" 
1 Sit
9o
12a
14a
33a’
33a’
33a’
33a’
26a’
33a’
33a’
33o’
33a’
19.414 
20.556 
17.690 
17.850 
14.112 
15.519
19.414 
17.687 
17.848
-70.390 
-13.290 
-17.790 
-18.410 
-11.180 
-38.910
-69.088 
-17.790 
-25.404
.0838
.0168
.0193
.0202
.0097
.0370
.0823
.0154
,0278
8a -*• 33a’ 
10a -*■ 33a’ 
12a - 26o’ 
12a ■+ 33a’ 
19a -* 33a’ 
14o -*• 33a’
24.440
20.560
15.850 
17.690 
14.620
17.850
-18.890 
-36.150 
- 9.520 
- 101.88 
-20.530 
-11.250
.0283
.0456
.0093
.1105
.0184
.0125
8o
9a
10a
12a
15o
33o*
33o*
33a*
33a*
23a*
19o - 33a’
9a -* 33o’ 
12a -* 33a’ 
13a 33a*
14a ->• 33a’
24.310
19.720 
20.480
17.690 
9.898
14.410
19.720
17.690
17.690 
18.4 50
-15.711 
-48.770 
-39.410 
-84.620 
-24.970 
-17.350
■66.750 
■13.190 
•62.490 
■14.120
.0234 
.0590 
. 04 9 5 
.0918 
.0152 
.0153
.0807
.0143
.0678
.0160
10a -*■ 330* 
12a -»• 33o* 
13a -*■ 33o*
20.480
17.690
17.690
■13.090 
■23.710 
■23.880
.0164
.0257
,0259
Table 7.5 Continued
Molecule
co
nf
.
co
mp
o­
ne
nt ★Transition
Calculated 
transition 
energy (ev)
Contribution 
to a? 
(ppm)
Magnet ic 
integrals 
(a.u.)
F
D X 8o 33a* 24.198 -17.690 .0263
9o -V 33o* 19.774 -24.930 .0303
I lOo 33a* 20.452 -39.770 .0499
12a - 33a* 17.527 -103.39 .1113
13a 33a* 17.632 -18.370 .0199
15o 2 2 it * 9.677 -22.750 .0135
l O J 19a - 33a* 14.207 23.044 -.0201
14a - 33a * 18.760 -12.306 .004 7
Y 9o -> 33a* 19.774 -71.596 .0869
10a - 33a* 20.452 -13.502 .0170
12a - 33a* 17.527 -31.323 .0337
13a 2 2 TT * 11.037 22.209 -.0151
13a -* 33a* 17.632 -64.850 .0166
z This component makes no significant contribution to oP.
* Transitions contributing less than 7 ppm to aP have been omitted.
CHAPTER EIGHT 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
8.1 Performance of the Present Methods
The calculations described in the preceding chapters
27 7 1 1 3  73 75
on the compounds containing Al, Ga, C, Ge and As
all indicate that the contributions to nuclear shielding 
calculated from the CNDO/S program are inadequate from the 
point'of view of explaining the observed chemical shift 
trends. By contrast, the contributions calculated from 
the non-empirical CNDO program in all cases provide a su b ­
stantial degree of correlation with the observed shifts.
This situation is largely associated with the lack of
provision of a spin-orbit interaction contribution in the
7 5CNDO/S program. However, even for As, in which there are 
no heavy atom substituents, much better correlations are 
apparent from the non-empirical calculations, indicating' 
superior values.
Comparing the local and non-local contributions to 
as calculated by each program (see Tables 5.3 and 5.4), it 
seems that any such superiority of the non-empirical approac 
would have to be associated with the values of a^(loc), 
despite the fact that both programs use the same formulae 
for this contribution. This points to the possibility that 
it is the eigenvalues/vectors calculated from the CNDO/S 
program which are inferior.
Such an inferiority might be associated with the use 
of the Hase and Schweig parameters for As in the CNDO/S 
program. It might also be associated with the fact that the 
non-empirical program by calculating the theoretical r e s o ­
nance integrals in situ, gives a better response to changes 
in chemical environment.
It is likely that the wavefunctions are substantially
improved in going from the CNDO/S to the INDO/S method.
Some evidence for this is provided by the satisfactory
15agreement obtained in the present N study and the good
19agreement obtained in the present F study, as well as by
(43 49 50 59»
studies reported elsewhere is also possible that
better CNDO/S wavefunctions would be obtained using a 
scheme similar to that proposed for the "universal" C N D O / 2 
method J .
The treatment of nuclear shielding, as provided by 
the non-empirical program, has the following major t heore­
tical shortcomings:
(1) Approximations inherent in the CNDO method (see Chapter 2) , 
particularly to the ZDO approximations;
(2) The neglect of diatomic differential overlap in evalu­
ating expressions for the shielding contributions (see 
Appendix 4);
(3) The inadequacy of the set of excited states used in the 
second and third order perturbation expressions - this 
set being both insufficient (just the virtual M O ’s gen e ­
rated using a valence-only basis) and of poor quality 
(configuration interaction not being u s e d ) ;
! I
(4) The use of Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation theory 
(see Appendix 3), which assumes that wavefunctions are 
exact eigenfunctions of the molecular Hamiltonian, as 
opposed to the Hartree-Fock perturbation theory;
(5) The restriction of calculations to the isolated molecular 
species, i.e. the neglect of solvent and other medium 
effects;
s o
(6) Shortcomings peculiar to the calculations of a , i.e.
(a) the assumption that the electron-nucleus and 
electron^electron magnetic interactions, which 
make up the spin-orbit interaction are merely 
intra-atomic and not interatomic (see Appendix 4);
(b) the exclusion of terms in the spin-orbit inter­
action Hamiltonian which are not proportional to
i . s .
As applied to the calculation of g S0 , shortcomings (2) 
and (6a) are collectively referred to as 1 atom-for-atom 
separability .
In attempting to associate the theoretical shortcomings 
with the apparent shortcomings in performance, Table 8.1 
has been compiled. Entries for each series are placed in 
ascending order of the percentage of the variance in S(obs) , 
which is not yet explained by the best regression. The 
higher fl50^ s variance unexplained” , the worse the performance 
of the theory.
The use of apfro^x. i rvvcctvon £  Cb) in "the calculation 
SOof a means that even though the magnetic nucleus itself
may be heavy (Z > 10) and have a high value of X , calculated 
so PP
o values will still be negligible if there are no heavy
atom substituents and the electronic structure is close to
inversion s y m m e t r y © ^ ‘The resulting inadequacy in a so is
probably the most important factor in the poor performance
7 5
of the theory for the As series, for which 43% of the 
variance is unexplained. Another factor is the species net 
charge variations for this series. This is of particular 
importance since aqueous solvents are used for all species, 
and there may be a wide range of solvent influences on c h e ­
mical shift.
The relatively poor performance of the theory for the
33 S series is less readily explained. As remarked in Chapter 
6, the largest discrepancy between an observed shift and that
calculated from regression (6.3) is apparent for E t 2S2>
the only compound in the series with a pair of bonded S
atoms. Furthermore, this is the only .situation for this
33
series where the magnetic S nucleus has another heavy
3 3
atom directly bonded to it (viz. another S) . However,
s o
the value of a calculated for E t2$2 (1.13 ppm) is, in
fact, lower than that calculated for tetrahydrothiophene
(1.21 ppm). It is likely that atom-for-atom separability 
s o
results in a being grossly under-represented in E t 2S2> 
making the chemical shift as calculated from regression 
(6.3) much too small.
73
The third worst series is Ge, with 28% of the 
variance in °(obs) unexplained. For all the compounds in 
this series there is a tetrahedral distribution (exact or 
approximate) of substituents about the magnetic nucleus, 
halogen substituents being predominant. From the table 
of discrepancies between observed and calculated shifts, 
i.e. (Table 4.4), it is evident that for all compounds 
with two or more Cl substituents, the chemical shift is 
over-estimated by regression (4.6), whereas for all c o m ­
pounds with three or more I substituents, the chemical 
shift is under-estimated. It is unlikely that the spin- 
orbit coupling coefficients used for I, as compared with 
Cl, are too small. Rather, observed trends are probably
associated with atom-for-atom separability. Diatomic 
s o
terms in a associated with the bonded pair of heavy atoms, 
Ge and I, may in fact be substantial. Ignoring such terms, 
as in the present treatment, might tend to depress the c a l c u ­
lated shifts of predominantly iodine-substituted compounds 
relative to other compounds in the series.
Despite 27% of variance in S(obs) being unexplained,
77
the results for the Se series are remarkable in view of 
the wide range of electronic environments, encompassed by 
the 38 compounds. Changes in play a major part in the 
chemical shift variation for this series, going from -283 
ppm for SeF^ to -1438 ppm for S e2B r2» The coefficient of
.31 appearing with cjP in regression (6.6) represents a 
scaling down of the calculated contribution. This is 
enigmatic, since theoretical shortcoming (3) tends to 
make the magnitude of values too small instead of too 
large. It is possible that the calculated crP values are 
systematically too large in magnitude because of the use 
of Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation theory as opposed to 
the Hartree-Fock perturbation theory CP.W. Langhoff,
M. Karplus and R.P. Hurst, J. Chem. P h y s . , 4_4, 505 (1966)]. 
Furthermore, it is likely that the various shortcomings 
in the cjP calculations are of similar importance to those 
in o SO for this series.
2 7
The A1 series, for which 26% of the variance is u n ­
explained, consists of 18 anions, 3 neutral compounds and 
1 cation. Given that most of the chemical shift m e a s u r e ­
ments were made using polar solvents, it is possible that 
solvents effects play a significant role in the discre­
pancies apparent for this series.
The 18 anions form a sub-series not dissimilar from 
73the Ge series. Hence, even though A1 is only a second 
row atom, the same arguments apply regarding species with 
predominantly iodine substituents having depressed values 
of the calculated shifts.
71The best agreement has been obtained for the Ga and
13 C series, both with 14% of the variance in <5(obs) u n e x ­
plained. The two series are not too dissimilar as regards
having tetrahedral distributions of predominantly halogen
71substituents about the magnetic nucleus. However, the Ga
3 +
series has one octahedral species, viz. [ G a t ^ O ) ^ ]  , the
other 17 compounds being anions. The same observations made 
73 27
for the Ge and A1 series, regarding compounds with p r e ­
dominantly iodine substituents, seem to apply, though the 
13predicted C shift in CH^I is only too small by 1 ppm.
It is difficult to explain why better agreement has
71
been obtained for the Ga series, as compared with the 
73 Ge series, given that the former suffers from variations 
in molecular charge and conformation by the inclusion of 
[Ga(H20)6 ]3 + .
Turning our attention to the coefficients appearing 
s o
with o in the best regressions, it seems from Table(S.l)
that there is a tendency for this factor to increase with
progression along a given row in the periodic table. (N.B.
according to this rationalization, the coefficients for 
71 73Ga and Ge are in the wrong order.) This points to the 
influence of a lack of excited states in the perturbation 
expressions, since the empty valence P-orbitals, available 
for constituting excited states, are filled only by one as 
Z increases along a given row.
With regard to the exceptionally large scaling factor
33
(115.) necessary for the S series, it is likely that 
"random factors" play a part, i.e. with only 8 compounds 
in the series, individual discrepancies between observed 
and calculated chemical shifts, such as those noted for 
E t2S 2, have a heavy influence on the least squares rela­
tionship.
s oOverall, the scaling factor appearing with a r e p r e ­
sents parametric compensation for the net systematic effect 
of all the theoretical shortcomings. As well as the in­
fluence of shortcoming (3), atom-for-atom separability also
s o
tends to make calculated o values too small.
8.2 Scope for Future Work
The use of cumbersome third-order expressions would 
be obviated if spin-orbit interactions were included in 
the ground state Hamiltonian of the molecule, instead of 
being treated as a perturbation. Furthermore, if the 
magnetic field were treated as a finite perturbation, .with
its effect subject to a secondary SCF calculation, this 
would tend to remove the theoretical shortcomings (3) and
(4) ,
If the scheme outlined above were used in conjunction 
with the CNDO or INDO MO method, shortcoming (2), with its 
important bearing on the accurate representation of spin- 
orbit coupling effects, could not readily be removed.
This is because it is hardly possible to retain some bi- 
centric overlap terms while developing ZDO wavefunctions. 
The removal of shortcoming (2) is hence incumbent on the 
use of an MO method which avoids the ZDO approximation.
Since ab-initio MO treatments on molecules containing 
third row elements and iodine are still in their infancy 
and are very costly in computer resources, it might be 
necessary to devise a valency-only SCF MO method which 
avoids the use of ZDO in order to thereby achieve satis­
factory agreement between observed and calculated NMR 
chemical shifts.
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APPENDIX 1
DETAILS OF THE CNDO & INDO METHODS
(a) Local core integrals
With regard to calculation of the local core integrals, 
U , the C N D O / S ^ ’" ^  and I N D O / S ^ ’^  methods are in complete 
accord with the original CNDO/2 and INDO ^  J methods, re s ­
pectively.
For the case when atomic orbital <J> is centred on
y
atom A, the CNDO methods use the formula:
U = - 1/2 (I + A ) - (ZA - 1/2) y * a ......... (Al.l)yy y y A AA
where the electronegativity, 1/2 . (I + A y) is obtained from
the observed (configurational average) ionization potential,
I and electron affinity, A of the subshell. The electro- 
y 7 • y
negativities of atoms of interest are listed in Table Al.l
By contrast, the general INDO formula is:
X
U y y = - 1 / 2 l^l +kO  " £ N f» * yll' + 1 / 2 + yll " yll’’^
(A1.2)
where y is an orbital of valence subshell Z of atom X;
1^ and A^ are the configurationally averaged ionization 
potential and electron affinity of subshell Z of X;
N ^ r is the occupancy of subshell Z' in the neutral ground 
state of X, and y ^ i  is the spherically averaged energy 
(including exchange terms) of interaction of an electron 
in subshell Z with an electron in subshell Z\ according to 
S l a t e r f o r m u l a t i o n .
ypp " F?/ - — 1----- I c °>l >°) vli ••• CAi.3)
CC K.L e,l*\ k=2,4..
1 I c k c-e o) g ^ ,  if i
-i k=0
2 ( 2 1  + 1) ( 2£'+ 1)
(A1.4)
where F°^, and G ^ ,  are the Slater-Condon parameters (see
section c of this appendix) and relevant values of the 
angular integrals, c \  are given in Table A 1 .2. Subscripts Z”
& h in (A1.2) have values dependent on the ground configu­
ration of the atom. If subshell t is less than full in 
the ground configuration, then U '  = Z. If subshell Z is 
full in the ground configuration, the equals the lowest 
energy subshell which is not full. Provided Z is occupied, 
then h - Z\ otherwise h represents the highest occupied sub­
shell of the ground configuration.
fb) Resonance scaling factor 3/\g
As explained in Chapter 1, this factor is used to help 
determine a resonance integral from a corresponding 
overlap integral in the CNDO and INDO methods.
(1.58)
In the original C N D C ^  and the INDO ^  m e t h o d s , is
calculated from the formula:
$AB = 1/2 (B° + Bg) if ZA < 11 and Z g < 11
(A1.5)
= 0.375 ($? + ) , otherwise
where the disposable parameters fi? and Sg are solely
dependent on the nature of atoms A and B respectively.
The relevant values of 3° for atoms up to Cl are given
\
in Table A1.3.
Table A 1 .2 Angular integrals used in calculating two 
electron integrals
I V  k Ck (£, 0, V  ,0 )
0 0 0
O i l  /1/ 3
0 2 0 0
0 2 2 /IA5
1 1 0  1
1 1 2  +/4/25
1 2  1 /4/15
1 2 3 /2 7/24 5
2 2 0 1
2 2 2 +/ 4 / 4 9
2 2 4 /36/441
N.B.
c V , 0 , r , 0 )  = 0  if k > M '    (A1.6)
C (t , 0,1', 0) = 0 if k is of opposite parity to t + I'
  (A1.7)
and k V
C (I, 0 , 1 ’ , 0) = CK (r , 0,1 , 0).   (A1.8)
(c) Two-electron one-centre integrals in INDO
The original INDO specification^^ is only for molecules 
containing hydrogen and first row atoms. Hence, the a d d i ­
tional required two-electron, one centre integrals a r e :-
( ss/ss) = F°ss
....... .. (A1.9)
(ss/pp) = F°sp
..........  (A1.10)
( sp/ sp) = \  G1
3 sp
..........  (Al.ll)
(pp/pp) = F° + 
PP
—  F 2 
2 5 pp
..........  (A1.12)
(pp/p'p’) = F° 
PP
_ A n 2 
2 5 pp
..........  (A1.13)
(pp'/pp')
II .2
^PP
..........  (A1.14.)
where s denotes a valence s-orbital, p and p ’ denote
different valence p-orbitals. Assuming that s and p
orbitals have the same^function, we have:
radioX
F° = F° = F° = y « a   (A1.15)ss sp pp TAA
Thus, a calculated value is used for each of the F ’s.
( 7 1However, empirical values J are used for the other re 
Slater-Condon parameters (see Table A1.4).
(d) Parameters specific to CNDO/S
A different set of resonance parameters, 3 , are used 
f  9 1
in CNDO/S^ as compared with Pople's GNDO specification m  
Table A1.5. Furthermore, empirical values are used for y ^a - 
(see Table A 1 .6).
Table Al.l Electronegativity values used in the CNDO &
INDO methods
Element 1/2 (Is + A s) 1/2 U p + A p ) 1/2 (Id + A d ) Ref.
H 7.176 - - (7)
Li 3.106 1.258 - (7)
Be 5.946 2.563 - (7)
B 9.594 4 .001 - (7)
C 14.051 5.572 - (7)
N 19.316 7.275 - (7)
0 25.390 9.111 - (7)
F 32.272 11.080 - (7)
A1 7.771 2. 995 0.224 (7)
Si 10.033 4.133 0.337 (7)
P 14.033 5.464 0.500 (7)
S 17.650 6.989 0. 713 (7)
Cl 21.591 8.708 0.977 (7)
Ga 9.4125 3.055 0.5046 *
Ge 11.435 4.08 0.0 (4)
As 13.335 5.345 0.0 (4)
Se 16.315 7.1 0.0 (4)
Br 19.630 8.4 0.0 (4)
I 16.923 7.179 -0.8585 *
* Calculated in the present work, using the observed 
energy levels, quoted by M o o r e ^ ^ ^ .
Table A 1 .3 CNDO/INDO resonance parameters
Element
H
Li
Be
B
C
N
0
F
A1
Si
P
S
Cl
3 ° (ev)
-9
-9
-13
-17
-21
-25
-31
-39
11.3011
13.065
15.072
18.150
22.33
T a b l e  A 1 . 4  E m p i r i c a l  S l a t e r - C o n d o n  p a r a m e t e  
u s e d  i n  I N D O ^
E l e m e n t
L i
B e
B
C
N
0
F
0 . 0 9 2 0 1 2
0 . 1 4 0 7
0 . 1 9 9 2 6 5
0 . 2 6 7 7 0 8
0 . 3 4 6 0 2 9
0 . 4 3 4 2 3
0 . 5 3 2 3 0 3
F
P P
0 . 0 4 9 8 6 5
0 . 0 8 9 1 2 5
0 . 1 3 0 4 1
0 . 1 7 3 7 2
0 . 2 1 9 0 5 5
0 . 2 6 6 4 1 5
0 . 3 1 5 8 0
Table A 1 .5 CNDO/S (and INDO/S) resonance parameters 
Element 3°(ev) Ref.
H
oCNl
r-H1 (9)
B -7.0 (149)
C -17.5 (9)
N -26.0 (9)
0 -45.0 (9)
F -35.0 (9)
A1 -11.3011 (7)
Si -10.0 *
P -12.0 (144)
S -15.0 (145)
Cl -19.0 (146)
Ga -7.0 t
Ge -10.0 (141)
As -13.0 (141)
Se -16.0 (141)
Br
o
•
(X
I
CNI1 (141)
I -22.0 #
* estimated by comparison with the trend in 3° in reference (7) . 
+ estimated by extrapolating the trend for Se, As and Ge.
# assumed equal to 3°(Br), given the small change in going 
from 3 ° (Cl) to 3°(Br).
Table A 1 .6 CNDO/S and INDO/S one-centre Coloumb integrals
Element y ^ C e v )  Ref.
H 12.484 (147)
B 8.30 (147)
C 10.333 (147)
N 11.308 (147)
0 15.13 (147)
F 18.00 (147)
A1 5.68 (148)
Si 7.015 (148)
P 9.886 (148)
S 9.260 (148)
Cl 10.366 (148)
Ga 5.942 (148)
Ge 6.634 (148)
As 8.361 (148)
Se 9.156 (148)
Br 8.838 (148)
1 9.382 (148)
APPENDIX 2 
Details of Non-Empirical CNDO Method
(a) Resonance and Coulomb-Resonance Integrals
The one-electron resonance and two-electron Coulomb- 
resonance integrals required in the non-empirical CNDO 
method are calculated by specifying them in terms of over­
lap integrals over S T O ’s. These overlap integrals are 
then calculated using the original algorithm (7) of the 
CNDO/2 program. In atomic units, the one-electron resonance 
integral is given by:
(A2.1)
<A
(A2.2)
where
(A2.3)
1
2
(A2.4)
yv
\ HAB (A
-z B
B, n - 1, r ,* v ’  ^v
Hence, it only remains to break down the kinetic energy inte­
gral. This is achieved using the result:
I (I + 1) - n (n - 1)
v v J V V
Cv)
N (n - 2, c, )
B, n -2,  ^ , m \9 V V V ’ V / N ( n v- l , ?v)
B , n  -1, c , £ , m. \ — - B , n ,   ^ , i  V -9 v * V* V V / ? ’ V* v' V J v/
•(A2.6)
H e n c e :
h a b = -z. .
y v A
N (n „>
N (n
— ----   / a, n - 1, 5 , £ , m.
-1,5 ) ' ■ y y y y
B, n , c , £ , m \ ’ v v' v ’ v /
+ (5 n - Zr>)v v v
N (n „> O
N(n
’’ v / « ---------- ( A, n
-1, C„) X ^
C y £ » my y* y
£ (£ + 1) - n  (n - 1) N(n , c )
V V V V V v ’ v
N(nv -2, cv )
< A, n , c , £ , m B, n - 2, c , £ , m. )\ * y* y' y* y * v * v f v /
^ A > n y > ^y' ^y> ™y B > ’ ?V' 9
In calculating the two-electron Coulomb-resonance integrals,
it is necessary to spherically average the single centre 
probability distribution, in order that the rotational 
invariance of the method is preserved:
(yv|XX) + (y v|S A) (A2.8)
Now the potential at distance r from the centre of distri­
bution S 2 is given by:
A
1 - e
2n y - i
(A2.9)
Having integrated over the coordinates of the electron in
<j)^ to determine V^, the two-electron integral may be reexpressed
as an apparent one-electron integral:
C H S XS X) -»■ (  11 | V x I V ) (A2.10)
For the case when X, like v, is centred on atom B, then 
r -► rB1 in expression (A2.9) and the various terms in 
may be separately absorbed into <(> in order to reexpress 
(yv|xx) in terms of overlap integrals:
(yv I XX) = N(n , c )
a b 'bb v v
N(n - 1, c )  / A, n , c , £ , mv V ’ *vJ \ ’ y* y y ’ i
B , n - 1 ,  c , £ , m \9 V * V * V /
2n, ^ n ^ _ i
- I
A C2cx)
i=l (2n - i) I ,2n
X A
N (n + 2n - i- 1, c + 2 -1
( A’ V  V  V  | B> «v +2nx-.i-l, ev +2cx, iv, mv )
(A2.ll)
Expression (A2.ll) may be evaluated using the original CNDO/2 
overlap integral algorithm.
L o c a l  C o r e  a n d  C o u l o m b  I n t e g r a l s
( 1 4 )
A s  a  g e n e r a l  a p p r o a c h ,  t a b u l a t e d  a t o m i c  f u n c t i o n s  a r e
u s e d  a s  t h o u g h  t h e y  a r e  c o n f i g u r a t i o n a l  a v e r a g e  s o l u t i o n s
f o r  t h e  g r o u n d  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  o f  t h e  g i v e n  n e u t r a l  a t o m .
H e n c e ,  a l l  t w o  e l e c t r o n  i n t e r a c t i o n  e n e r g i e s  a r e  e q u a t e d  t o
t h e  a v e r a g e  i n t e r a c t i o n  e n e r g y - ' ^ ^ f o r  a  p a i r  o f  e l e c t r o n s  i n
t h e  a p p r o p r i a t e  s u b s h e l l s .  O n  t h i s  b a s i s ,  t h e  e x p r e s s i o n
( i n  a t o m i c  u n i t s )  f o r  t h e  l o c a l  c o r e  i n t e g r a l  a f f e c t i n g
e l e c t r o n  k  i n  v a l e n c e  A . 0 . 6  i s :y
U
y  y
/  _  7 \  c o r e  _
=  \  y  7 -  +  T  y  ^  +  Y  ykl . . . . . . . . . .  ( A 2 . 1 2 )
k
w h e r e  y  i s  a s  d e f i n e d  i n  A p p e n d i x  l ( a ) ; k  a n d  I d e n o t e  e l e c t r o n s
T h e  d e t a i l s  o f  t h e  e v a l u a t i o n  o f  t h e  v a r i o u s  i n t e g r a l s
R o o t h a a n - H a r t r e e - F o i
a r e  d e a l t  w i t h  e l s e w h e r e
V a l u e s  o f  U  o b t a i n e d  f <  y y
a t o m s  u p  t o  I o d i n e  a r e  g i v e n  i n  T a b l e  ( A 2 . 1 ) .
o v e r  h a a n - H a r t r e e - F o c k  A O ’ s  r e q u i r e d  i n  e x p r e s s i o n  ( A 2 . 1 2 )
( I S O ) _
o r  t h e  v a l e n c e  s u b s h e l l s  o f  v a r i o u s  
I n  t h e  n o n - e m p i r i c a l  C N D O  m e t h o d ,  t h e  o n e - c e n t r e  C o u l o m b  
i n t e g r a l s ,  y ,  a r e  g i v e n  v a l u e s  e q u a l  t o  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  y
( 1 4 )
v a l u e s ,  c a l c u l a t e d  f r o m  t h e  t a b u l a t e d  A O ’ s  , f o r  t h e  i n t e r ­
a c t i o n  b e t w e e n  p a i r s  o f  e l e c t r o n s  i n  v a l e n c e  A O ’ s .  I n  t h i s  
w a y ,  t h e r e  i s  c o m p e n s a t i o n  f o r  t h e  l a c k  o f  e x p l i c i t  i n c l u s i o n  
o f  o n e - c e n t r e  e x c h a n g e  t e r m s  i n  t h e  C N D O  f o r m u l a t i o n .  T h e  
m e t h o d  o f  c a l c u l a t i o n  o f  t h e  y  v a l u e s  i s  d e a l t  w i t h  e l s e w h e r  
V a l u e s  o f  y  f o r  p a i r s  o f  v a l e n c e  e l e c t r o n s ,  f o r  a t o m s  u p  t o  
I o d i n e  a r e  g i v e n  i n  T a b l e  ( A 2 . 1 ) .
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(c) Zeta Values
The radial functions of the tabulated double-zeta
(14)
A O ’s Clementi and Roetti , are linear combinations of Slater- 
type radial functions:
(A2.13)
where the C are expansion coefficients;
n q “1 -CQr 
r 4 e 4 ... (A2.14)
(2 n ) !
 ^ q
and q runs over all1 S T O ’s in the basis set.
For double-zeta A O ’s, the index q in fact runs through 
one pair of functions for each principal quantum number up 
the highest occupied level of a given angular symmetry. 
Hence it is possible to associate each of these pairs with 
a particular lobe of the atomic orbital radial function.
The position of the function corresponding to the outer 
(valence) lobe, specified by n y , is:
Cv ^ and Cy2 may be scaled to create an independently 
normalized outer lobe function, Rv (n^, I ^ ) . This function 
has an associated radial expectation value:
< r > v is now used to determine a single zeta value 
to represent the subshell (n^, I ^) in MO calculations. 
Based on the formula for the radial expectation value of 
a single STO, we have:
gl (n., [outer-lobe] = Cyl S (nv , cv l ) + Cy2 S (ny ,cv 2 )
(A2.15)
*
r Rv (n^, r 2 dr (A2.16)
o
(A2.17)
Equation (A2.17) is used to determine the 5 values 
used in the non-empirical CNDO method, whenever i is 
occupied in the ground state of the given atom. For the 
atoms presently of concern, only the valence d exponent 
is not covered by this approach. As explained in Chapter 
one, the d exponents are obtained using the formula:
CH = -i-   (A2.18)
RXH
where is the bond distance between the given element X
and Hydrogen. Equation (A2.18) differs from (1.66) only 
in terms of the use of atomic units. Exponent values for 
elements of concern.are given in Table A2.2.
TABLE A2.2 SLATER COMPONENTS
Element ?s s cd
H 1.0 - -
B 1.3074 1.1404 -
C 1.6339 1.4662 -
N 1.9562 1.7836 -
0 2.2896 2.0431 -
F 2.6195 2.3228 -
A1 1.3951 1.0403 0.71787
Si 1.6547 1.2971 0.95588
P 1.9025 1.5410 1.1315
S 2.1494 1.7428 1.2751
Cl 2.3865 1.9561 1.4269
Ga 1.8220 1.3193 1.2656
Ge 2.0609 1.5829 1.1718
As 2.2785 1.8150 1.3381
Se 2.4890 1.9947 1.4640
Br 2.6929 2.1821 1.5962
I 2.7137 2.2484 1.6508
APPENDIX 3
Rayleigh-Schrodinger Perturbation Theory up to Third-Order
in Energy
Perturbation theory allows the effect of a change in 
a given system to be determined as a Taylor expression, 
even though the change itself is not a simple variable but 
a function of the system coordinates.
To this effect, when a change ("Perturbation") 
corresponding to the operator ',is made in the Hamiltonian 
C ^ o f  the system, then (as a mathematical consideration) a 
Simple scaling factor A is associated with it:
&  = c7T° + A x&C ' ......... (A3.1)
where. < # °  is the Hamiltonian of the unperturbed system;
A goes from 0 - when the perturbation is infinitesimal, 
to 1 - when the perturbation has its full 
physical effect.
effect
Consequential properties, P , of the system are then
expressed by the expansion:
P = P° + AP1 + A2?11 + A3Pm  .................... . (A3.2)
where the various orders of P, i.e. P°, P*, P** etc., are 
determined from the functional dependence of P o n ^ ^ a t  A=0.
it
Starting with the Schrodinger equation:
Ek V ......................................... (A3.3)
we have, using (A3.1) and (A3.2):
Since (A3.4) is true for any A, it is possible to 
separate out a distinct equality from the terms in each 
given power of A from the terms in A0 , we have:
■ Ek *k   (A3-5)
From the terms in A 1, we have:
......... (A3.6)
From the terms in A2 , we have:
<#° ^k1 +<#'*k= Ek 4 1 + Ek * k + Ek^k .......  <A3-7)
From the terms in i , we have:
„.o .III . . .  ,111 _ P o ,111 . CI ,11 , .11,1 , pill ,o 
*k. *k “ E k *k + E k +k + Ek *k + k *k
..........  (A3.8)
etc.
The normality condition of ip requires that:
;< > = 1   (A3. 9)
Expanding ^  from equation (A3.2) and separating according 
to powers of A, we have from the terms in A0 :
< ^k° l^k > = < k l k > = 1.................................  (A3.10)
where | k > = | ^^ > •
From the terms in A 1, we have:
< *k°|+j[ > + = 0 ..........  (A3.11)
i.e. Re < j ^  > = 0......................... ..........  (A3.12)
From the terms in A2 , we have:
< ^1° I ^  > + < V" I ^i1 > + < ^  | ^ °  > = 0 . .. (A3.13)
k k k k k k
i.e. R e < ^ ° | ^ ^ ^ > = - | < T | ;^ I 1I,^ >..... ...... . (A3.14)
k k k k
etc.
It is necessary to resolve equations up to Am in order
th
to provide a normalized expression for ^  up to the m 
order.
Progress in evaluating the energy and wavefunction of 
the perturbed system is made by expanding the n *^1 order 
(where n > 0) eigenfunction in terms of the complete zero 
order basis set:
*kn - I ch  *1   (A 3 -15)
where is a coefficient describing the contribution of
t0 ^1? * Employing equation (A3.15) in (A3.6), we have:
< # °  f Ckt * l  +<%' +k = E k \ Cll *2 + Ek + k . (A3.16)
or
| CkI E °l *2 +i ^ '  ^k = E k | Cki '‘’I + E k ^k .....  (A3.17)
subtracting Cj^ e £ from both sides, we have:
t\/u E°i ‘ + | #  *k = Ek J kCk£ *1 + 4*1  • • • (A3-18^
Premultiplying throughout by and integrating over all 
space, we have:
E k = < k  W  k >  ...........  (A3.19)
If, instead we premultiply equation (A3.18) through­
out by m f k, and integrate over all space, we get:
Ckm Em + < “ k > = CL  E k (A3. 20)
Furthermore, employing equation (A3.15) in (A3.12), we have:
R e Ck]c = 0 ............... (A3.22a)
The arbitrary imaginary part of c l  is currently taken as
zero, so that:
c{k = 0 ............... (A3.22b)
Employing equation (A3.15) in (A3.7) gives:
| Ckf *1 * 3 $  | Ck£ *1 = E k | Ck\ *°l + Ek | CkI *°l +
+ E k *£■ ...........  (A3.23)
Premultiplying throughout by and integrating over all 
space gives:
Ckk E k + | Cll <k ^  £> = Ckk E k + Ckk Ek + E"  • • • (A3.24)
Employing equation (A3.19) and subtracting ( C ^  e £ +
Ckk Ek we have:
EkI = I Ck£ <;k \l>................ .........  (A3.25)
£/k
Substituting for from (A3.21) now gives:
U  K £ l<% | k > < k ■ |'c557 I ^
Ek = " I  Zd =o..........  ...........  (A 3 ‘26)
If k hZ “ hk
Premultiplying equation (A3.23) throughout by ifi° , m f k, 
and integrating over all space yields:
CI1 E° + Y d p  < m Ir^ r'l T> = C11 E? + C? E? 
km m | ki 1 km k km k (A3.27)
or
TT 4m 4  - 1
Cj^ =  --- ----------   , m f k ......  (A3. 28)
E° - E? 
m k
Employing equations (A3.19), (A3.21) and (A3.22), we have:
TT < £ IcTTI k > < m | ^ ’|t > < m|<££'|k > ,
Ckm = » L  ,P o _ p0 2^ < k l<^lk >
(E° - E°)(E° - E°) m "" k ^
provided m f k....................................... ........ (A3.29)
Furthermore, by employing (A3.15) in (A3.14), we have:
Re Ckk = ' 1/2 I I'................... ...........  (A3.30)
Employing equation (A3.15) in equation (A3.8) gives:
II
:kI vl< # °  | 4a *°1 + c!C | Cki E k | 4 ^  *t + 4  p k " *° *
E kX | CkI *Z + E k I ^k ... ........ (A3. 31)
Premultiplying throughout by and integrating over all 
space yields:
Ek ^kk + \ CU  < k I ^ U  > = E° c ™  + e{ Cll + Ek Ckk + 4'
  (A3.32)
Employing (A3.19) and subtracting (E^ + e I cil ) yields:
< * w v >  = e"  4 k + 4 n  .......... (A3-33)
Furthermore, employing (A3.22b), we have:
4 U  = l ckJ>. < K l c t f U  > ...........  (A3.34)
. Ifk
< k  | t> < Z | m  > <  m  | k  >
1!
£^k ntfk (E° - E°) (E° - E°)
< k\<3C\l > < I |<#|k >
- I ---- ^-----r-r  < k \<3C\ k >   (A3. 35)
I f k (EI  - E?)
where equation (A3.29) has been employed in going from 
(A3.34) to (A3.35). Note that, with respect to equation 
(A3.29), the roles of subscripts and ’m* have been
reversed.
APPENDIX 4
NMR RELATED INTEGRALS OVER ATOMIC BASIS FUNCTIONS
All integrals over basis functions involved in the NMR 
shielding calculations are evaluated with neglect of dia­
tomic differential overlap:
< y | hv | v > = <5. „ < y | hv | v > ............  (A4.1)
(A) • (B) AJ5
where h^ represents one of the set of one-electron operators 
defined in equations (2. g ) to (2.1J).
The remainder of the description is subdivided into 
a section concerning integrals unaffected by the choice of 
MO method, a section specific to the algorithms incorpo­
rated into the CNDO/S and INDO/S programs and a section
specific to the algorithms incorporated into the non-empi- 
rical CNDO program.
(a) Integrals not involving radial operators
Since the integrals in this category are not influenced 
by the choice of radial function, they have unequivocal 
values dependent only on the operator and the pair of basis 
functions involved. Denoting the integrals in this category
A
as < y | A| v >  , we presently include the types correspond-
A A A A O
ing to A = f-a , A = ra /r and A = r^r^/r , respectively. 
Here, both angular momentum and position are referred to 
the origin of the basis functions y and v (rather than the 
origin of the molecular frame) in line with the use of 
G I A O ’s.
Each integral in this category corresponds to the 
angular factor resulting from separating a parent integral 
over atomic orbitals into radial and angular components.
A • •
Hence, in < y | A| v > 9 y and v are surrogate for and Y^,
respectively (as opposed to the complete <|> and <j>v ) , these 
being real spherical harmonics in the range:
S =
Px =
4 tt
y
d z 2 =
xz
yz
LX 2-y2
xy
(i) A = t a
_3_
1
2
4 7T
1
_3_ 2
4 7T
1
_3_ 2
4ir .
1
5 2
16tt J
1
li' 2
4ir
1
15 ' 2
4 7T -
1
ill
2
16ttJ
1
15' 2
4 TV
x/r )
y/r
z/r
3z2 - r 2
xz
•v.2
JZ
r 2
x 2 - y 2
xy
■y*2
(A4.2)
(A4.3)
(A4.4)
(A4.5)
(A4.6)
(A4.7)
(A4.8)
(A4.9)
(A4.10)
The angular momentum integrals are most easily evaluated
A
by applying in the Cartesian form:
A
X = V i y
3
3y
...........  (A4.ll)
/V
= li/i Z
-  x
_3_
3z ,
.......... (A4.12)
A
V = V i X
3
3x J
...........  (A4.13)
directly to the Cartesian form of the real spherical 
harmonics, (A4.2) to (A4.10). Values obtained are pre-
A
sented in Table (A4.1). Note that since < u | -6. | v > = 0
if Y = S and/or = S, only p and d orbitals are
tabulated.
(ii) A = ra/r
The integrals of this type are evaluated by first 
expressing A as a real spherical harmo n i c :-
x/r = 
y/r = 
z/r =
4 7T
3
4 TT
3
4 tt
x
y
(A4.14)
(A4.15)
(A4.16)
< y | A| v > hence takes the form of an integral over a 
product of three real spherical harmonics. Such an integral 
may be evaluated by expanding each real harmonic as a linear 
combination of complex harmonics and thus expressing the 
integral as a sum of integrals of products of complex h a r ­
monics. Each integral over a product of three complex
spherical harmonics may then be evaluated using the function 
k
C , which is partly tabulated in Appendix 2, and fully tabu­
lated (for s, p and d orbitals) in reference (152).
(iii) A  = r“ rB/r2
I
The integrals of this type, as for type (ii) above,
A
are evaluated by first expressing A as a real spherical 
harmo n i c :-
x 2 _ (4tt) 
r 2 3
2EX = 4 7T 
^15
(3/5)1 dx2_y2 - (1/5)1 d.
lxy
+ S   (A4.17)
  (A4.18)
y 2 _ (4tt)
r 2 3
X i  = 4 7F
r 2 U5-I
z 2 ( 4 tt)
r 2 3
S - (3/5)* dx 2 _y2 - ( 1 / 5 ) 1 d z .. (A4.20)
Lyz
S + (4/5)5 d z2
(A4.21)
(A4.22)
< y | A| v > , hence takes the form of an integral over a 
product of three real spherical harmonics, which may be 
solved as for (ii) above.
(b) Integral evaluation in the CNDO/S and INDO/S programs
The philosophy behind the calculation of NMR related 
integrals in the CNDO/S and INDO/S programs is to make as 
much use as possible of Sl a t e r ’s Rules. Taking the atomic 
orbital populations determined from the MO calculation, 
new Slater exponents are evaluated for the valence sub­
shells of each atom:-
c = c° + P.: 35 q
bsp Ssp n oT> x sp
sp
0.35 ( 
n ,
(A4.2 3) 
(A4.24)
where
is the exponent of subshell t in the neutral 
isolated atom;
is minus the number of electrons by which the 
population of t in the molecule exceeds that of 
the neutral isolated atom.
The Slater exponents of the core orbitals of a given
atom are assumed to be unaffected in going from the 
atomic to the molecular environment.
(i) Local diamagnetic contribution
The evaluation of expression (2.1&) requires the 
evaluation of the integral:-
< y Ir” 3 (r2 6 0 - r r ) | y >
H 1 v a 3 a 3 1
where positions are referred to the centre of <|> .
Separating the integral into radial and angular factors, 
we h a v e :-
< p |r'3 (r2 6ajJ - r ar p)| p >  = <  p | r" 1 | p > <  p | «a(5 - | p >
... (A4.25)
N.B. In the first (radial) factor of (A4.25), yi s  surro­
gate for the radial function, , whereas in the second
(angular) factor, y is surrogate for the angular function,Y ',
° f v
The radial factor in (A4.25) is evaluated using the 
Slater-type representation of R^:-
< p Ir'1 | p > = Li-    (A4.26)
y
The angular factor in (A4.25) is evaluated by taking each 
term in the operator separately:-
< y I 6a 3  I y >  = 6a 3 _ < y l I y (A4. 27)
The method of determination of the second term in (A4.2 7)
is dealt with in section (a) of this Appendix.
The complete evaduation of expression (2.1 &) requires 
the separation of core and valence electron contributions:-
ag (loc) = 0<og (core) + a a g (valence) (A4.2 8)
where
d  ^  n yo e 2 -A
o (core) =   J P <y |r^(r 2 <$ R-r r fi) | y >
a3 4 tt 2m y yy a 3
(core)
  (A4.29)
a y e 2 A
a (valence) = — -^ —  Y P <y I r“3(r2 5 -r rD) I y>
a 3 4^ 2m " yy 1 a3 a 3 1
(valence)
  (A4.30)
The populations, Pyy, of the core AO's, referenced in (A4.29),
are assumed to equal the corresponding populations in the
isolated atom. The valence AO populations referenced in 
(A4.30) are taken from the MO calculation.
(ii) Non-local diamagnetic contribution
The integral over AO's in expression (2.19) may be 
separated into radial and angular factors:-
< A |r2 S - r r  | A >  =  < a |  r2 | A > < A  | 6  - ■■ a 0r I X >
i a\ a ■ y 1 ay r 2
  (A4.31)
The first (radial) factor is evaluated using the Slater-type 
form of the radial function, P^ , of
(n. + I) (n, +1)
< X I r2 I X > =  —  ----------------— ...............   ( A 4 . 3 2 )
5\
The second (angular) factor in (A4.31) is evaluated as in
(i) above.
(iii) Local paramagnetic contribution
Equation (2.20) contains a simple angular momentum 
integral, already dealt with in section (a) of this Appendix, 
together with the following integral, which may be separated 
into radial and angular factors:-
< y | r £^ | v > . =  <y|r""3 | v >  < y | I > .... (A4.33)
The first (radial) factor on the right hand side of (A4.33) 
is, in general, not evaluated using simple nodeless Slater- 
type representations of y and v, the exception being when 
Hartree Fock (H.F.) representations of these AO's are also 
nodeless (as for 2p, 3p orbitals, etc.). The r ~ 3 operator 
is so sensitive to the situation close to the nucleus that 
integrals over the valence A O ’s of heavy atoms may be several 
orders of magnitude too small, if the inner structure of 
these A O ’s is ignored, as in single lobe approximations.
A makeshift representation of the inner structure is present­
ly achieved by the Schmidt orthogonalization.
..Representing a given orthogonal radial function by
Rn £ anc* t 1^0 corresP ondi-n g Slater-type function by [ n ,11,
R_ p in fact has contributions from the [k,£], where k = £  +1
£
to n, being related by the coefficients C v :-II j xC
\ , l  = 1  c£n,k ck>£]    CA 4 -34)
k=£+l
The innermost radial function of a particular £ remains 
equal to the corresponding Slater-type function, i.e.
cZi + i,t+i ■ 1   (A 4 -35^
Working upwards sequentially, each other radial function 
is determined by orthogonalizing the corresponding Slater- 
type function with respect to the more inward radial 
functions:-
Rn ,1 = xn
where
-  n-1
n-1
C n , £ ] - J S , R^ i £ 
n ’ =£+1
(A4.36)
xn = 1 _  E Snn' I 1     CA4.37)n'=£+l ^  > 1
Snn'
[n,£]* Rn ,£ r 2 dr (A4.38)
H e n c e :-
n-1
R
where
X
C »,„ C"-U  V X / ' n n ' V t
(A4.39)
= X,n , n ,vn
nn' xn ^ n n ’
Substituting for Rn »£ from (A4.34) in (A4.39), we have:-
Rn I = cln n ln’t: * I ^nn' ^ <4' k lk>a  (A 4 -40)n,*, n,n n ?=f+l m  k=£+l n,K
n-1 n-1
= C n n I I C*' , . [k,£]..(A4.41)
n,n k=f+l n ’=k nn n ’K
Comparing (A4.41) with (A4.34), we see that:- 
n-1
rX r '
n'k
= y d 1l U nn ' U n »n,k ^  - n n , k < n (A4.42)
Having determined an improved radial function for each 
valence subshell, the expectation value of r ”3 is evaluated 
t h u s :-
i -3 I < y | r | v > =
R W u - r" 3 - W v  r2 dr ••• <A 4 -43)
^y n v
= I I C . C£v; . N, N,, (k + k1 - 3)!
k=£u+l k'=£v+l n,i,K nv,K K K “ . k+k'-
(Ck + ^k'^
2
where
N k ■
(2 ?k )
2k+l 1
(2k):
(A4.44)
(A4.45)
(iv) Non-local paramagnetic contribution
The only integrals appearing in expression (2.21) are 
angular momentum integrals, which have already been dealt 
with in section (a) of this Appendix.
(c) Integral evaluation in the non-empirical CNDO program
The philosophy here has been'to deduce as much as possible 
fronj tabulated Hartree Fock (H.F.) A O ’s (Clementi & RoettijP-^ 
the integrals calculated from these being then stored (for 
each element) in the BLOCKDATA of the MO program. In this 
way, an accurate representation of each basis function's 
inner lobe structure is made in the integrals, this being 
critical in the computation of < r_3> and A (spin-orbit 
coupling coefficient) values, as well as being fairly im­
portant in the evaluation of < r -1> and related integrals.
In the published AO tabulation (Clementi & R o e t t i ) ^ ^ ,  
each radial function, R^, is expanded in terms of a set of 
Slater-type radial functions, [k D :-
(A4.46)
where
C is an expansion coefficient and
(A4.47)
N k
/
(A4.48)
A  separate set of Slater-type functions is used (Clementi & 
R o e t t i ^ ^ o r  each value of;£,of the angular momentum. Within 
each set (for the double-zeta functions^}) a pair of Slater- 
type functions is included for each occupied shell. These 
functions have a value of.n^ appropriate to that shell and, 
roughly speaking, constitute its outer lobe. For atoms
with valence d-orbitals which are unoccupied in the ground
state, these are added to the tabulated functions (Clementi & 
(14)Roetti ), making use of single-zeta valence lobes with 
parameters as in Appendix 2c. This valence lobe is then 
Schmidt orthogonalized with respect to any core d-orbitals 
for the atom in question.
Integrals involved in
Applying the neglect of diatomic differential overlap, 
expression (2.24) may be split into local and non-local 
contributions:-
(loc) + g ^ (non-loc) 
a$ a3 a3 (A4.49)
where
ad (loc) = —  —  £A P 
“ 6 2m 4* ,fv uv
r 2 - ra 
a6 k ' k k
a e 2 y
g Q(non~loc) = -----  I
a3 2m 4 tt b 6a  “v p v
(A4.50)
& r  r  - r a r 3 
a3 k* Ak rk rAk
Ak
(A4.51)
where A is the magnetic nucleus. Note that the position 
vector of electron, k, ? k = (rk , r^ ., r|) = (xk , y k , zk )
and its magnitude, r-. = | r1 are not referred to the
molecular origin, but to the same centre as for the G.I.A.O.'s 
y and v. Hence, if y and v are centred on B, then:
r = ft 
Ak kAB + r. (A4.52)
Both G ^  (loc) and g ^  (non loc) may be expressed as the 
sum of core and valence contributions, after placing the 
basis functions (<j>^ and <{>v) into mutually exclusive subsets 
of core and valence functions. Contributions for which one 
of the basis functions is core and the other is valence 
are assumed to be zero (core-valence separability).
Taking (loc), the integral over basis functions
is exactly separate into radial and angular factors:
ct |3
< w Ir'3 C«aB r 2 - r° r 6) | v > = < u |r 1 I v > < y | «ag -
r
(A4.53)
N.B. in the first (radial) factor in (A4.53), subscripts
y and v denote the radial functions, R and R , whereas
y v ’
in the second (angular) factor, they denote the real 
spherical harmonics Y and Y .
The radial factor in (A4.53) may be determined from 
the tabulated A.O.'s (Clementi and R o e t t n P ^  after employing 
expansion (A4.46):-
. , , „  n ( n lc + n V  1
< y r " 1 =1  I  CukCvk' NkNk' ----   ' ni +ni ,   CA4.54)k k, uK vk K K nk+nk,
values of < y | r_1| v > for the valence AO's of atoms of 
interest are presented in Table (A4.2). The angular factor 
in (A4.53) is evaluated thus:-
<•
a 3 
x r r
a3~ 2r
v> = <5 0 6 ,
/  a3 yv.
a 3 r r
2
r
(A4.55)
The second term in (A4.55) is evaluated according to the
method described in section (a) of this Appendix. While the
valence contribution to , cr^  0 (loc) is evaluated "in situ"
1 a 3
in the MO program, using stored values of < y |r“ 1 | v > , 
the core contribution is evaluated as a whole in advance. 
This is possible because each core AO is assumed to remain 
a valid orbital in the molecular environment, and to retain 
its corresponding electronic population. Since the core 
orbitals thus have no cross populations, we have:-
a vi 2 A
o 0 ( loc/core) = §—  T P < y |r” 3 (r2 6 0 - r r D I p>
a3 ; 4i 2m ^ yy 1 v a3 a 3 ‘
(cire)
 (A4.56)
4 tt 2m J Vyy ' H 1 H ' 
(core)
a 3
(A4.57)
where (A4.53) and (A4.55) have been employed in going from 
(A4.56) to (A4.57).
From symmetry considerations, ^y 
only be non-zero if a = 3. Hence:-
can
ad (loc/core) = 6 0 —  —  Y P < y I r 1 I y > 
a 3 4 tt 2m y M 1 1
(core)
1 - < y r “ I >T 
tH  W>J
(A4.58)
However, from the spherical symmetry of the atomic core,
d d d
we have a (loc/core) = a (loc/core) = a _ (loc/core) =
y y Z Z
ad floc/core) , where:
cLV
aday (loc/core) = 7^  — ■ P 1M| < y | r" 1 1 y > ........ (A4.59)
4 TT 3m y ^  
(core)
y~ 2 A (n-, + n-, . -1) I
0 e I p.... I l 7 k7 k' V k, k k4 tt 3m yyp k k' (ck + ;k, )nk+nk'
(A4.60)
Expression (A4.60) has been computed in advance for each 
atom of interest, values being stored in the BLOCKDATA of 
the MO program.
To evaluate the integrals involved in the non-local 
contribution, r7£ is approximated by truncating its expansion
-3
about R a f t e r  zero order:-
Employing (A4.52), we h a v e :-
< y I <5 o
(B)
=  6a 3
AB
< y | r j  v >
+ ZAB < >
• rAk
a
- rk
r3
Ak 1 y 
(B)
V 11 A
-
a
rk ^ B V >
k XAB + ^ k y a b + zk ZAB 1
i a I
lrk<
v > - < y
i a
lrk r » | v
XAB <■
x k
rk
v) +
6 „ I*,. . (^Ar> + rv )a B *'k AB k-
(A4.62)
(A4.63)
AB
>^ k
zk \  I-- y /
rk /  J
- R1AB
a X
rk \— y/
rk / .
< y ,|r£ | V > t 5a$
rk rk \  i
4 V -
(A4.64)
The evaluation of the angular integrals in (A4.64), viz.
< y v > and < y
a $ 
rk rk
v > has been dealt with in
section (a) of this Appendix.
For the valence contribution to a (non l o c ) , the 
radial integrals in (A4.64) are calculated using the fitted 
single-zeta values tabulated in Appendix 2(c), from the 
expressions
< y I r, I v > ■= N N 1 k 1 y v
< y I r2J  v > = N N 1 k 1 y v
(n + n + 1) I 
v y v '
(r + r )n y+nv +2
(n + n + 2) I 
v y v J
fr + r )n y+nv + 3 
y v
(A4.65)
(A4.66)
To evaluate the core contribution to a a ^ n o n _ l o c ) , 
use is made of a quantity Xg » (see below), calculated in 
advance for each atom of interest and stored in BLOCKDATA.
(non_loc/core)=     7 R.| 7B P < p 16 r,.r., -
2m 4it b M  AB pv pv 1 “ B k Ak
(core)
r“k iBA k | v >  ........ . (A4.67)
= 2^ 4^ b ^ RAB £ P pp < w l6ag rk ’ rAk ' rk rAk I 11 * • ’ (A 4 -68)
(since the core orbitals have no cross populations)
“ T ~  I 2 I RAB ^ P uu < “ lrk - (rk )2 I •** ........... (A4.69)2m 4 it b /A y
(from symmetry considerations).
= aday (non J o c / c o r e )  . . ........  (A4.70)
where
°da v = I  r r -  ..........  (A4.71)
B^A AB
xb = £ r  * <,J lr* ! v >  .......... (A4-72)3m 4tt ,11 -v 
(core)
The radial integral in (A4.72) is evaluated using the 
tabulated H.F. A O ’s (Clementi & . Ro e t t i ® ^  ) :"
(nv + nv, + 2 ) i
<  y I r £  I y >  —  Y  Y  C  i C  ( N-i N i  , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - C ha 7 ^ ^1 k 1 £ f, yk yk' k k' f .nk+nv*+3 IA4./3J
k k'
cf. expression (A4.66).
Values of cr^ o (loc/core) and x for atoms of interest are
av
presented in Table (A4.3). 
Integrals involved in
Employing the LCAO expansion and the neglect of 
diatomic differential overlap, expression (2.26) becomes:-
a 3 = -2
/ 2 y occ unocc -D C
I— — I l } f c*.c . y y c,.c .
M  4" i J B y„ 1,1 C Xa 01
< y ]£ J  V >< X |r-3 I oAk
A 1E. . 
13
(A4.74)
where B and C each run over all atoms in the molecule.
The local and non-local contributions to „ may be
a 3
separated out according to the cases C = A and C f A in 
(A4. 74) : -
Q(loc) + a (non-loc) 
a 3 a 3 a 3
(A4.75)
where
oy a (loc) = -2
r eft 1 ^  yo occ unocc
m
B A
a3
< y \l \ v ><A | r T 3 I | a
—  I I I I C -i I C^ C
4* 1 j B yv yl ia X3 °
A 1E. .
11
(A4.76)
oynR (non-loc) = -2
occ unocc B * C
1 7  i j B J v C?A Xa C ^ Cai
< y |13 I v >< A |r~3 £A | a >
A 1E. • 
11
(A4.77)
The evaluation of < \i \ t^\ v >  has already been dealt with 
in section (a) of this Appendix.
Taking a** (loc) , < A |rf3 t | a > is precisely
a3 ’ 1"k a
separate into radial and angular factors
< X lrk 3 0 > = < X lrk 3  ^ ° > < X a > (A4.78)
The radial factor in (A4.78) is evaluated using the tabulated 
AO's (Clementi & Roetti^^):-
—  3
Values of < X |r ^ | o > for the valence A O !s of atoms 
of interest are presented in Table (A4.4). The angular 
factor in (A4.79) is dealt with in section (a) of this 
Appendix.
Taking (non_loc), the zero order approximation
is used for : ”
< X |r’ 3 iA I a > + R.! < X I iA I a >   (A4.80)
C Ak a C A U C a C
~ A
The evaluation of < X \ Z | cr > first requires the
f a f
expansion of ^ a -“
= + p    (A4.81)
a Ak X Fk
= (Ra b  + rk ) x Pk  . (A4.82)
= RAB x P k + l k   (A4.83)
i.e.
“ YAB K  - ZAB Py + K     (A 4 -84^
l y  = ZAB K  - XAB K  +  l y   -  (A4.8S)
l z “ XAB - YAB K  + l z    (A 4 -86)
H e n c e :
< X I 1 A | a > = Ya b  < X I P z I a > - ZA B < X I Py I a > + < X I £ x I a >
........... (A4.87)
etc.
a
Since the < A | I | a > are dealt with in section (a),
A A ^  A
specifying < A | t ' | o >  amounts to formulating < A | Pa | a >.
Using the expression:- 
^ 'k 3 (A4.88)
3r
it is possible to operate directly on the cartesian, single- 
zeta form of <|> , then to multiply by <J>^ and integrate over 
all space. Many integrals are zero on symmetry grounds. 
Formulae for the non-zero integrals from an s , P and d basis 
are given below:-
x
< dz2 | P I Px >
A
i 1
i rs-
i i
i ST
A
(ns - 1) R2 - cs R1 j . .
(np +1) R2 - cp R l ] . . .
(n -2) R 2 -  cp Rl ...
< d x 2 - y 2 | Px | P x  > = |  |jnp -2)R2 - £p R l ]  ...
dxy
< dxz
< Px
< Pz
< Px
< Py
< Py
' . " ■ “ • i s
(np - 2) R2 - 5p Rl ]  . . .
(np - 2) R2 - ?p Rl
(nj +2) R2-c, Rl
Pxl dxz> = I 7? (nd +2) R2 - cd Rl
P | d x 2- y 2 > = ^
X 1 /5
Px | dxy > = |
(nd + 2)R2 - cd Rl 
(nd + 2) R2 - ?d Rl
c > - k 1 
I T ?
(ns - 1) R2 - ?s Rl
A4.89) 
A4.90) 
A4.91) 
A4.92) 
A4.93) 
A4.94) 
A4.95) 
A4.96) 
A4.97) 
A4.98) 
A4.99)
A4
| A I d ^ 1
< s | py I p y > = i  75 Cnp +1) R2 - cp Rl
< dz2 | P | Py > = ^  -4= 
y 7 1 /is
(np - 2) R2 - Cp Rl
d x 2 - y 2 | P | Py > = A  4,
1 /5
(np-2)R2-cp Rl
< dyz | Py |Pz > = f 
< P y | P  | d z 2 > = -J- P
y 1 /is
< Pz I Py I dyz > = !
(np - 2) R2 - Cp Rl
(n, + 2) R2 - cj Rl
(A4.101) 
..(A4.102) 
• • (A4.103) 
. ..(A4.104) 
■ (A4.105)
(n, +2) R2 - c, Rl ]...(A4. 106)
< py I Py I dx2 - y 2 > = ^  i (nd + 2 ) R 2 -  cd Rl|-(A4.107)
< Px | Py | dxy > = |  - ^
< pz I P z I s > = |  j =
< dxz | P z | P x >  = I  j =
< dyz | P z | Py> = |  ±
(nd + 2) R2 - cd Rl 1 • • • • (A4.108) 
(ns - l ) R 2 -  cs Rl 1 • • • . (A4.109)
(np - 2) R2 - cp Rl (A4.110)
(np -2) R2 - cp Rl (A4.111)
< s I p z I Pz > - T  j f (np +1) R2 - cp Rl |• • • (A4.112)
< dz2 | P z | P z > = |  2
/l?
. i 2
i /!?
= i 1
i /5
= t _1_
i Z5-
(np - 2) R2 - cp Rll - (A4.113)
(nd + 2) R2- cd Rl l...(A4.114) 
(nd + 2) R2- cd Rl 1-. • (A4.115)
(n, + 2) R2- c, Rl ]....(A4. 116)
where
Rl = N N 
X a
<n x + V  ! (A4.117)
R2 = N. N
X a
(n. + n - 1) !
v X a J
(A4.118)
where subscripts X and a refer to the basis functions 
appearing in < X | | a > .
Expressions (A4.89) to (A4.116) are programmed into 
the MO program for use with the single-zeta exponents given 
in Appendix 2(c).
SOIntegrals involved in a
Examination of expressions (2.28) t0 (2.36) indicates 
that the following distinct types of integral are involved 
in the spin-orbit contribution:-
(i) < i | 6 (rA k ) | j >
(iii)
-3
(iv) < i | X la j j >
(v) < i | | j >
Type (i)
Employing the L.C.A.O. expansion and the neglect of 
diatomic differential overlap, integral (i) becomes:-
- i I « (?Ak) | j > = I I C*. C < y | 6 (fA k ) I v>
IS y v
(A4.119)
From the nature of 6 9 s b ecomes:~
< i |  « (?A k ) I j >  ■ l f  < ■  Cv +* CRa D ♦ „ (Ra )...(A4.120)
15 yv
where is the position vector of nucleus A.
Given that the only AO's of atom A which are non-zero 
at are its s-orbitals, together with the current re­
striction to the single valence s-orbital (denoted by sub­
script ’ s’), expression (A4.120) becomes:-
< i I 6 (r,, ) I i > = 'C*. C . S2(0)] + 7 y C*-C . A*I AkJ l -1 [ si s3 <■ JJA B A^ iv yi vj %
(Ra ) 4>v CRa ) ...........  (A4.121)
w h e r e :
s 2 (0) = I 4S (0)12 ......----- (A4.122)
The relative confinement of AO's to the vicinity 
of the atoms on which they are centred (which gives the 
neglect of diatomic differential overlap a degree of val i ­
dity) makes the second term in expression (A4.121) very 
much smaller than the first in all practical situations,.
For consistency with the assumption of zero diatomic 
differential overlap, the second term of expression (A4.121) 
is totally ignored in the present treatment:-
i| « CrA k )| j >  - Csi Csj S 2 (0)
*
........ (A4.123)
A
S 2 (0) is calculated thus from the tabulated A O ’s (Clementi
o n :(14),
& Roetti ):-
S2(0) =
I C skN k k
(Is)
(A4.124)
k runs over all Slater type functions with n = 1 and I = 0, 
these being the only ones which are non-zero at the nucleus. 
Given the high sensitivity of the values thus obtained to 
the quality of the Slater-type basis, with particular regard 
to core functions, the multi-zeta ("Hartree Fock") A O ’s 
of Clementi & R o e t t i ^ a r e  used for this purpose in preference 
to double-zeta ones.
Values of S 2 (0) thus obtained for the atoms of interest 
are presented in Table (A4.5).
Type (ii)
After employing the LCAO expansion and the neglect of 
diatomic differential overlap, this integral may be ex­
pressed as the sum of local and non-local t e r m s :-
rAk rAk 
Ak
j\ = yA c*. c . /)
/  y v  y l  V A
a  p 
rk rk
B
+ I IB f A  y  v
a  3  
rAk rAk
5 -
rAk
.. (A4.125)
The integrals over basis functions appearing in the 
first (local) term in (A4.125) may be factorized into radial 
and angular integrals:-
y
(A)
a 3 
rk rk
v > = <
(A)
- 3
a  3  
rk rk
(A4.126)
The evaluation of the first (radial) factor in (A4.126) 
is already described above in the section dealing with .
The evaluation of the second (angular) factor has been 
dealt with in section (a) of this Appendix.
The integrals over basis functions appearing in the 
second (non-local) term in (A4.125) are dealt with by ex-
Type (iii)
After employing the LCAO expansion and the neglect 
of diatomic differential overlap, this integral may be 
expressed as the sum of local and non-local t e r m s :-
The presence of in the first (Local) term of (A4.128)
arises from the angular factor of unity in the operator r^|. ,
given that each basis function contributed by atom A has a
unique angular function. The integral over basis functions
appearing in the same term is evaluated as described in the
crP „ section, above. a$ ’
The integral over basis functions appearing in the 
second (non-rlocal) term in (A4.128) is evaluated using a 
zero-order approximation:-
panding the function about
the centre of B, then approximating by truncating the 
series after the zero-order contribution. Hence:-
(A4.127)
(B) (B)
A
j > = I C
(A4.128)
-3 -3
< V I rA vl v > 6uv RAB 
(B) (B) v
(A4.129)
Type iv
After employing the L.C.A.O. expansion and the neglect 
of diatomic differential overlap, we have:-
A
< i I A f I j > = V J C*.C . < p |  U  I v > ... (A4.130)
1 a 1 a v> i v 3 aA y v
A
= y y c*. C. A < y I i I v > ............  (A4. 131)V ^ y i v i y v ^ ' a 1 v J
A  yv J
The angular integral < y | t | v > is dealt with in section
(a) of this Appendix. The spin-orbital coefficient, A 9 is 
currently approximated by a value dependent only on the 
nature of atom A and orbitals y and v. The evaluation of Ay v
on this basis requires a theoretical treatment of spin- 
orbit coupling in isolated atoms.
In the absence of an externally applied magnetic field, 
the magnetic contribution to the atomic Hamiltonian is given 
by:-
’V " = + lie   ( M ’ 1 3 2 )
w h e r e :
V k = \ 1     (A4.133)~»3
rk
a 2 *
V k£ = ^k ( ? y  x h - t h  + 2 )    (A4.134)
Z is the nuclear charge;
k & I denote electrons;
a is the fine structure constant.
Through the rest of the discussion, electron 1 will be chosen 
as a particular k and electron 2 will be chosen as a parti­
cular l y so that becomes and becomes
The definition of the spin-orbit coupling coefficient,
A , of occupied atomic spin orbital <f>^ is implicit in:-
< * I "V I ■* > = I \  < u I \  ■ sk I V > ..... (A4.135)
y
where $ is the total electronic wavefunction of the atom.
This is the sort of formula which would be obtained if “VIm
were the simple sum of single electron operators, say V^ ' . 
Given that:-
< $ I -vm I 4>= £<11 I I V > ...........  (A4.136)
y
then, so long as $ is represented by a single Slater deter­
minant of AO's, V' is expressed by:-
V*! (?p = V 1 + I f K V12 (?2^ d t2
-  Vf y
*
♦li (fl> ' I j *v (?2> V 12 (*2> d t2
vfy J
(A4.137)
The approach now is to give, by the process of approximation, 
an independent existence to the spin-orbit energy operator, A
V'^ + x (r^) . Sj   (A4.138)
so that:
l
= < p | X |. y >   (A4.139)
The following properties are desirable in the approximate
A
expression for A:-
A A
(i) it should commute with . S^;
(ii) it should give rise to a ^ values dependent only on the 
subshell to which belongs.
Provided the radial function of each AO is dependent only
A
on the given subshell both requirements are met when A is 
taken to be a function of the polar separation, r ^ , only:-
V 1!  ^ (^x^ f-jy ^ X ’ ^1* ^1^ (A4.140)
Clearly, the contribution to A from , viz 
immediately compatible with (A4.140). However,
a 2 z
2 r
is
V 12
/ Q 
1 * ^1
must be approximated by a quantity dependent only on
rn and the coordinates of electron 2. As a first step, the 
1 ':A  v
contributions to V-^ involving S2 are dropped as completely
untenable^ under (A4.140):-
v i ? -V ,12 2 1 r12
x P . S1 (A4.141) 
C> A
uJhicK 15 propor hior\cx-£ ho * S • 
Projecting out the contribution to expression (A4.141)A-
is tantamount to projecting out the contribution to V-. (l/r-j^)
which is proportional to r^ (since t ^ = r^ x P^):-
^ 1 C1 /r 12  ^ + A ( r 1 ,r2 ,62 ,(J)2) (A4.142)
Considering the x contribution to ^ ( l / r ^ ) *  viz. (l/rx2)
we may proceed by projecting it onto the spherical harmonic 
/  3~ ^1
4if r~ (s ince the resulting projection is linear in x^):-
3x- 12 + °x (rl> r 2> e2> *2) X 1
w h e r e :
a x (r i,r 2>92,42) 47r r.
(A4.143)
1
£
r  / 7 X i
f 1 1
r l J0 J
4 7T r^ ax1
0 1* r 12 J
sine-j- de^d<j>^ 
. (A4.144)
+ Hopefully, it is clear that the approximation sought, i.e. 
(A4.140) has no terms in S 2- The only justification avai­
lable for dropping these terms is that the final expression 
(A^.161), gives values in reasonable agreement with obser­
vation.
Substituting the Neumann expansion for gives
1 3x^ 2 -
4 x (rl ’r2>e2><,2  ^ = - e (rl -  r2) 7 7 + e (r l ‘ r 2) ----- 5
1 r 2
.............. (A4.145)
where
e (r) = 1 if r > 0
.............. (A4.146)
= 0 if r < 0
Similarly,
a y (rl>r 2>e2 ’^2:)
(r l>r 2 ,82 ,'*,2-*
Unfortunately, (X / / 0 , so some sort of averagingx y z
procedure is needed to approximate A ( r ^ , r2 , 02 > $2') * ^ 
simple mean y i e l d s :-
A(r^ ,r 2 , 02 , <{>2) = 1/3 + Gy + ^z)   (A4.149)
= - e (rx - r 2) A  ..............  (A4.150)
Substituting for A(r^ , r 2 , 02 , <f>2) in (A4.142) yields:-
3X2 - r 2
= -e(r1 - r 2) 77 + ^ ^  - r 2)  r
1 r 2
(A4.147)
3z£ - r2
= -e(r1 - r 2) _ j + e (r i - r 2) — -
(A4.148)
+ ,  ^ ' e (rl " r2) *
71 (1/r12) H' “ -----   Tl   (A4.151)
Substituting for ^ ( l / r ^ )  in (A4.141) yields:-
Substituting from (A4.133) and V ^ 2 from (A4.153) into 
(A4.137), we h a v e :-
V'l ♦„ (rl3 1 " I K  £ (rl _ r 2)f
Vf 14 ^
(r 2) dT2 _ ^ i * s i %  Cri) 0 9) e (r1 - r2) <f>yv 2
(r 2 ) d t 2 11 . ^  <(>v ( r i ) (A4.154)
After expressing each AO containing electron 2 as the product 
of radial, angular and spin functions, then integrating over 
all angles and the spin of electron 2, we have:-
V'i ♦„ (*!>'* T  - 7
9 — ’r l 2 A A
Z - I V r 2>
-r 2 a t*
2 2
£ 1 .S1
—  V^y J0 —
vf y
v| y R v (r2) R (r2) rf d r £ Z ± .
(A4.155)
where
r •2ir *7T • + 1
V y
n
0 ■0 ■ 12
+ k2 *
Y„ (6.*) %  (5) (8, if) (3) sine
d(f> de ds ds„ ds .... (A4.156)x y z
^Z Z * ^mf ,mZ * fims ,ms 
v y v y y v
(A4.157)
Given that Z^ acts on angular and spin coordinates only
we h a v e :-
f '
V y
k •< 1 * ^1 ^rl^ ~
V ri> ~
R (r.) l l * S 1 (rdy v 1J
..........  (A4.158)
*
Employing (A4.158) in (A4.155), premultiplying by <1^  and
integrating over all space yields
w h e r e :
1 v k 1 vi >
a 2
~2 / * ;
+  I
vty
R v
%  (
*
1
< y r 3
1
(A4.159)
(Z- I f 1 | V r2>
 ^ vf y •'o
R (r9) R (r9) d r 9 
v v 2 J y v 2 J 2
r 2 d r 2
*u (? P d T l
(A4.160)
y > - I
v£y
— f
y y V V + y V y
— v f  y s.
yv vy (A4.161)
2
The integral < y | 1/r^ | y > has been dealt with above 
under cjP. The two electron integrals appearing in (A4.161) 
are special cases of:-
yv Ac*
r  R; ( r p  Rv Crp  (Tj • 2
1--------- i R X (r2^ R o (r2y r 2 d r 2 rl d rl
= I I
j k
y C . C , C . o C N -Nr N» N - yj vk XZ am j k Z m
n j+nk -3
o
fr l n , +nm d ( M > 1 6 2 )
Jo 2 1
(where j,k,Z & m  denote STO's)
* (l>£ + n m J !
= 1 1  I I C . C , C , p C N- N, N» N ----------W T 4.t. *j. ij k I 4 to vk A£ am j k £ m (5
(n. + n, - 3) : n£+nmj ■ “k " 11 lnj +nk - a + ij ; (C£ + Cmf( ^ 3 ) !
[_ (?j + c k)nj+nk' 2 .W) i :
(A4.163)
Values of A , calculated for the valence P subshell 
y
of atoms of interest, are presented in Table (A4.6). Ap 
values may be compared with the corresponding observed 
values. Agreement is clearly satisfactory for elements 
up to CZ. The subsequent tendency of the calculated values 
to be too small may be put down to the Clementi and R o e t t i ^ ^  
orbitals being too diffuse for third row elements and 
higher. This is brought to light when presently calculated 
values of < P | r " 3 | P > (see Table (A4.4)) are compared 
with the relativistic calculations of Desclaux (154).
Of greater relevance than A^ to second and higher
order perturbation calculations is the spin-orbit coeffi­
cient which pertains ti
ground and excited s t a t e s :-
A , o the application of IT between yv r rr m
< 0 T"
1 m y V > = A ' < y I Z . S I V >yv 1 1 (A4.164)
- < y | V, | v > + I 
A*y
♦ X ( D  4V (2)
♦ Cl) ♦i(23 CV12+v 213 +v ( D  ^ ( 2 )  -
dTl dT2 (A4.165)
where A runs over all A . O . ’s which are occupied in the 
ground state |0>,except y. However, since (V-^ + ^21^ 
is symmetrical in 1 and 2, we have:-
♦ „ C D  % ( 2 )  (V12 + V 21) 4V (1) ♦ (2) d T j d t 2 =
♦ p C D  ♦pC2) (V12 + V2 p  * y ( D  4>v C2) d d t2 (A4.166)
So we may, in fact, retain the A = y term in (A4.165) on
4*
the grounds that it is zero anyway .
Employing (A4.133), (A4.153) and (A4.166) in (A4.165), 
we h a v e :
< 0 1 ~V~ I y v > = —  
m 2
Z l ± . s1
v - i
** ( i ) + h 2)
(2) d j-, dr 3 "'l * ^1  y A ^  “ ll ~ l2
* * e(r - r )
♦w cii*x c2) ■ 2 3 1 ^2 * S2 ^ v ^  ^ A ^  d x l dx2
’ * * e(rn - r ?)  ^ ^
4>,. Cl) C2) --- 73-----  • S2. ♦ a f ‘K.C2) ^ Ti d ty A
* * e(r2 - r 1 )
^2 * S2 ^A(1  ^ ♦vf2) d t t d
(A4.167)
Taking A = y in the 2-electron integral in (A4.165), we have 
the integral:-
<f>y (1) *y(2) (V12- + V21) +v(l)V(2).-*li(l)+v(2) dTl dT2
* *
♦ p ( D * p (2)(V1 2 +V21) ♦„(!) *y (2) -dxj d , 2
* *
which is zero under (A4.166). The reason for not explicitly 
including the A = y term is that it becomes necessary below 
to make use of the fact that all the orbitals of a given 
subshell are included in the summation.
Except for the case of an inert gas atom, there is more 
than one state | 0 > in the ground configuration. This 
affects the value of the above integral in as far as it 
affects the terms incurred in the summation over X.
The mean value for the configuration is given by:-
m
a2
y -> v > mean = '<■
z i1 . s1
3 •)> + I ox I }
— \ ri / x -1
(A4.168)
where
CL is the mean occupancy of <f> in the ground state
A  A
configuration: 
where 0,
occupancy of subshell to which <|>. belongs
A
+ 2
and { } represents the quantities similarly enclosed
in equation (A4.167).
Each integral in (A4.168) may be resolved into radial 
and angular/spin factors
z i1 . s2
v >= ( y < y | I . S | v > .. (A4.169)
e (r l “ r 2^
^  (1) (2) 3 ^1* S1 M U  M 2) d x l d x 2 =
]yv I XX < y I t . S |v>   (A4.170)
«-„(!) *V C2)
£(r2 - r x)
To =
XX yv J y v < A I . s I X > (A4.171)
* * e(r,-r7)
*y (l) *x (2) — 3 ^ 1  . S 1 * X U )  *v (2) d tx d t2
yA Xv
A  A
< y | Z . S | X > (A4.172)
e(r -r )
y (1) <J> ^ ( 2) ^ 3  ^ f. 2 • S2 d t^  d 1 £
X v y X (A4.173)
The total contribution of the integrals (A4.171) to
< 0 I ~V" I y -*■ v > mean is : - 1 m 1
j A  A
£ 0^ XX yv J <x| Z,S | X>
This summation may be expressed as contributions from each_
subshell of the atom. Given that | AX | ycr ]  and 0^ are
dependent only on the subshell to which <J>^ belongs, each 
subshell conformation has the factor
subshell * A
I < X | £ . S | X > = 0
X
..............  (A4.174)
Hence, integrals (A4.171) make no contribution. We now have:
< ^l”^ m I y v > m e ^n = ~ Z < y | r 3 1 v > - I 0 y v f XX ]
\ —r
X V Xv ~ y A ] Av yX
• / — J j
< y | I . S | v > 
... (A4.175)
H e n c e : 
X
where
a 2
yv
Z < y |r"3 | v > + I 0 f
A 1
(A4.176)
represents the quantity similarly enclosed in
equation (A4.175).
The integrals appearing in (A4.176) are calculated in
the manner indicated for A .
y
From the nature of the angular momentum operator, the 
integral < y | Z.S | v > is only non-zero if t = >0.
Furthermore, the only excited state of interest in the current 
truncated perturbation expansions are within the valence 
shell. For a valence s, p, d basis, we therefore only need 
consider A and A ^  values, these being presented in 
Table (A4.6) f o r .atoms of interest. The cause of the di s ­
crepancies between the Ap and Ap(obs) values, discussed 
above, is equally likely to make the calculated App values 
too small for third row elements and upwards. For this 
reason corrected values, * ?pp> have been obtained from the 
formula:
A (obs)
A ' = A . - E — ....   (A4.177)
PP PP A
The values of * ’pp an<l App presented in Table (A4.6) are 
stored in the BLOCKDATA of the MO program.
Type (v)
Employing the L.C.A.O. expansion and the neglect of 
diatomic differential overlap, we have:-
A
< i  I £ I j > = I  I C . C .< y | l | v >  ......  (A4.178)
A yv M J
The integrals < y | Z | v > are dealt with in section (a) 
of this Appendix.
Table A 4 .1 Angular momentum matrix elements for p and d 
orbitals
xy
-:i
xz
< d 2 2 
x-y
< d xy
xz x-y xy
-1
xz
-1
-1xy
xz x-y xy
"Px
<p
Fy
<Pz
<dZ2
< d„_
< d
xz
-1
< d. - 2
Table A4 :2 Valence < r 
interest.
"■*■> values (in a.u.) for atoms of
Element < s | r ^ | s > < s | r  ^ | d > < P  | r-1 | P > < d | r ^ | d >
H 1.0 - - -
B 0.713509 - 0.605723 -
C 0.897174 - 0.784182 -
N 1.07833 - 0.958458 -
0 1.26507 - 1.1121 -
F 1.44931 - 1.27286 -
A1 0.506643 0.240130 0.380593 0.239290
Si 0.603118 0.327010 0.478590 0.318625
P 0.694722 0.386057 0.570479 0.377150
S 0.786169 0.432461 0.650898 0.425025
Cl 0.874888 0.481859 0.733595 0.475625
Ga 0.508088 0.327861 0.366723 0.329751
Ge 0.573803 0.287055 0.440981 0.298777
As 0.633801 0.333371 0.506245 0.342272
Se 0.691947 0.366065 0.559593 0.374494
Br 0.748328 0.400477 0.614487 0.408704
I
1
0.610824 0.317899 0.510026 0.341769
Table A4.3 Core diamagnetic parameters for atoms of interest.
Element a^y (loc/core)
(ppm)
X
(ppirwtfS)
H - -
B 165.907 5.10089
C 201.065 3.45659
N 236.176 2.49777
0 271.285 1.88866
F 306.376 1.47849
A1 765.136 65.4531
Si 835.693 52.2614
P 906.109 .42 . 7860
S 976.375 35.7505
Cl 1046.52 30.3538
Ga 2614.57 215.035
Ge 2721.50 186.294
As 2828.03 163.673
Se 2934.46 144.980
Br 3040.36 130.229
I 5434.83 309.524
Table A 4 .4
_3
Valence <r > values in (a.u. 
interest.
) for atoms
Element < s | r ^ | d > I ”3 i < p | r | p > < d | r ^ | d
H - - -
B - 0.752574 -
C - 1.64460 -
N - 3.01845 -
0 - 4.83921 -
F - 7.34196 -
A1 0.036202 1.08649 0.024663
Si 0.067238 2.04495 0.058225
P 0.100063 3.29566 0.0965639
S 0.136641 4.81766 0.138203
Cl 0.181543 6.74001 0.193672
Ga 0.0465575 2.69955 0.287497
Ge 0.0448319 4.59764 0.159174
As 0.0609655 6.75272 0.243527
Se 0.0773715 9.06262 0.306840
Br 0.0939563 11.7974 0.398341
I 0.0492717 14.7858 0.580669
Table A4.5 S2(0) values (dV) ^or atoms of interest.
Element s2 COD
H
B
C
N
0
F
A1
Si
P
S
Cl
Ga
Ge
As
Se
Br
I
0.3183
I.41139 
2.77146 
4.77449 
7.63676
II.4148 
2.35537 
3.81052 
5.62824 
7.91589 
10.6440 
6.91746 
9.54331 
12.4281 
15.7229 
19.3978 
22.8239
Table A4.6 Valence spin-orbit coefficients (cm for
atoms of interest.'
Lement
XP
Xp(obs) X
PP Xdd x’p p
H
B 14.3886 10.09 14.4505
-
10.1334
C 40.892 32.6 41.1615 - 32.8148
N 92.0455 79. 5 92.7841 - 80.138
0 174.599 157.7 176.140 - 159.092
F 314.366 269.4 315.523 - 270.3915
A1 68.5239 74.69 68.9340 0.88528 75.137
Si 141.45 148. 7 142.247 0.933524 149.538
P 247.54 336.0 248.875 1.98831 337.812
S 390.352 388.6 392.378 3.40865 390.617
Cl 585.656 588.3 588.607 5.58578 591.264
Ga 447.95 550.8 449.123 124.562 552.242
Ge 791.485 909.4 793.504 17.1476 911.719
As 1203.26 1463.9 1206.26 27.9566 1467.549
Se 1669.19 1814.4 1673.26 36.6383 1818.82
Br 2243.01 2457.0 2248.38 49.9973 2462.8823
I 4359.2 5068.8 4365.99 137.207 5076.695
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